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Abstract

This Ph.D. thesis is concerned with the numerical full wave solution of inverse electromag¬

netic problems that can arise in a variety of applications, e.g. time domain reflectometry

(TDR) for water content measurements. These problems are in general non-linear and there¬

fore the computational burden is huge. Furthermore, the non-linearity introduces multiple
local solutions that must be rejected by using globally optimizing methods. In this interdisci¬

plinary thesis the following subjects have been addressed. (1) The development of a robust

parameter extraction software, deimos, for the measurement of the dispersive dielectric

properties of natural materials. Such materials exhibit considerable dielectric and ohmic

losses where conventional commercially available methods usually fail. (2) The development
and investigation of a physical yet flexible model for the frequency dependence of the dielec¬

tric is a key component of this method. (3) The development of a one-dimensional (ID)

deconvolution code, decoTDRpshmem. This code is capable of reconstructing one-dimen¬

sional distributions of dielectric properties in the longitudinal direction of a TDR probe, based

on a finite difference time domain (FDTD) forward solver in combination with a globally

optimizing genetic algorithm (GA). (4) The development and both numerical and experimen¬

tal validation of a new type of time domain reflectometry (TDR) probe that eliminates sub¬

stantial problems encountered by conventional transvcrse-electric-magnetic (TEM) based

TDR probes. This probe has been filed as a patent application with the European Patent

Agency. (5) The development of the 2.5-dimensional FDTD electromagnetic solver,

fwdSolver2Dpshmem, in cylindrical coordinates for the full wave analysis of the Som-

merfeld-Goubau transverse-magnetic (TM) TDR probe, including visualization using the

commercial AVS software for data visualization. (6) The development of a three-dimensional

(3D) FDTD electromagnetic solver. fwdSolver3Dpshmem, in cartesian coordinates. This

code is used in the investigation of microwave tomography concepts, which require a flexible

input parameter generation code, pandora, and a visualization environment on the basis of

AVS. It is demonstrated, numerically and experimentally, that the reconstruction of one-

dimensional water content profiles is feasible using considerable computational power. There¬

fore, the electromagnetic solvers have been developed to take advantage of parallel computing
hardware. Tt is shown that parallelization is a viable way to speed up numerical codes while

introducing only a limited amount of additional complexity. Although parameter reconstruc¬

tion is currently only possible for TEM type probes in one single spatial dimension, within a

reasonable time frame, we are confident that the deconvolution of TDR signals from Sommer-

feld-Goubau type probes will be possible quite soon.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation bcfasst sich mit der numerischen Full-Wave Lösung von inversen elektro¬

magnetischen Problemen, wie sie beispielsweise bei der Anwendung der Time-Domain-

Reflectometrie zur Messung des volumetrischen Wassergehaltes im Boden auftreten. Solche

Probleme sind im allgemeinen nicht-linear und erfordern zu ihrer Lösung einen beträchtli¬

chen Rechenaufwand. Die Nichtlinearität führt zu einer Vielzahl von lokalen Optima, welche

zugunsten des globalen Optimums ausgeschlossen werden müssen. In dieser interdisziplinä¬
ren Arbeit wurden die folgenden Teilprobleme bearbeitet und gelöst. (1) Die Entwicklung
eines numerischen Codes zur robusten Extraktion dielektrischer Modellparamcter aus gemes¬

senen Streuparametern. (2) Die Entwicklung und Untersuchung eines physikalische begrün¬

deten, aber dennoch flexiblen Modells zur Beschreibung der dispersiven dielektrischen

Eigenschaften von natürlichen Materialien als Basis des vorgenannten Codes. (3) Die Ent¬

wicklung eines eindimensionalen Dckonvolutionscodes, decoTDRpshmem. Dieser Code

rekonstruiert eindimensionale dielektrische Profile in der longitudinalen Richtung einer TDR

Sonde. Der Solver basiert auf der Methode der Finite-Differenzen Methode und ist mit einem

global optimierenden Genetischen Algorithmus (GA) gekoppelt. (4) Die Entwicklung und

experimentelle Charakterisierung einer neuen Einstab-TDR Sonde, die wesentliche Pro¬

bleme, welche bei konventionellen Zweidrahtsonden auftreten, eliminiert. Dieser Sondentyp
wurde beim Europäischen Patentamt in München als Patentantrag eingereicht. (5) Die Ent¬

wicklung eines 2.5-dimensionalen Finite-Diffcrencc-Time-Domain (FDTD) basierten elek¬

tromagnetischen Solvers in zylindrischen Koordinaten zur Full-Wave Analyse der

vorerwähnten Sommcrfeld-Goubau Einstabsonde. Zur Visualisierung der dabei erzielten

Ergebnisse wurden entsprechende Routinen auf der Basis der kommerziellen Graphiksoft¬

ware AVS entwickelt. (6) Die Entwicklung, in den Grundzügen, eines dreidimensionalen

elektromagnetischen FDTD basierten Solvers in kartesischen Koordinaten. Dieser Solver

wird zur Untersuchung von Konzepten für die Diffraktionstomographie auf der Basis von

Mikrowellen benützt und basiert auf einer flexiblen Generation des Inputs in Form der Mate-

rialparameter und entsprechenden Routinen zur Visualisierung der Ergebnisse, ebenfalls auf

der Basis von AVS. Es wird numerisch und experimentell gezeigt, dass die Rekonstruktion

von dielektrische Profilen möglich ist, unter der Voraussetzung, dass entsprechende Rechen¬

leistung zur Verfügung steht. Deshalb wurden die elektromagnetischen Solver so ausgelegt,
dass sie in der Lage sind mehr als einen Mikroprozessor gleichzeitig zu nutzen beziehungs¬
weise parallelisiert. Dies erforderte nur einen geringen Mehraufwand. Obwohl Profilrekon¬

struktion gegenwärtig nur für Zweidrahtsonden implementiert ist, ist davon auszugehen, dass

dies bald auch für Sommerfeld-Goubau Einstabsonden möglich sein wird.
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chapter 1 Introduction

Felix, qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas

Vergil, Gcorgica 2, 490

1.1 Personal Remarks

This thesis is concerned with the solution of electromagnetic
inverse problems that arise from measurement techniques used in

environmental, in particular soil physical, applications. The origin of

this thesis and the applications of its results lies in this area. The

remediation of soils and aquifers polluted by non-aqueous phase liq¬
uids (NAPL) is one of the main concerns of soil physics.

Therefore the project, that has led to this thesis, has been planned
and executed on an interdisciplinary basis. As a consequence it has

become a necessity to explain and introduce some basic concepts,

e.g transmission line theory and other issues, in this work. Such

issues are normally not treated when the audience is mainly from the

electrical engineering fraction. 1 therefore kindly ask this audience

for their understanding. The inclusion of 'electrical ençineerino;

basics' will certainly facilitate the adoption of the new methods pro¬

posed in this thesis in the not so electrically inclined soil physics

community.

18



19 Introduction

When I started working on this subject I was barely aware of the com¬

plexity hidden between the relatively simple assignment: reconstruction

of the relative dielectric permittivity distribution in the longitudinal direc¬

tion of a time domain reflectometry (TDR) probe. I learned that there is

quite a difference between the calculation of the voltages and currents on

a transmission line, given the characteristic impedance and its length and

the determination of the characteristic impedance of a transmission line,

given the input and output signals. This situation became even more com¬

plicated when I realized that when TDR is used in environmental applica¬

tions, the electrical conditions were not necessarily very well-defined.

This required more than one compromise and quite a bit of engineering

judgement, even with one eye closed, or sometimes even both. After all, I

think what is shown in this thesis is the evidence that it is worthwhile to

apply methods from computational electrodynamics to environmental

measurement problems because it makes more sophisticated measure¬

ment methods possible. Only by the application of the most advanced

numerical techniques from computational electrodynamics and optimiza¬
tion methodologies can the Goubau-Sommerfeld TDR probe be analyzed

and the measured data interpreted. This new probe could only be intro¬

duced to the application of volumetric water content measurement

because I could tap the richness of specific microwave know how. Origi¬

nally, this type of microwave waveguide was used for communications

purposes but abandoned because it suffered too much from the influence

of its immediate environment. However, in a typical TDR application this

sufferance from environmental influence is exactly what is required.

Interestingly, this type of waveguide has been analyzed exactly 100 years

ago by the well-known German physicist Arnold Sommerfeld.

1 am convinced, although I could not yet prove it, that the measurement

technique developed in this project is in principle able to discriminate

between the constituents of a composite dielectric (natural) material. If

this is possible numerous applications would become realizable.

In the outlook of this thesis, among other subjects that deserve attention,

microwave tomography is introduced. In my opinion, this technique is the
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natural extension of one-dimcnsional TDR. Although it is mainly proposed

for medical applications 1 foresee its application in process engineering situ¬

ations. Given ever powerful microprocessors, it could be used for the three-

dimensional monitoring of the interior of process vessels in order to make

them more efficient or even in control applications.

Over all, I am convinced that the subject of this thesis still offers plenty of

room for improvement which is now possible on the basis of the ground¬

work that I have laid. This groundwork consists of the experimental work

and the implementation of the software for profile reconstruction and dielec¬

tric property measurement.



21 Introduction

1.2 Inverse Problems

This thesis is concerned with the full wave solution of ill-posed inverse

electromagnetic problems that arise from a variety of measurement appli¬

cations. A prominent application is the time domain reflectometry (TDR)

techniques1 for the measurement of the volumetric and gravimetric water

contents of soils and rocks. TDR uses an transmission line as the probe

which is inserted into the medium whose water content shall be deter¬

mined. A voltage pulse is then applied to the probe and the reflected sig¬

nal is recorded by the TDR instrument.

Characteristic for this application is the principle of indirect measure¬

ment. This technique relates a quantity A, which can be determined

directly to the quantity B, that is actually of interest and that can not be

measured directly, i.e. in order to perform the measurement we exploit a

known relationship between quantity A and quantity B. This relationship
is called a calibration function. In the case of TDR, for example, the rela¬

tive dielectric permittivity of wet soil is different from that of completely

dry soil. This difference is caused by the influence of the relative permit¬

tivity of water, which is high, compared to the dielectric permittivity of

soil material, which is quite low. The relative dielectric permittivity can

be determined from the analysis of the reflected TDR signal. Subse¬

quently the water content can be calculated using an existing calibration

function.

In the scenario of TDR the applied voltage pulse is called the probing sig¬
nal and the reflected signal is called the electromagnetic system response.

The propagation of electronic signals on transmission line is in general
described by the telegrapher's equations, which is a set of partial differen¬

tial equations. These equations contain a number of material parameters.

Therefore, if these parameters and the input to the transmission line are

known, the electromagnetic system response can be numerically calcu-

1. TDR has been used by the soil physics community for almost 20 years. Consequentially
there is quite a large body of literature available concerned with the subject.
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lated. In the scenario of TDR however, the probing signal and the electro¬

magnetic system response are known by definition and by measurement

respectively, but the material parameters are unknown a priori.

The inverse problem is then defined as the determination of the material

parameters on the basis of the probing signal, the electromagnetic system

response and the set of equations that describes the propagation of electric

signals on transmission lines.

Such problems are divided into linear and non-linear problems. Linearity
and non-linearity of a problem are determined through the type of depen¬
dence between the parameters of interest, for example dielectric properties,
and the observed signal. In the case of TDR the observed signal is the sum¬

mation of the reflections seen by the injected voltage pulse at discontinui¬

ties. This signal contains information about the travel time on the

transmission line. The propagation speed of electric signals on a transmis¬

sion line is inversely proportional to the square root of the relative dielectric

permittivity. As the inverse square root function is generally non-linear the

problem of reconstructing a permittivity profile can not be formulated as a

linear problem.

Non-linear inverse problems arise in a number of disciplines, not only com¬

putational electromagnetics. They represent a rather difficult species of

mathematical problems. This can be explained by the that fact that in most

cases there is not only one single parameter distribution that satisfies the

governing equations. If this is the case the non-linear problem is said to be

ill-posed. Effort must then be invested in order to guarantee the uniqueness
of the problem. This is done by using regularization, as proposed by
Tikhonov [1977].

Most often, iterative procedures are used for the solution of non-linear ill-

posed problems. An initial parameter distribution is assumed and the gov¬

erning equations solved, i.e. the electromagnetic system response is calcu¬

lated, based on the parameter distribution and the probing signal. This type

of calculation is called the forward problem. The calculated system

response is then compared to the measured response and the difference eval-
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uated into some suitable form of error definition. Based on the error, the

initial parameter distribution is modified and the forward problem is

solved again. This loop is run until the error is smaller than a predefined

limit, which is called the convergence criterion.

There are key points of interest in the above described procedure. First,

which procedure is used for the modification of the parameter distribu¬

tion? Second, how many times must the forward problem be solved?

Concerning the first issue, a so called global optimization method must be

used in order to avoid local solutions. Concerning the second issue, this

number depends on the selected optimization method. When global opti¬

mization is required this almost automatically leads to genetic algorithms

which in general requires a huge number of forward solution runs. In the

case of TDR profile reconstruction this number is in the ten-thousands.

In order to solve the inverse problem in a finite time span the forward

problem solution time must be reduced. The time needed in the optimiza¬

tion procedure can, in general, be neglected. Speeding up the forward

problem leads us to the parallelization of its numerical portions in the

computer code. This has been done in this thesis. As a result it has been

demonstrated that TDR profile reconstruction problem is feasible.
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1.3 Historical Survey

There is a large body of work available that is concerned with dielectric

properties of materials, the application of TDR for water content measure¬

ments in soil physics and the solution of ill-posed inverse electromagnetic

problems. Hence we will first give an overview, based on literature refer¬

ences, that are specific to this work and have served as reference and starting

points.

1.3.1 Dielectric Properties of Materials

The dielectric properties of materials have been investigated for decades by

scientists and engineer for two principal reasons. Scientists are interested in

the dielectric properties because they want to relate them to the molecular

structure and properties of matter. Engineers on the other side, especially

electrical engineers, are interested in the dielectric properties because

dielectrics form almost all structures that isolate conductors in electronic

circuits from each other. Furthermore the dielectric properties directly influ¬

ence the speed of electronic signal propagation. Therefore, electrical

engineers are mainly interested in the value of the relative dielectric permit¬

tivity and the loss tangent and their respective frequency dependent behavior

which is called dispersion.

Among the first investigators of dielectric properties of solid materials are

Debye [1929], Kirkwood et al. [1941], Cole et al. [1941], Froehlich, [1949],

Davidson et al. [1950], Davidson et. al. [1951], Havriliak et al. [1966],

Havriliak et al. [1967] and Jonschcr, [1983].

Valuable references for dielectric properties of materials and dispersive fre¬

quency behavior can be found in [Boettcher, 1973a], [Boettcher, 1973b] and

[Scaife, 1989]. These three references present the state of the art for the

mathematical description of dielectric material properties and introduce

models that offer considerable flexibility for their dispersive dielectric

behavior.

A considerable amount of research work related to dielectric material prop¬

erties has been carried out in the area of soil physics. There, the investiga-
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tion of calibration functions is of primary interest. Calibration functions

are understood to be functions that relate quantities that can be measured

directly, e.g. dielectric properties of composite materials, to quantities

that are ultimately of interest, i.e. in soil physics, this is the volumetric or

gravimetric water content. Composite dielectric mixture approaches are

in particular discussed in [Scott et ak, 1967], [Tinga et ak, 1973a], [Tinga

et ak, 1973b], [Hallikainen et ak, 1985a], [Dobson et ak, 1985b], [Sihvola

et ak, 1988a], [Sihvola et ak, 1988b], [Sihvola et ak, 1989a], Sihvola et

ak, 1989b], [Roth et. al, 1990], [Van Loon et ak, 1991], [Whalley, 1993],

[White et ak, 1994] and [Hook et ak, 1996].

The works by Hesse-Bezot et al. [1984] and Powles et al. [1984] are the

basis for the calculation of dispersive dielectric properties of materials

based on molecular dynamics calculations. This approach is essentially

the most fundamental to analyze dielectric properties of materials. How¬

ever, it is still computationally intensive and has therefore limitations

with respect to the accuracy that can be obtained. Nevertheless, for future

extensions of the TDR technique applied in environmental problems, the

molecular dynamics approach should not be disregarded as it is capable

to provide additional insight, perhaps it will even be possible to discrimi¬

nate different substances based on their relaxation behavior. This is par¬

ticularly useful if materials with multiple discernible relaxation processes

are investigated.

The work by Schaefer et ak [1995] presents the basis for the modeling of

dielectric material properties in this work. It is based on the assumption
that the dielectric properties of a material can be modeled as a superposi¬
tion of individual relaxation processes that are independent of each other.
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1.3.2 TDR in Soil Physics

Time domain reflectometry has been applied in soil physics for the mea¬

surement of the volumetric water content for almost two decades. This is

briefly commented on in the next section.

1.3.2.1 Application of TDR in Soil Physics

Early work on the application of the time domain reflectometry approach
for the measurement of water content can be found in [Birchak et ak, 1974],

[Castle et ak, 1974], [Tomiyasu, [974], [Topp et ak, 1980], [Topp et ak,

1982], [Topp et ak, 1982], [Topp et ak. 1985], [Alharti et al., 1987].

Zegelin, [1989], Hook et al. [1992]. Spaans et al. [1993], Heimovaara

[1993], Schneebeli et al. [1995] describe improvements of the methodology
and discuss sources of systematic measurement errors. A review can be

found in [Kraszewski, 1991].

First investigations for the reconstruction of dielectric permittivity profiles
are described by Kristensson et al. [1986a], Kristensson et al. [1986b], Kris-

tensson et al. [1987] and Kristensson et al. [1989]. These works use a rather

sophisticated mathematical theory in order to reduce the computational bur¬

den. An approach that completely makes sense at the time when this work

was done.

Particularly interesting work is given in [Yanuka et ak, 1988]. In this paper

the feasibility of water content profile reconstruction on the basis of a time

domain reflectometry (TDR) trace is investigated. It unfortunately con¬

cludes that this is not practically possible due to measurement uncertainty
and signal attenuation. In this thesis we will show that this is not true and

that profile reconstruction is in principle feasible.

1.3.2.2 Calibration Functions

Early work on calibration functions can be found in Scott et al. [1967],

Tinga et al. [1973], Hipp [1974] and in Topp et al. [ 1980]. Based on this

work a number of papers have been published that are concerned with the

conversion of soil dielectric properties into water content, namely Halli-

kainen et al. [1985a], Dobson et al. [1985], Roth et al. [1990], Van Loon et
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al. [1991], Dasberg et al. [1992], Heimovaara [1993], Whalley [1993],

White et al. [1994], Hook et al. [1996] and Heimovaara [1996].

1.3.3 Extension of TDR Methods to 3 Dimensions

The approach from one-dimensional profile reconstruction can be

extended to two and even three dimensions. The working principle is

based on diffraction geometry. In contrary to computed tomography (CT)

based on x-rays and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) this is, from a

mathematical standpoint of view, a non-linear procedure because the

wavelength of the sensing electromagnetic wave is commensurate with

the dimensions of the parameter variations of the object under study and

therefore diffraction of the electromagnetic waves must be considered.

The same principle as in CT or NMR tomography is applied. The object

under study is irradiated with a microwave signal from a number of dif¬

ferent azimuthal directions. The electromagnetic wave is scattered, at

locations of contrast with respect to the electrical material parameters,

and attenuated during its propagation through the object.

Given the knowledge of injected and received signals, the distribution of

the electrical parameters inside the object can be reconstructed. This is

achieved by the formulation of this principle as an inverse electromag¬

netic scattering problem. This formulation is commonly known as micro¬

wave tomography.

The fact, that this inverse electromagnetic scattering problem leads to a

non-linear optimization problem, has influenced many researchers to

solve this problem at an approximate level in order to make it computa¬

tionally tractable. While this has proven to be a viable methodology fol¬

low dielectric contrasts, the approximate procedure break when large

contrasts shall be reconstructed.

What is required, is therefore a full-wave solution of the forward electro¬

magnetic scattering problem in conjunction with an optimization method

that is capable of finding the global optimum in a complicated error land¬

scape that potentially has many local minima. Genetic algorithms (GA)
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are one class of global optimization procedures that are robust enough to

find the global optimum. Microwave tomography is described in Semenov

et al. [1998a], Semenov et al. [1998b], Khim et al. [1998] and Rekanos et al.

[1999].

A review on genetic algorithms as a global optimization procedure can be

found in [Weile et ak, 1997] while [Zuffada et ak, 1998] give an interesting

example for the application of genetic algorithms for dielectric filter design,

although the computational power of a supercomputer, Cray T3D, is

required.
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1.4 Outline of the Present work

1.4.1 Scope of this Thesis

A large fraction of this thesis is concerned with the numerical full wave

solution of, eventually, ill-posed inverse electromagnetic problems based

on real world configurations and measured data, respectively. The empha¬

sis of this work is therefore on the numerical methods whereas the theo¬

retical background is only covered where necessary. In no way should the

reader expect a large body of theoretical derivations concerned with

inverse problems of computational electromagnetics. The methods are

rather introduced and made plausible in a heuristic manner and a more

rigorous treatment can be found in the listed specialized literature. The

application oriented character of this work further emphasizes the exploi¬

tation and combination of several fields, namely microwave measurement

techniques for the determination of the electric properties of materials,

computational electromagnetics, software development on shared-mem¬

ory parallel computers and advanced optimization techniques, namely

genetic algorithms.

In particular, the usage of computational electrodynamics methods for the

investigation of TDR probes in soil physics represents a significant con¬

tribution offered by this thesis. Until now, the TDR probes used in soil

physics have been described using approximate models from transmis¬

sion line theory. A typical approximation for example was the assumption

of loss free propagation. This thesis models the propagation of electric

pulses on the TDR probe using full-wave methods, including losses

where this is required. Because computational electrodynamics methods

are still evolving they are not in all cases completely mature but still offer

room for improvement. A fundamental problem met in this thesis is

therefore the question how accurate the numerical schemes are and how

well and efficiently they can be used for the solution of inverse electro¬

magnetic measurement problems. One important result is based on the

conclusion that TDR probes can be modeled with sufficient accuracy

using finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods and that the FDTD
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approach should be the method of choice for further investigations into TDR

applications.

There are, of course, cases when distributed, i.e. full-wave models, must be

coupled to concentrated models. For example when a resistive voltage

source is coupled to a TDR probe modeled by a two-and-a-half dimensional

FDTD discretization. This is the case when the Goubau-Sommerfeld config¬

uration is modeled with a FDTD approach in cylindrical coordinates.

1.4.2 Subjects Covered in the Chapters 2 to 5

The chapter on dielectric material properties presents the work that has

been done with respect to the measurement of the dispersive dielectric prop¬

erties of materials that are commonly met in the application of TDR in soil

physics and the environmental sciences, namely bentonite and sand with

variable water content.

The chapter on conventional time domain reflectometry (TDR) presents the

work that has been carried out with respect to the application of TDR meth¬

ods for water content measurement in rocks and soils. First, synthetically

derived TDR traces are calculated. These synthetic TDR traces are required

for the calibration of water content measurements in bentonite, which is a

clay like mineral used for containment purposes in a number of environmen¬

tal engineering applications.

The chapter on spatially resolved depth time domain reflectometry

(DeTDR) presents the reconstruction of one-dimensional water content pro¬

files. This is achieved on the basis of a conventional two-wire transmission

line probe system. A new type of single conductor surface waveguide TDR

probe is introduced, the Sommerfeld-Goubau TDR probe. This new probe

type completely eliminates a number of problems that arise in the applica¬
tion of conventional two-wire transmission line TDR probes. Both experi¬
mental and theoretical work is presented demonstrating the usability of this

new probe type.

The last chapter gives a direction on further work with two main targets.

First, a number of different mode conversion techniques is proposed. Mode
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converters are needed for the efficient application of Sommerfeld/Goubau

surface waveguide type TDR probes. A number of different architectures

is described in the literature. The most promising approach for the devel¬

opment of an efficient coupling structure appears to be a two fold strategy

based on numerical simulation and experimental validation.

Second, an extension of the one-dimensional profile reconstruction meth¬

odology is introduced in three dimensions. This requires an efficient

parameterization of the unknown electric model parameters because it is

not practically feasible to have as many optimization parameters as there

are grid points in the discretization of the electromagnetic scattering

problem. We propose a parameterization based on the concept of super-

quadric implicit functions which are quite flexible three-dimensional vol¬

ume objects parameterized by only five parameters. Therefore, instead of

having a large number of optimization variables, the problem is reduced

to a rather small number of optimization variables. It is anticipated that

this type of microwave tomography could find applications in process

engineering where the distribution of parameters in process vessels is of

utmost interest. The advantage of microwave tomography is the poten¬

tially high resolution that can achieved. A problem that must be addressed

consists in the substantial computational workload required by the

approach.
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter a short introduction to dielectric properties of materi¬

als and to the techniques for their measurement is given. Emphasis is

then laid onto the methodology that is used to numerically determine

parameters of dielectric material models. Ultimately, we obtain

parameters for these models whose correlation with the quantities of

interest, e.g. water content, must then be further investigated. It has

been observed that even when there is no physical model that

explains the correlation between the quantity of interest, e.g. water

content, and the measurable quantity, e.g. dielectric material proper¬

ties, the relationship identified between them can be exploited. If

there is, additionally, physical insight, then this helps to explore
additional system features even further. This argument is found in a

large number of measurement applications.

Further material with respect to the physics of dielectric material

properties is given in [von Hippel, 1966], [Froehlich, 1990], [Scaife,

1989] and [Boettcher, 1973].

32
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Both conventional, commercially available methods and proprietary

methods developed in this thesis are described. Our own approaches will

be discussed in more detail due to the fact that they offer certain advan¬

tages when acquiring dielectric properties of highly lossy materials. Such

materials cannot be characterized using conventional, commercially

available methods because these methods rely on the direct calculation of

the dielectric properties from the scattering parameters. This calculation

is an iterative algorithm which even requires an educated guess as the

starting value. Of course, such behavior is not acceptable because the user

is forced to input starting values that potentially are far from reality. Even

if the algorithm converges, this does not mean that it meets the true value.

What is really required is a procedure that finds the globally optimum val¬

ues without requiring an initial guess. This is currently only feasible

using global optimization methods such as genetic algorithms (GA) or

simulated annealing, which has its origin in thermodynamics.

In indirect measurement applications the dielectric properties of a mate¬

rial are of primary importance because the basic idea is based on the fact

that the macroscopically visible dielectric properties are linked to the

molecular properties of a material system. Therefore it is of interest to

investigate dielectric properties of composite materials as a function of

the constituents of this material.
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2.2 Dielectric Properties of Materials

All electromagnetic fields or phenomena are completely described by

Maxwell's equations, [Maxwell, 1954a] and [Maxwell, 1954b], given in

equation 1. The significance of the vector valued variables is as follows: È is

the electric field strength specified in Vnr1, È is the electric flux density

specified in Asm"2, È is the magnetic field strength specified in Am4, È is

the magnetic flux density specified in Vsnr2, / is the ohmic current density

specified in Anr2, pt/ is the electrical charge density specified in Asm-3 and

t is time specified in seconds s. The electric and magnetic quantities are

related through constitutive relations or material laws.

vxj? = ;+d,

V • Ö = pu

v. è = o

The permittivity e of a material describes the polarization state, i.e. the

displacement of charge systems in space from their equilibrium positions

caused by an electromagnetic field. In the time domain, the electric flux den¬

sity ù results from the convolution of the time dependent dielectric permit¬

tivity and the effective electric field È as defined in equation 21.

1) = £ ® È .2.

In general, permittivity is not a scalar but a tensor, namely ? = 9^ ' is a

matrix and the electric flux vector f) is the product of the electric field È and

the dielectric permittivity tensors e, in the most general case, as given in

equation 3.

i r

=

'e:] £22 c2,

EM t\2 C,,

LK

r\

E

In this thesis we restrict ourselves to scalar valued dielectric permittivity

l. The opeiatoi used in equation 2 denotes the comolution opetation in the time domain.
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only. Nevertheless there is evidence that anisotropy is an issue in applica¬

tions of time domain reflectometry in soil physics etc. However, this is

beyond the scope of this work. In the future, the reconstruction of dielec¬

tric permittivity tensors will eventually pose a number of interesting

mathematical and numerical problems. The issue of well- and ill-posed-

ness, respectively, will then play a key role.

2.2.1 Complex Valued Relative Permittivity

If the Maxwell equations are written for harmonic time dependence, i.e.

all field quantities vary with e"n'. then the relative permittivity becomes

complex in order to be able to account for losses caused by the dielectric.

A scalar permittivity c is usually modelled as a complex valued quantity.

e = e - /e .4.

The permittivity e is often written as the product of the permittivity of

vacuum c0 and the relative permittivity e, of the material under investiga¬

tion. The relative dielectric permittivity of a material r, is defined as the

ratio of its absolute dielectric permittivity e and the absolute dielectric

permittivity of vacuum e0.

e = e, e0 c, <=>
1 .5.

The complex valued relative permittivity is then defined accordingly for

both the real and the imaginary part

c, = —— e, = -J—L .6.

Consequently the complex valued relative permittivity is written in com¬

ponent form as:

fc\ = c, - /e, 7.

The ohmic conductance can be written as an extension of the imaginary

part.
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The insertion of the ohmic conductivity a as an additional imaginary per¬

mittivity component is of principal importance because this will allow us a

more realistic modeling of the dielectric behavior of natural media. Materi¬

als, that occur in reality, generally exhibit both ohmic and dielectric losses

which are due to two completely different physical mechanisms.

The real part of the complex valued dielectric permittivity accounts for the

various polarization mechanisms, i.e. the internal charge systems of the

material are displaced. With increasing frequency of the exciting electric

field the charge systems are less and less able to follow the excitation and

therefore the amount of polarization induced by the exciting electric field is

reduced. Consequentially, the real part of the complex valued dielectric per¬

mittivity becomes smaller at higher frequencies and the propagation speed

increases.

The imaginary part accounts for dissipative losses. It gives the rate of atten¬

uation that is suffered by a propagation wave. In a lossy medium the electro¬

magnetic energy is gradually converted into heat by friction. Friction is

caused by the fact that the internal charges are displaced when the material

is polarized in the rhythm of the alternating electric field.

Ohmic losses, even when formulated as dielectric losses, are due to conduc¬

tion currents, i.e. electrons and holes move in a conductor due to an applied
electric field. While ohmic losses even occur at zero frequency, dielectric

losses only occur in a regime where the electric fields vary with time. Once

again, it is important to keep in mind that losses due to ohmic conductivity
and dielectric relaxation are two physically completely different loss mecha¬

nisms. These mechanisms can be treated mathematically in the same way

when working in frequency domain but they exhibit completely different

frequency behavior.

Material systems that occur in TDR applications for water content measure¬

ments are different types of soils. For such materials the following general
conditions apply.

e, > 0 r, > 0 .9.

The ratio between the imaginary c, and real e,' parts of the complex valued
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dielectric permittivity is called loss tangent tan6 of the material and

strongly depends on frequency.

tanS = ^ .10.

Materials used in typical electronics applications have loss tangents that

are close to zero. However, the substances encountered in the application

of TDR for water content measurement generally exhibit a fairly large

value of the associated loss tangent.

2.2.2 Dependence of Dielectric Permittivity

Dielectric properties of materials strongly depend on frequency, tempera¬

ture, volumetric water content, orientation, pressure, composition and on

the molecular structure of the material under investigation. For a general

discussion of dependence of dielectric properties, cf. [Froehlich, 1949,

1950, 1958, 1963m 1968, 1986, 1990], [Scaife, 1989], [Jonscher, 1983],

[Boettcher, 1973a, 1973b] and [Hilhorst, 1998].
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2.3 Representation of Dielectric Permittivity

Dielectric properties of a material can be specified, in praxi, by three dif¬

ferent forms, first as purely numerical value by the value of complex relative

permittivity at a specific frequency, second as a semi-analytical model con¬

sisting of an analytical model whose parameters have been previously iden¬

tified numerically or third as an analytical model where even the parameters

have been obtained through purely analytical calculations. Naturally, the

third case is ideal but almost never realized. It will therefore not be dis¬

cussed further. The availability of a semi-analytical model is generally

regarded superior to numerical data specified at discrete frequency points

only.

2.3.1 Numerical Description

If the complex valued relative permittivity is given at discrete frequencies

only we refer to this as a purely numerical description. If values of the per¬

mittivity are desired at frequencies that are in between the sampled frequen¬

cies, interpolation techniques must be used which automatically introduces

interpolation errors. This type of dielectric data is typically produced by

commercially available dielectric measurement equipment, e.g. from

Hewlett-Packard.

2.3.2 Model Based Description

A number of models for the description of dispersive, i.e. frequency

dependent dielectric has appeared over the years. The one by [Debye, 19291

was the first model and capable to model some materials quite accurately.

In the following sections a number of dielectric models are discussed with

respect to the significance of their parameters. The models that are most

closely amenable to physical interpretation are the original Debye model

[Debye, 1929] and the extended Debye model. The other three models,

Cole-Cole, Cole-Davidson and Havriliak Negami, are to a lesser degree jus¬

tified on physical grounds.
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2.3.3 Cole-Cole Representation of Permittivity

The complex valued relative permittivity can be represented graphically

in a number of different ways. The first and most simple representation

consists of real part c', versus frequency and imaginary part e" versus fre¬

quency, respectively. The representation that has gained most and widest

acceptance is the Cole-Cole graph which is defined by plotting the real

part e; on the horizontal and the imaginary part e, on the vertical axis of a

two-dimensional view graph, as demonstrated in figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Cole-Cole representation of complex dielectric permittivity

The meaning of the parameters is as follows: (I) ef is the static limit of

dielectric permittivity, i.e. at zero frequency. (2) t\, is the infinite limit of

dielectric permittivity, i.e. the theoretical value of dielectric permittivity
at infinite frequency; this is a purely theoretical value given the fact that

in the frequency spectrum above micro- and millimeter waves infrared

and optical properties of materials must be considered. (3) e, max
is the

maximum value of the imaginary part, corresponding to dielectric relax¬

ation losses; the frequency at which this value is reached is called the

relaxation frequency under the condition that there is only one relaxation

frequency. Real materials, in general, have several peaks in the dielectric
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relaxation spectrum which results into several relaxation frequencies. The

material used for the introduction of the Cole-Cole representation is a typi¬

cal Debye material described by the Debye Model introduced in the follow¬

ing section.

2.3.4 The Debye Model

The Debye model for the description of frequency dependent dielectrics is

the fundamental building block for all following dielectric models with

anomalous dispersion.

.11.

, , ,
(c*-e,)

i + (coTnr

,

_

(C,-fJ6)T0

1 + (COTo)2

The significance of the parameters is as follows:

e^ = hm £ (co)
c ) -> 0

c, = hm e,(co)
(0-4~ .12.

1
x0 = —

(ö,

The parameter x0 is the inverse of the angular relaxation frequency ©, = 2k f,,

i.e. the frequency at which the dielectric losses reach their maximum value.

The other parameters, c, and e^, are the limits of the complex dispersive

dielectric permittivity for the static, zero frequency, and infinite frequency,

high frequency limit respectively. Once all these three parameters are

known, the Debye model is completely determined and the dispersive

dielectric permittivity can be evaluated at arbitrary frequencies, under the

condition that the material can be described by a Debye model, i.e. only

shows one single relaxation frequency. Single relaxation frequency behavior

is only demonstrated by a relatively small number of dielectric material, e.g.

several alcohols, [Fellner-Feldegg, 1969]. Most other material have more

than one relaxation frequency. Such behavior can not be modeled by the
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Debye model and therefore ways were sought to overcome this limitation.

Such efforts lead to the Cole-Cole model, [Cole et al, 1941], the Cole-

Davidson model [Cole et ak, 1950], the Havriliak-Negami model,

[Havriliak and Negami, 1966]. These models are described in the follow¬

ing section. Although they are capable to model real models much better

than the Debye model, they have one important restriction. Namely, they
lose the simplicity of the bandpass characteristic of Debye's model in fre¬

quency domain and the exponential decay characteristic in the time

domain respectively. This is a serious problem if signal propagation of

TDR signals shall be analyzed in time domain directly. If the dielectric

material model consists of one or more simple exponentials, the convolu¬

tion of the exciting electric field and the time domain waveform of the

dielectric model can be implemented in a computer code quite efficiently,

[Taflove, 1995], [Taflove, 1998], [Kunz, 1993], [Koerncr et ak, 1998].

Otherwise, the implementation becomes very cumbersome and rather

inefficient with respect to memory. Therefore, whenever possible, a sim¬

ple Debye model or a linear superposition of them is the preferred mate¬

rial modeling approach.

2.3.5 The Cole-Cole Model

The Cole-Cole model [Cole et al., 1941] is a distorted version of

Debye's model and given in equation

The decomposition into real and imaginary part is given in equation 14

and equation 15.

l+(C0T())U-«Osin^
f,' = £« + (es-0-— ' — — -14.

fl+ 2( ü)T0)"-«i sinful+ (£ot0)-('-«)")
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c; = (^-cJt- 15

l + 2(«Tn)U a)Mnf^+((0T0)-U a>l

As slated explicitly by Cole and Cole their model satisfies the Kramers-Kro-

nig relations for dispersive dielectric material modeling. The significance of

the parameters is given below.

e = Inn c (to)
D->0

l„ = hm e,(to)

16
1

T0 = —

CO,

a = fitting patametei

We have not considered the Cole-Cole approach in our own dielectric

parameter extraction efforts due to the fact that this model is too limited for

our purposes.

2.3.6 The Cole-Davidson Model

The Cole-Davidson model, [Davidson and Cole, 1950], is essentially a dis¬

torted Debye model and given by the following expressions.

i,{(ù) = c„ +— 17

{J + /CÛT0}'

The decomposition into real and imaginary part is given in equation .18. and

equations .19. as a function of the parameters and frequency.

£, = e„ +(c(-e, )(cos((|>))|!cos(ßo) 18

e, = (e, cJ(cos(o))psin(ß<!>) 19.

The significance of the parameters is given below.

t = hm e (to)

e„ = Inn t,(to)
C1-» "

ß = fitting patametei

20
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We have not considered the Cole-Davidson model as the basis for our

own dielectric model parameter extraction due to the fact that this model

is too limited for our purposes.

2.3.7 The Havriliak-Negami Model

The Havriliak-Negami, [Havriliak and Negami, 1966] model is essen¬

tially a distorted Debye model and given by the following expressions.

e,(to) = e, +
(£ç-eJ

n(I -«>

e, = e„ + -

(ei-e^)cos(ß<l))

1 + 2(fi)T0)1 i -"Hull ) + (tùT0)2C -"^

r. =

(fc,-ejsm(ßo)

(l +2(coT0)(^oH,nf^ + (ûH0)-(1 «)1
ß/2) .21.

è = atjn

(COT,,)' <*co<Ä'

+ (cox0)f'-«is,nf^

The significance of the five parameters is as follows:

cs = hm c,(co)
o->0

c^ = hm £,(to)
O—> "O

t(1 = —

CO,

.22.

a = fitting paiametei

ß = fitting paiametei

The so called relaxation frequency <o, is proportional to the inverse of the

relaxation time x0 and is lower than the value at which the dielectric

losses reach their maximum. This behavior is in contrast to Debye's
model where the relaxation frequency to, is exactly the frequency at

which the dielectric losses reach their maximum.

A measurement technique for the relative permittivity using this model

therefore must produce values for these five parameters by some fit proce-
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dure. As will be explained later in sections 2.4.5 on page 60 and 2.4.6 on

page 70 not only the parameters for the Havriliak-Negami model will be

delivered by the inverse fitting procedure but also the ohmic conductivity

which introduces additional attenuation of electromagnetic waves traveling

on waveguides.

2.3.8 The Extended Debye-Model

2.3.8.1 Introduction

In this section we report a novel method for the determination of the disper¬

sive dielectric properties of natural materials exhibiting high dielectric

losses over a wide frequency range. Our method is based on the comparison

between measured and calculated scattering parameters of a section of coax¬

ial transmission line. We use a flexible, physically justified model for

describing the behavior of the dielectric material whose parameters are esti¬

mated using a genetic algorithm (GA). Since the original Debye model,

[Debye, 1929], is too restrictive and since the models derived thereof,

namely Cole-Cole, Cole-Davidson and Havriliak-Negami suffer from a con¬

siderable lack of physical insight we propose an extended Debye model

consisting of a weighted linear superposition of single-relaxation time

Debye contributions including a term that accounts for losses due to ohmic

conductivity a.

Dielectric data is of great importance in a number of applications like

ground probing radar (GPR), time domain reflectometry (TDR) for the

determination of the volumetric water content and microwave based process

tomography, an emerging technology in process engineering applications.

Such applications are generally concerned with dielectric media that exhibit

strong dispersion and high electromagnetic losses, both ohmic and dielec¬

tric. Nevertheless, there are relatively few methods that are capable of mea¬

suring such dielectric properties while at the same time separating the

different loss mechanisms.

2.3.8.2 Objectives

The objectives of our approach are twofold. First, we want to develop a
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method for the measurement of the complex valued relative dielectric

permittivity p,(co) of materials, exhibiting both dielectric and ohmic

losses, as a function of frequency. Second, we intend to investigate a

parameterization of dielectric material properties which offers maximum

flexibility at minimum computational cost concerning the number of

parameters that must be determined. The usage of dispersive dielectric

materials with electromagnetic calculations in the frequency domain as

well as the time domain has become increasingly important during the

last years. Additionally, finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods

are often used in situations such as described in the introductory section

on page 44. In general, the incorporation of dielectric dispersion into

computational electrodynamics calculations leads to considerably more

realistic modeling of physical reality at increased computational cost.

This latter phenomenon is considered irrelevant in view of today's avail¬

able computational power.

2.3.8.3 Dielectric Model

Following the first theoretical model for the frequency dependence of

dielectrics [Debye, 1929], a large number of similar models have been

proposed, cf. sections 2.3.5 on page 41 through 2.3.7 on page 43. In this

paper we will go back to the roots of all dielectric models, namely to

Debye's, cf. equation 12, and extend it so that it becomes flexible enough

for the description of dielectric properties of natural materials.

8; = f
„
+ _ _

_23
i + (coxnr

(cs- cJcot0

i + (cûTnr

The significance of the parameters is described in equation 12. The most

important property of this model is the fact that it describes a dielectric

medium using one single relaxation frequency «, which is a good approx¬

imation for some materials but certainly not for all. Therefore, a number
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of modifications to this model have been proposed by introducing additional

parameters, cf. sections 2.3.5 on page 41 trough 2.3.7 on page 43.

Our approach, for more flexibility, consists of a weighted linear superposi¬

tion of n different Debye models, cf. equation 24.

\

e,(/) = £^ + (e(-£j£--£
g(m

.24.

The significance of the parameters is as follows:

es = hm e,(co)
(I) H> 0

eM = hm £r(ß>)

N - numbei of Deb\e conttibutions 25.

n = eunent Debye contnbution

ç(f') = weight of Debye contnbiition with iclavitioii frequency f"

ff = n-th lelavahon ftequency

By an adequate selection of the weighting function g(/;o a flexible descrip¬

tion of the dielectric behavior of a material can be modeled. Additionally, it

will be of interest to compare the weighting function of different material

systems and to investigate the correlation between the components of a

material system and the form of its relaxation weighting function. The

weighting function #(/",) is normalized to unity, i.e.

£<?„(/,) = 1 .26.

which does not imply any restrictions for the shape of the weighting func¬

tion. In principle, the weighting function is a continuous function of relax¬

ation frequencies. In implementational reality the weighting function is

evaluated at discrete values of the relaxation function.

2.3.8.4 Parameterization of Relaxation Spectra

It would, in principle, be the best solution not to impose any constraints to

the relaxation function g(/,) and have the parameter extraction routine cal¬

culate its form. Unfortunately this eventually leads to an ill-posed problem
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because the number of optimization parameters easily exceeds the num¬

ber of measured data points. To circumvent this problem, we need to

restrict ?(/,) using a reasonable model. There are many suggestions for

parameterization, namely Gaussian by Wagner, [[913], the propositions

by Froehlich, [1990], Kirkwood et ak [1941], and Matsumoto et al.

[1962].

We parameterized the weighting function by sampling a superposition of

several Gaussians. For simplicity they are specified in terms of relaxation

frequency /, and not in terms of relaxation time i, as it is often observed

in the relevant literature. This is a formal detail and does not imply any

change in physical significance. Let the n-th Gaussian component be

defined as

/"(/,)
= M? -Jr— c\p

ML!—L±\ .27.
IgU'} <

Jinn 14 Af" J J

The significance of the parameters specified in the single Gaussian com¬

ponent of equation 27 is as follows.

w'^ = weight of the n-th Gaussian

Af" = bandwidth of the n-th Gaussian
.28.

f'l = centet ot the n-th Gaussian

/, = telaxation fiequencv

The weighting function is then obtained by sampling a superposition of

the basic components as given in equation 27.

G

In our implementation the relaxation frequency is sampled at equidistant

values, starting at DC and going up to /;"*» which can easily be at a few

hundred GHz, although the physical relevance is an issue to be discussed.
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2.4 Measurement of Dielectric Properties

2.4.1 Introduction

In this section the measurement techniques that have been used for the

determination of the dielectric properties of highly lossy materials such as

bentonite are described. In general dielectric properties of a materials can

not be measured directly. The basic principle of operation is based on the

measurement of the scattering parameters of a structure where the relation¬

ship between scattering parameters1 and the dielectric properties of the

structure under consideration are analytically known. Once the scattering

parameters have been acquired they can be processed and the dielectric

properties extracted, leading to purely numerical data, or the dielectric

model parameters can be determined using a parameter identification proce¬

dure.

The direct extraction is, in general, simpler and faster but not always ade¬

quate. Hence, indirect methods based on parameter optimization must be

used. In section 2.4.5 on page 60 and 2.4.6 on page 70 two different

approaches with respect to the optimization procedure are described. They

have both been implemented, first in Hewlett-Packard's CDS package

and second in a C++ code which we have called deimos. The custom

implementation has been necessary for reasons of efficiency. Additionally,

we are free to use whatever optimization techniques are available.

There are several methods for measuring the complex valued relative per¬

mittivity of materials, i.e. the method of parallel plates, the method of open

ended coaxial probes, the method of transmission lines, the method of reso¬

nant cavities and the free space method, [Nyfors et ak, 1989].

The commercially available methods, in particular the software by Hewlett-

Packard, could not be used for the determination of the complex valued rel¬

ative permittivity of bentonite because they produced physically meaning-

1. At microwave frequencies scattering parameters are used for the characterization of electronic

circuits instead of impedance matrices. It is not adequate to describe electronic circuits and

systems at these frequencies with the concept of voltage, current and impedance alone.
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less high values for the relative permittivity. The main reason for this is

probably the missing ohmic conductance term.

The dielectric properties of granite on the other hand could be measured

with the commercial method provided by Flewlett-Packard due to the fact

that the dielectric and ohmic losses of granite, even with non-zero water

content are almost negligible. The dielectric properties of granite have

been measured over a wide range of frequencies, in rectangular

waveguides, but they did not show any significant dependence on fre¬

quency.

Bentonite is completely different from granite and shows impressive

dielectric dispersion. The new developed measurement method on the

basis of the numerical code deimos, explained in the following sections,

therefore only refers to the measurement of bentonite dielectric proper¬

ties.

2.4.2 Commercially Available Techniques

A number of different systems for the measurement of dielectric and

magnetic material properties is commercially available. Whereas these

techniques work well if the dielectric and ohmic losses are small, they

encounter severe problems in case of high losses, caused either by dielec¬

tric relaxation or ohmic conduction currents or by a combination of both

of them.

The operating principle is based on the direct calculation of the dielectric

and magnetic material properties from scattering coefficients that have

been measured, typically, at the ports of a waveguide, a transmission line

or cavity structure. If there is a well-known analytical dependence

between the scattering coefficients of this structure and the dielectric and

magnetic properties these equations can be solved analytically for the

dielectric and magnetic material properties as a function of the measured

scattering coefficients and as a consequence the data is available at the

sampled frequencies at which the measurement was carried out. An

extensive practitioner's description of these measurement techniques is
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given in [Hewlett-Packard, 1992] and [Hewlett-Packard, 1985].

Besides their apparent simplicity these procedures exhibit severe limitations

when high loss materials must be characterized as for instance bentonite and

probably many fine textured soil materials. As mentioned previously they

return dielectric properties outside of any physically plausible range which

renders them useless for the characterization of such materials. Although

bentonite is not intended as a component in the buildup of an electronics

system it is of considerable importance to know the dependence of its

dielectric properties on both temperature and water content, cf. section 3.2

on page 80.

2.4.3 Results for Granite

The Results for the measurement of the relative dielectric permittivity for

granite are shown in the following table. As it became evident, granite, even

when containing water, does not show any significant frequency dependence

with respect to its dielectric properties. The range of frequencies covered

with these measurements is given in table 8 on page 76.

TABLE 1. Real Part e,' of Granite Relative Permittivity

saturation 5
°

Celsius 22 0
Celsius 45

°
Celsius

0 00 5 235 5.250 5.3)5

0.20 S 335 5.355 5 405

0.40 5 440 5.463 5.495

0 60 5 545 5.568 5 590

0 80 5 645 5.665 5 680
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2.4.4 Custom Measurement Methodology

2.4.4.1 Measurement Principle

The measurement setup consists of a section of a coaxial transmission

line with enough space to hold the material whose relative permittivity

e,(to) and DC conductivity a shall be determined between the inner and

outer conductors, both having circular cross section. In such a configura¬

tion the relationship between the scattering parameters and the dielectric

and ohmic properties of the sample material can be formulated analyti¬

cally.

vimpk spru e filled VMth bentonite

ength l=200mm

=13mm

r0=30mm

aluminium conductors

z
U'

60Q •In

(r \
o

K7iJ

FIGURE 2. Coaxial measurement setup

This approach has been used for a long time, e.g. by Nyfors et al. [ 1989].

Whereas traditional methods calculate the complex valued relative per¬

mittivity t\ directly from the scattering parameters by using an iterative

algorithm, [Hewlett-Packard, 1992] and [Hewlett-Packard, 1985], we will

adopt a different approach. By assuming a physically justified model for

the frequency behavior e,(©) of the dispersive dielectric medium, includ¬

ing the ohmic conductivity term a, we extract the model parameters by

using an optimization procedure. This optimization procedure is intended

to minimize the difference between the scattering parameters that have
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been measured for the section of coaxial transmission line filled with the

material under test and calculated scattering parameters.

error =

- /,„„.

M-J I LJmi'innir'./ IA1 cak ulatccl |
minimum .30.

The calculated scattering coefficients for the measurement structure are

computed under the assumption of specific values for the parameters of the

dispersive dielectric material model.

assume initial parameter

distribution:

preselect or random

Ï
solve the

direct problem:

forward solver

I
calculate difference A

between measured

and calculated data

we want to keep the number of loops as low as

possible in order to reduce overall runtime!

adaptation of

parameter distribution:

optimizer's job

convergence achieved.

i.e. parameter extraction

performed with prescribed

accuracN

FIGURE 3. Non-linear optimization scheme for dielectric parameter extraction

Initially, the model parameters are chosen arbitrarily which in general leads

to the respective error. The optimizer then adapts the model parameters,
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guided by the value of the error, and recalculates the scattering coeffi¬

cients based on the newly found parameter values. This procedure Is

repeated until the difference between measured and calculated scattering

coefficients becomes smaller than a prescribed numerical value which is

called the convergence criterion. This procedure is shown in the follow¬

ing figure.

!—

icdecled powct wave

-«^l

modem pnv >
> w j\l

letlcctcd powct wave

•4g :
.

tiansmitted powct wave

computational model

L1021J2£.'£.ciïïfia,ls.cJ eciua|ity

uansnntted powei wave

. g«*.

measured data

measured ^.ultime coeHiuenK

FIGURE 4. Procedure for the extraction of dielectric model parameters

Because the error landscape of this parameter identification problem is in

general complicated, i.e. it has numerous local minima, we must search

for the global optimum while obeying physical constraints for the values

of the model parameters. For example, it does not make any sense to end

up with a value for the static limit et of the relative dielectric permittivity

that is smaller than unity for materials investigated in this work.

Once the model parameters have been extracted, the complex valued rela¬

tive permittivity can easily be evaluated at any desired reasonable fre¬

quency.

Traditional methods do not solve for dielectric model parameters but

directly for the value of the relative permittivity at a given frequency. This

approach is believed to be the reason for the failure of the commercial

methods. It is understood that our approach assures stabilization through

the fact that we solve for the parameters of a dielectric material model
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rather than for the permittivity at a specific frequency itself. This constrains

the real and imaginary part of the complex valued relative dielectric permit¬

tivity on the basis of the Kramers-Kronig Relations. Additionally, the inclu¬

sion of ohmic conductivity into the dielectric material model provides for

one more additional degree of freedom with respect to modelling losses of

the dielectric. It is the inclusion of the ohmic conductivity o which consid¬

ers losses caused by ohmic currents.

The coaxial transmission line type has been chosen because the relationship

between the scattering coefficients and the relative permittivity of the

dielectric between the inner and outer conductor is analytically known, see

section 2.4.4.2 on page 54.

2.4.4.2 Transmission Line Properties

The general expression for the characteristic impedance zH of a transmis¬

sion line in terms of the transmission line parameters R', U, G' and C is as

follows.

.

_

R' + /(oZ/ o,

J"
~

a,'G'+ /coC

The basic transmission line parameters which are all specified per unit

length, namely resistance R\ conductance G', inductance L' and capaci¬

tance C', depend on the geometrical and dielectric properties of a specific

type of transmission line. They are defined on the basis of an infinitesimal

two-port, shown in figure figure 53 on page 116.

In our case this is a coaxial transmission line with inner conductor radius

r, = i3mm, outer conductor radius / = 30mm and a length of / = 200mm. The

resistance per unit length R* depends on the frequency f and specific resis¬

tance of the conductor material p, mainly caused by the skin effect1 and

given as follows.

1. The skin effect phenomenon descubes the displacement of electiic cunent flowing in a metal¬

lic conductor. Due to current displacement into the outermost layers of a conductor the resis¬

tance, experienced by the total current, incteases considerably, proportional to the square root

of frequencv, [Ramo at al.. 1984] tor a detailed mathematical deitvation.
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Kfjlpt 1 I

2rc lr() 1)

The inductance per unit length L1 given by equation 33 depends on geom¬

etry and magnetic properties of the material between the coaxial conduc¬

tors of the measurement setup.

Both resistance R' and inductance U do not depend on the dielectric

properties of the material between inner and outer conductors of the coax¬

ial transmission line, whereas capacitance C and conductance G" do. If

we assume a complex valued relative permittivity

e, = e, - /e," .34.

the following expressions results for the capacitance C

r =

2ng' e°
35

In

and the conductance G\

•>iIk
G' = • —(e, e0co+o) .36.

mi -

2.4.4.3 Alternate Derivation of Loss Terms

There is also a derivation of the total conductance term G' which leads in

a more intuitive way to the conclusion that a non-zero imaginary part e"

of the relative permittivity causes an increase in total conductance which

must be accounted for in addition to the ohmic conductivity term 0.

Again, we start from the complex valued relative permittivity of equation

34 but this time we insert it directly into the expression for the capaci¬

tance of a coaxial transmission line:

r =
i^i" .37.

This results in the following expression.
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-,, 27r(E',-/F",)C0
C =

" {l. 38.

If the expression for C from equation 38 is inserted into the general expres¬

sion for the characteristic impedance, we obtain

i

\G + /^r_(e,- /e";)e0

If worked out algebraically, this gives:

!
R' + /coL'

Z„ = I— — /— 40.
i 2îxcoe ,en 2ite .e„

,G' + —+ /©-

""'r) ln(i-;
It can immediately be seen that the existence of a dispersive complex valued

relative ?,(co) permittivity leads to an additional, frequency dependent contri¬

bution in the parallel conductance G' of the transmission line. Therefore we

write the characteristic impedance of a coaxial transmission line with a

lossy-dielectric as follows:

z =
,'_g'+/<*>*-'

, 41
"

yG',f,(©) + /coC"()

where c'() is defined as

rn =
^^ .42.

in I —

and G',„,((o) is defined as

G',„(co) = G'Q + \? 43.

Inf —

where g'0 is the conductance of the dielectric material alone due to the

ohmic conductivity o and is determined by geometry and ohmic conductiv¬

ity of the dielectric, [Ramo et ak, 1984]:
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G'() =

2kg

"ft
44.

The second characteristic quantity of a transmission line is the propaga¬

tion constant y(co)

7 = a(cn) + /ß(co) = J(Jr XjiùlTJiG^TTâc^ .45.

Here g',0, is the total parallel conductance and c„ is the capacitance of

the transmission line structure as given in equation 43 and 42.

2.4.4.4 Scattering Coefficients

We are interested in the scattering coefficients of a section of transmis¬

sion line with characteristic impedance z„, propagation constant y and

length /. This section is inserted between two transmission lines with

characteristic impedance znf which have a matched termination at their

ends. The configuration is shown in figure 5.

z
>a

A

z
nt

* *^F

A"

7. ,/,Y

A

z
let

A

T W T T W f

'ut

FIGURE 5. Configuration for derivation of scattering parameters

The scattering coefficients, i.e. the complex frequency dependent num¬

bers, that describe the relationship between the incoming and reflected

power waves, cf. figure 4 on page 53, are most conveniently written in

matrix form, equation 46.

I/;,

lb-,
46.

The scattering matrix of this type of transmission element [5j is symmet¬

ric. The vector à represents the electromagnetic waves incident onto the
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left and right side of the section of transmission line and the vector b repre¬

sents the electromagnetic waves reflected from both sides of the section of

transmission line. Reflection in general occurs if there is a change in the

impedances along the transmission line. Vector b is the electromagnetic

answer of the two-port upon the electromagnetic excitation by the vector à.

The reflection coefficients, su and s22 are in the ideal case equal and given in

equation 47.

ç = s,, = 47
"

2ZM7;i, + tanh(Y/)(7^+Z,t,)

The transmission coefficients are:

Sl2 = V21 = ^^^^ 48.

2cosh(y/) + smh(y/)U2L +-^
\* i,i Ai '

2.4.4.5 Derivation of Scattering Coefficients

In this section a sketch of the derivation of the scattering coefficients of a

section of transmission line of length / is given. The characteristic imped¬

ance of the coaxial cable section with length / is called z„ where the charac¬

teristic impedance of the transmission lines that connect the coaxial cable

section to the measurement instrument, i.e. the network analyzer, are desig¬

nated as znf, This is because the cabling material used for connection in

almost all practical cases has an impedance of 50 a, which is the standard

reference impedance in microwave measurement techniques.

For the details of concepts like transfer and ABCD matrices, cf. Bächtold

[ 19941 and Ramo et al. [1984]. The reflection coefficient is defined as the

complex valued ratio of the reflected and the incident wave and given as:

The input impedance z„, is given by transmission line theory as follows:

'" ^Z,+Z,(ftanh(y/)

The transmission coefficients are defined as the complex ratio of the trans-
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mitted and incident waves and are derived using the transfer matrix [7<].

The transfer matrix is calculated from the arcd -matrix. The abcd -matrix

of a section of transmission line, with length /, characteristic impedance

zH, inserted between two transmission lines with characteristic imped¬

ance z,lf, is given in equation 51.

«1, a,

cosh(y/) •smh(y/)

J>ti
— smh.{-{l) cosh(y/)

The transfer matrix t is given in equation 52, [Baechtold, 1994].

?
11

?
12

^21 ^22

;(an -(/,,-«,[+ fl2,) -z(an+an a2l~a12)

-(fln -a\i + azl-a2:) -{an +al2 + a2l + a22)

.51.

.52.

Next the scattering coefficients can be derived using the conversion from

the transfer matrix r to the scattering matrix s given in equation 53.

I .7i; det(T-)

r„ -7\i

.53.
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2.4.5 Extraction Based on Gradient Optimization

Historically, the first approach within the framework of this thesis for the

determination of dispersive dielectric model parameters of high loss dielec¬

tric materials has been based on the selection of the Havriliak-Negami

model, cf. section 2.3.7 on page 43, and a gradient optimization technique,

available within Hewlett-Packard's microwave design software CDS.

The parameters that shall be determined are given in equation 54. There is a

simple relationship between the relaxation frequency /, and the relaxation

time t0, also given in equation 54. The concept of a relaxation frequency f,

appears to be easier understandable than relaxation time t0.

£ = lim £.((ù)

c^ = Um e,(co)

a = fitting paiametei

ß = titling paiametei

Due to the fact that the dependence of the characteristic quantities of the

coaxial transmission line section on the complex valued relative permittivity
is non-linear this inverse calculation is computationally costly and requires
considerable computing resources. The speed of convergence towards a

solution can be improved if the starting values of the parameters are close to

the true values. This closeness of the starting values to the true solution is

even more important in terms of global optima. By setting the starting val¬

ues 'wrong' the optimizer quickly heads towards a local minimum of the

error function where it is trapped for all time.

The Havriliak-Negami model is neither parameterized by water content nor

temperature. Therefore, the correlation between or the dependence of the

dielectric properties on water content and temperature is implicitly given by
the parameters of the Havriliak-Negami model for the dispersive dielectric

properties of bentonite.
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2.4.5.1 Results for Bentonite

The results for bentonite, a material that exhibits considerable dielectric

and ohmic losses is given in the subsequent tables. The initial objective
was to acquire the parameters at a grid of 7 different temperatures T ver¬

sus 7 different degrees of water saturation s. These combinations have

been named BXY. As it has already been mentioned the extraction of

dielectric model parameters from scattering parameter data using gradient
based optimization methods has proved to be a rather cumbersome busi¬

ness. Therefore not all the targeted combinations of temperature and

water saturation have been completed. With increasing water saturation

and temperature the extraction procedure increasingly became more

tedious and finally proved to be infeasible because the optimization pro¬

cedure broke down. The static limit of the relative dielectric permittivity
is given in table 2.

TABLE 2. Havriliak-Negami Parameters es [dimensionlessj

saturation 10° c 23
°
C 38

°
C 50

°
C 65

°
C 80° C 00

°
c

0 00 16.02 12 50 12.78 13.30 15.50 17.40 19.63

0.15 18.10 19.80 23.29 24.42 25.4 33.69 37.27

0.30 B15 22.92 B17 B18 B19 B20 32.51

0.45 B22 40.48 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0.60 B29 55.51 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35

0.75 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42

1.00 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 B49

The Havriliak-Negami Parameters of the high frequency limit eM of the

relative dielectric permittivity of Bentonite is given in table 3.

TABLE 3. Havriliak-Negami Parameter i?„ (dimensionlessl

saturation 10
°
c 23

=
C 38

°

C 50
°
C 65° C 80

°
C 90° C

0.00 3.75 3 93 4 06 4 06 3 98 3.85 ?>65

0.15 6.51 6.80 8.19 9 03 9.13 10.77 12.61

0.30 B15 6.53 B17 BIS B19 B20 8.85

0.45 B22 7.76 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0 60 B29 10.33 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35

0.75 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42

LOO B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 1349
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The ohmic conductivity a resulting from the ohmic loss term in the Havril¬

iak-Negami model is given in table 4.

TABLE 4. Ohmic Conductivity built into the Havriliak-Negami Model in [milli Siemens]

saturation 10
°

c 23
°

C 38
°

C 50° C 65° C 80
°

C 90
°

C

0.00 0.00 0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.15 0.00075 0 08854 17.7 31.17 32.23 27.45 54.54

0.30 B15 115.8 B17 B18 B19 B20 353.5

0.45 B22 204.0 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0.60 B29 351.1 B3I B32 B33 B34 B35

0.75 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42

1.00 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 B49

The a parameter of the Havriliak-Negami model is given in table 5. It is

important to remember that this parameter is only a fitting parameter with¬

out physical meaning.

TABLE 5. a Alpha Parameter of the Havriliak-Negami Model [dimensionlessl

saturation 10° c 23
°
C 38

°
C 50

°
C 65° C 80

°
C 90

°
C

0.00 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.01

0.15 0.29 0.34 0.24 0.22 0.24 0,28 0.50

0.30 1315 0.000427 B17 B18 B19 B20 0.23

0.45 B22 0 000017 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0.60 B29 0.03 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35

0.75 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42

1.00 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 B49
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The ß parameter of the Havriliak-Negami model is given in table 6.

Again it is important to remember that this parameter is a fitting parame¬

ter only that does not contain any physical significance.

TABLE 6. ß Parameter of the Ha\ riliak-Negami Model [dimensionlessl

saturation 10
°
c 23

°
C 38

°
C 50° C 65

°
C 80° C 90

°
C

0 00 0 33 0 38 0 42 0 44 041 0 44 0 42

0 15 0 99 1 00 0 99 1 00 100 1 00 1 00

0 30 B15 0 51 B17 B18 B19 B20 1 00

0 45 B22 0 48 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0 60 B29 0 50 B1I B32 B33 B34 B^5

0 75 B36 B37 BW BW B40 B41 B42

1 00 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 B49

The relaxation frequency of the Havriliak-Negami model are given in

table 7.

TABLE 7. Relaxation Frequency of the Havriliak-Negami Model [MHz]

saturation 10
°
c 23

°
C 38 C 50i

°
c 65:° C 80i° c 90

o c

0 00 0 277 2 45 6 46 9 27 10 20 20

0 15 130 150 150 180 250 150 110

0 30 B15 150 B17 B18 B19 B20 200

0 45 B22 70 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28

0 60 B29 60 B31 B^2 B3? B34 B35

0 75 B36 B37 B38 BW B40 B41 B42

100 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 B49

The parameters given in the preceding tables are inserted into the func¬

tional expression of the Havriliak-Negami model, defined in equations 21

and 22 to evaluate the Havriliak-Negami model. The parameters are plot¬

ted in figure 6 on page 64 through figure 11 on page 66 to show their

dependence on water saturation s and temperature T.

The resulting Cole-Cole plots of the complex valued relative permittivity

of Bentonite (10 MHz to 1 GHz) are given from figure 12 on page 67

through figure 14 on page 68.
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Static limit of Havriliak-Negami model for bentonite
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Infinite limit of Havriliak-Negami model for bentonite
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Parameter alpha of Havriliak-Negami model for bentonite
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Parameter beta of Havriliak-Negami model for bentonite
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2.4.5.2 Conclusions

The procedure for the measurement of dielectric permittivity based on

the gradient optimization technique shows considerable deficiencies, not

the least of which is the demonstrated inability to converge at the global

optimum values of the dielectric model parameters without user assis¬

tance. Such deficiencies are not acceptable when robust material parame¬

ters shall be found without a search path specified by the user. We

attribute this deficiency to the fact that the optimization problem is highly

non-linear and that the number of parameters is probably too large for the

gradient based optimization algorithm. Clearly, what is needed are proce¬

dures that extract material parameters without being preset by users'

judgements.
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2.4.6 Parameter Extraction using Genetic Algorithms

The parameters that will be obtained via a fitting procedure are the weights

w'i, the bandwidths /;; and the center frequencies /," of the Gaussian compo¬

nents, the static limit cs, the high frequency limit r„, and the ohmic conduc¬

tivity odlcl of the dielectric material, given a number g that determines the

number of Gaussians for the parameterization of the relaxation frequency

weights.

Based on the analytically known relationship between the scattering param¬

eters and the characteristic quantities of a coaxial transmission line section,

the fitness can roughly be defined as the weighted inverse of the error, cf.

equation 55. Additionally, it must be guaranteed that the fitness cannot grow

infinitely if the error becomes very small. This is ensured by assuming a

residual fitness when evaluating the fitness of a particular parameter distri¬

bution.

cutient cuoi + constant icsidual cnoi

The inversion step to compute an appropriate material model according to

measured scattering spectra is performed using a standard genetic algo¬

rithm. Genetic algorithms are computer programs mimicking the search

process of natural evolution. These algorithms rely on the collective learn¬

ing process within a population of individuals, each of which represents a

search point in the space of potential solutions to the given problem.

Because of an implicit parallelism in the search behavior they avoid the

common pitfalls of local minimization algorithms, but hold the promise of

finding novel solutions perhaps not thought to exist. Referring to the consid¬

erable computational cost our parameter identification procedure is per¬

formed using the parallel genetic algorithm library PGAPack, [Levine,

1995]. Given a specific individual an evaluation of this individual's fitness

takes a few seconds.

2.4.6.1 Implementation

The code that carries out the extraction of the dielectric parameters from

measured scattering coefficients is called deimosUP. It is based on the
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usage of PGAPack which is a software library offering optimization

based on genetic algorithms. The architecture of the code is based on the

combination of the forward solver, i.e. the routines that, given dielectric

model parameters, calculate the scattering coefficients of the coaxial

cable section filled with the dispersive dielectric materials and the opti¬

mizer. The optimizer returns a new set of dielectric model parameters

based on the evaluation of the error between measured and calculated

scattering coefficients. Due to the structure of optimization based on

genetic algorithms it is not the error function that is fed to the optimiza¬

tion but the fitness of a solution.

The same scattering parameter data sets, as used in section 2.4.5 on page

60, have been used for the investigation of the parameter extraction pro¬

cedure based on genetic optimization techniques.

The input to the parameter extraction code is specified in an ASCII file

which is human readable.
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2.4.7 Results for Bentonite

The results for bentonite, a material that can be characterized as quite

unfriendly in terms of dielectric loss, are as follows. Bentonite, a clay like

material shows dielectric properties which vary considerably with and with¬

out water.

Relaxation weight versus relaxation frequency

s = 0.00 & T = 10 degree Celsius

s = O.f 5 & T = 10 degree Celsius

s = 0.0 & T = 23 degree Celsius

s = 0.15 & T = 23 degree Celsius

10 15 20 25 30

relaxation frequency in GHz

35 40

FIGURE 15. Distribution of relaxation weights corresponding to a summation of Gaussians
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Cole-Cole plot of dispersive dielectric behavior

s = 0.00 & T = 10 degree Celsius

s = 0. J 5 & T = 10 degree Celsius

= 0.0 & T = 23 degree Celsius

s = 0.15 & T = 23 degree Celsius

15 20 25

real part

30 35 40

FIGURE 16. Dielectric properties of bentonite on the basis of the extended Debye model
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2.4.7.1 Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for the extraction of the complex valued

dispersive relative permittivity of highly lossy dielectric materials from scat¬

tering parameter data. The parameter identification has been achieved using

globally optimizing genetic algorithms (GA). From the presented examples

the relaxation behavior of bentonite at different temperatures and different

water saturation could be clearly discerned. It would be very interesting to

gain even more insight from such relaxation spectra, e.g. in order to discrim¬

inate between water and non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) in soils using
time domain reflectometry (TDR) probes. Such probes have been widely

adopted in environmental applications to measure the volumetric water con¬

tent of soils, e.g. [Topp et al., 1980]. Based on the previously demonstrated

results a flexible model for the dielectric behavior of natural materials has

been proposed and a robust technique for the extraction of the model param¬

eters from scattering parameters has been implemented.
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2.5 Preparation of Samples

2.5.1 Handling of Bentonite Samples

The preparation procedure for the measurement of the dielectric proper¬

ties of bentonite at various water contents and temperatures was as fol¬

lows:

1. The bentonite delivered air dry in crushed form is dried in an oven at

120° during several days.

2. The oven dry bentonite is then mixed with the amount of water neces¬

sary for adjusting the water content at which the dielectric properties

shall be determined.

3. The bentonite water mixture is then filled into the coaxial transmission

line section, compacted with a high pressure cell. The volume of the

compacted sample corresponds to the volume of a sample with a dry

density of 15gcm \

2.5.2 Handling of Granite Samples

The procedure for the preparation of the measurement of the relative

permittivity of granite samples at different values of water content and

temperatures was as follows:

1. The granite samples are dried in an oven at a temperature of 1200 dur¬

ing at least 48 hours until there is no more change in weight. This is

checked using accurate scales. For the size of the sample cross section

refer to table 8 on page 76.

2. The granite samples are brought to a saturation of s = i o using an exsi-

cator. During the saturation process the granite sample is kept in deion-

ized water. Evacuation expands the gas bubbles in the pore space. At

the same time capillary forces cause imbibition. After the end of evacu¬

ation, the remaining gas phase is minimal. Repeating evacuation war¬

rants full saturation. This procedures in general lasted several days

until complete saturation was reached.
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3. The adjustment of the desired values of water content saturation is

accomplished by evaporation and weight check. When the saturation

reaches the desired value, the relative permittivity is measured by putting

the granite sample into a section of rectangular waveguide corresponding

to the desired frequency range. The types of rectangular waveguides that

have been used for the measurements are siven in table 8.

TABLE 8. Cross section of rectangular waveguides used for dielectric measurements

Waveguide Type Frequency Range Cross Section

R9 7<i0 MHz - 1200 MH/ 123 8 by 247 6 mmA2

R26 2 2 GH7 - 1 S GH/ 4^ 2 bv 86 1 mmA2

R26 with R40 tapei lOGHz-sOGH/ 41 2 by 86 4 mmA2
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chapter 3 Time Domain Reflectometry

Quamvis sint sub aqua, sub aqua malcdicere temptant

Ovid, Metamorphosis 6, 376

3.1 TDR in Soil Physics

This chapter introduces the synthesis of Time domain reflectome¬

try (TDR) traces and their comparison with measured signals. Tt rep¬

resents the basis for the next chapter which will introduce spatially

resolved TDR traces. TDR has been used for the detection of faults

on telephone subscriber lines and other cabling infrastructure for

decades and still is. Only recently, [Topp, 1980], [Topp et al.,

1982a), [Topp et al, I982bj has TDR been applied for measuring

the volumetric water content in soils. The method exploits the strong

dependence of the relative dielectric permittivity of a soil on the

presence of water, [Hipp, 1974]. Time domain reflectometry is based

on the excitation of reflected and transmitted signal at electrical dis¬

continuities, i.e. at locations where the electric parameters, permit¬

tivity, permeability and conductivity, change their values. Reflection

and transmission of the incoming wave occur because the electrical

boundary conditions must be ensured. The nature of the fault or dis¬

continuity location can be analyzed by arrival time and magnitude of

78
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reflected signals. Time domain reflectometry is therefore similar to seis¬

mic exploration methods, [Telford et al.,1996], and ground penetrating

radar, [Sharma, 1997]. There is one important difference, since a TDR

uses a unity step with finite rise time t,. This is a broad band signal,

including frequencies from direct current (DC) to an upper limit given by
the bandwidth of the used TDR instrument. TDR is used mainly for the

measurement of travel times on TDR probes but it can also be used for

the reconstruction of profile of the electrical parameters in the longitudi¬

nal direction of the probe. This is accomplished by the analysis of the

TDR signal based on the telegrapher's equations. The sign of the reflected

pulses, indicates the direction of change of the characteristic impedance.
The location of the discontinuity with respect to the electric material

parameters in the longitudinal direction of the TDR probe can then be

determined reliably.
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3.2 Calibration of Standard TDR Probes

3.2.1 Synthetic TDR Traces

Within the framework of the NAGRA FEBEX1 project, [Oswald et ak,

1997] the calibration of TDR traces measured in bentonite has been investi¬

gated. The problem setup is shown in figure 17.

transmission line model

for TDR probe

roundtnp time t

-<
J

dielectric model for bentonite:

e,(o) = e„ +
(et-ej j2_

(î + oW"? coeo

geotechnical material surrounding probe
bentonite (clay minerai)

15.4 mm -4 |0-6rnm copP^T]

dielectric and ohmic losses

20 mm

PTFE/tcllon

ToTrW^^eoTOerr^/

FIGURE 17. problem setup of TOR application for water content measurement in the FEBKX project.

There are two different types of probes: probes installed in the bentonite

barrier and probes installed in the granite matrix which surrounds the gran¬

ite barrier. These probes do not only differ in the type of the material whose

water content is to be measured but also in construction.

In this section the results of the FEBEX project with respect to the genera¬

tion of synthetic TDR traces based on the three-dimensional geometry and

electric material properties are described and analyzed. This is carried out

under the assumption of a homogeneous profile which is a reasonable

..
NAGRA (Nationale Genossenschaft fuer die Lagerung Radioaktiver Abfaelle) is the Swiss

National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes. FEBEX (Full Barrier Emplace¬
ment Experiment) is a large scale hydrological and geophysical experiment that has been con¬

ducted at the NAGRA Grimsel Test Site (GTS). The main objective of the experiment is to

investigate if natural media like bentonite can be utilized as a barrier containment for radioac¬

tive waste repositories.
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assumption in the case of the GTS/FEBEX experiment. The analysis of

homogeneous profiles must be the first step before we can try to recon¬

struct spatially inhomogeneous profiles and therefore TDR traces with

multiple internal reflections. The calibration for homogeneous profiles is

accomplished on the basis of a full-wave electromagnetic analysis of the

TDR probes which have been installed at the GTS/FEBEX site. The cal¬

culated parameters, characteristic impedance z,„ and complex propaga¬

tion constant y are then used for the calculation of the complex valued

input reflection coefficient. Using a transient simulator, based on a convo-

lutional analysis mode, in Hewlett-Packard's microwave design system

(ADS) we can then generate time domain signals based on models that

are specified in frequency domain. These synthetically generated TDR

traces are then compared to measured data.

3.2.2 TDR Probe Model

The synthesis of TDR traces which are time domain signals is based on

the frequency domain description of the TDR probes connected to a stan¬

dard Tektronix 1502C cable tester. The bentonite probes are shorted,

zT = o, at their ends and the granite probes are open ended, zT = ~, Such a

probe is described by its input impedance z,„ which varies as a function

of frequency and depends on the characteristic impedance of the TDR

transmission line and its propagation constant y = a + /ß. Time domain

signals are obtained by the convolution of the input signal, a unit step of

finite rise time t,, and the impulse response of the TDR probe given by its

frequency domain description, which is the input reflection coefficient su .

The calculation of the characteristic impedance zH and the propagation

constant y can not be carried out analytically except for very simple geo¬

metrical configurations, e.g. for coaxial cables. The quantities must there¬

fore be computed using a numerical code that solves the equations of

computational electrodynamics. We used the program HFSS V4.0 by
Hewlett-Packard. HFSS is an acronym that stands for High Frequency
Structure Simulator and is a three-dimensional frequency domain electro¬

magnetic solver for the micro- and millimeter wave frequency range.
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From a historical point of view, the part of this work concerned with compu¬

tational electromagnetics has mainly been done in 1997 when HFSS was

only available in version 4.0. By the time this thesis is written, HFSS is

available in version 6.0.12 and has seen considerable progress resulting into

dramatically improved functionality and performance. The current version

of HFSS would allow the same analysis in considerably shorter time. In par¬

ticular, the implementation of frequency dependent dielectric properties is

now rather simple by using the macro language implemented in version

6.0.12. This facility was not available in the earlier version and required

quite cumbersome usage of UNIX scripts based on tools like awk and sed1.

The generation of time domain signals by convolutional analysis has been

accomplished by means of Hewlett-Packard's microwave design system

CDS. Convolutional analysis, at least today, is only available in advanced

circuit simulators. A graphical overview of the whole procedure is given in

figure 18 on page 84.

3.2.2.1 The Input Impedance

The input impedance of a transmission line system with characteristic

impedance zH.(oo), propagation constant y = « + /ß, length / and termination

impedance zr is given as:

/
Zr + Z„tanh(y/)

',lZH +Z7tanh(y/)
" "

If the termination impedance is a short, i.e. z7 = o, then the expression can

be considerably simplified to be

/,„ = Zutanh(y/) .57.

If the termination impedance is an open end, i.e. z, = «, then the expression

can be simplified as follows:

1. awk and sed are UNIX utilities used for the automated manipulation of text files. Because the

data used by HFSS is stored in a number of text files, we implemented the frequency depen¬
dent dielectric properties by direct manipulation of these files for every run. This approach

ultimately worked but was not very flexible and error prone.
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3.2.2.2 The Input Reflection Coefficient

The input reflection coefficient of a transmission line with input imped¬

ance z,n is calculated as

m
= P =

TT^-
-59.

/'in ^ ''ni

where zief is typically son as in almost all microwave measurement set¬

ups and applications. It is important to keep in mind that both quantities,

zw and y are inherently a function of frequency / both caused by trans¬

mission line theory and due to dispersive relative permittivity c,.
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3.2.2.3 From Frequency Domain to Time Domain

Convolutional analysis accurately models circuit elements with frequency

dependent parameters in the frequency domain. Typically, this includes

transmission lines with skin effect losses, which is highly frequency depen¬

dent, and dielectric dispersion which is typically the case for TDR probes in

natural materials like bentonite. Other elements that can be modeled as con¬

centrated elements like resistors, capacitors and inductors are modeled in

time domain. The analysis is then performed by calculating the impulse

response of devices characterized in the frequency domain via discrete

inverse Fourier transform and convolving them with the time domain volt-

ages, at the nodes in the circuit topology, and the elements that are exclu¬

sively characterized in the time domain.

Fdielectric properties of]
bentonite er(o>) 1

from measurements I

(0-T) J

geometrical

specifications

of TDR probe

electromagnetic
solver

eigenvalue

problem

À

derivation of travel times

using points of inflection

t
conversion into water content

synthesis of

time domain

signals

t
TDR traces

FIGURE 18. Methodolog} for the generation of synthetic PDR traces

3.2.2.4 Frequency Domain Data Requirements

There are some requirements on the range of frequencies at which the input

reflection coefficient must be known so that the response to a finite rise time
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t, can be calculated by means of convolutional analysis.

If pulses with a rise/fall time of t, are to be simulated a good starting

point for the internal simulation time step of the convolutional analysis is

At< 60.

The size of the internal simulation time step determines the frequency

f,mn up to which the simulated devices must be characterized in the fre¬

quency domain

i max
2 At

61.

this is increased to 9 GHz in order to be on the safe side. So this means

that the input reflection coefficient must be available up to 9 GHz so that

the resulting TDR traces can be simulated accurately, even if the fre¬

quency content of the Tektronix cable tester only corresponds to a band¬

width of about 3 GHz. These rather stringent frequency requirements

must be fulfilled, otherwise the convolution based integration engine of

CDS will crash, i.e. it will produce unphysically large oscillations and

increases in voltage.

3.2.2.5 Circuit for generating TDR Traces

The circuit schematic which has been used for generating TDR traces

from frequency domain models is shown in figure 19.

Zw = 50 Q

— this one-poit icpiesents

the 1 DR probe with an

open end

FIGURE 19. Schematic used in CDS for modeling the TDR instrument

The TDR system is modeled with a voltage source, a source impedance
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of z = son and a section of transmission line with a characteristic imped¬

ance of 50Q. Connected to this transmission line section is a box which rep¬

resents the frequency dependent scattering coefficients that describe the

input reflection coefficient of the FEBEX bentonite or granite TDR probe.

In figure 22 on page 91 to figure 44 on page 102, TDR traces for bentonite

at different water saturations degrees s and different temperatures are calcu¬

lated via convolutional analysis. The circuit used in Hewlett-Packard's

CDS is shown in figure 19 on page 85.
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3.2.3 Electromagnetic Analysis of TDR Probes

In the following section the construction details of the TDR probes used

in bentonite and granite are explained insofar as these details are relevant

for the electromagnetic simulation and the generation of the synthetic

TDR traces. The complete construction and geometrical details can be

found in IMarschall et al.,1996]. It must be clearly said that this step

offers the greatest threat to obtain erroneous results. The modes that are

calculated by the computational electrodynamics solver must be selected

carefully based on a visualization of the electromagnetic field distribution

at the ports of the modeled probes. Additionally, when utilizing the con¬

volutional mode of CDS for generating TDR signals, numerous fre¬

quency samples are required. The number of frequency steps is

considerably larger than can be calculated with the electromagnetic

solver within reasonable time. One frequency point in general required a

few minutes at the time (1997) this work was carried out. Therefore, a

Matlab procedure has been developed which permits the interpolations

of the actually calculated data points. For the synthesis of the TDR traces

via convolutional analysis 4000 total points were generated. When fewer

points are used, the resulting traces are considerably distorted. It was and

still is not practically feasible to calculate that many frequency points
with a frequency domain electromagnetic solver if a dispersive dielectric

must be modeled. The better solution would be the usage of a finite-dif¬

ference-time-domain (FDTD) solver, that is able to model arbitrary dis¬

persive dielectrics. Such a solver was not available at the time when this

work was performed. At the time of this writing solvers have started to

emerge that can at least model Debye-like dielectric materials.

3.2.3.1 Bentonite TDR Probes

The geometry that has been used in the electromagnetic circuit simulator

for the calculation of the transmission line properties, characteristic

impedance zlv and propagation constant y = a + /ß is shown in figure 20

on page 88. As can be seen, the actual geometry has been modeled very

accurately without any simplification. The total length of the probe is 470
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mm. But it is not necessary to model the whole length for the calculation of

the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant. These two quan¬

tities can be obtained by the solution of a truly two-dimensional problem, a

so called eigenvalue problem.

conductors

FIGURE 20. Geometry used in HFSS for modeling the bentonite TDR probe

The conductors are made from copper and assumed to have infinite conduc¬

tivity. The body, which separates the two conductors, is made from teflon

which is assumed to be loss free and having non dispersive relative permit¬

tivity e, = 2 06. The boundary of the computational domain is modeled by

using absorbing boundary conditions (ABC), also called radiation boundary

conditions. This type of mesh truncation approximates a bentonite barrier of

infinite extent. Such truncations of infinite media after finite distances in

general introduce some errors. If however the fields are very small at the

boundary, which is the case in this application, this error can be neglected.

3.2.3.2 Granite TDR Probes

A granite TDR probe is built from two parallel stainless steel rods, each
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with a diameter of 5mm and a distance between the centers of the rods of

26/»«/. The hole has a diameter of ^m»,. The space between rod surface

and borehole wall is filled with an electrically insulating non-conducting

resin. The length of the stainless steel rods is 2000;»;». The geometry used

for the calculation of the characteristic impedance and the propagation

constant of the granite TDR probe is shown in figure 21.

conductors

FIGURE 21. Geometry used in HFSS used lor the granite 1DR probes

The stainless steel conductors are modeled as ideal conductors. The

boundary of the computational domain is again a radiation boundary,
which simulates the infinite continuation of the granite, i.e. the medium

whose water content shall be sensed. What is important for the generation

of the TDR traces is the fact that the two stainless steel rods are not con¬

nected at their ends which electrically corresponds to a termination
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impedance which is infinite, i.e. z, = «.
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3.2.4 Calculated and Measured Bentonite Traces

In this section we present the calculated (left column) and mesured

(right column) TDR traces as described in section 3.2.1 on page 80.

TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 10 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 22. Synthetic trace for water saturation s = 0.0

1 DR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 23 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 23. Synthetic and measured traces for water saturation s = 0.0
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TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 38 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 24 Synthetic trace tor water saturation s = 0 0

TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 50 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 25 Synthetic (race for water saturation s = 0 0
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TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 65 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 26. Synthetic and measuied ti ates for watei satui ation s = 0 0

TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 80 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 27 Sy nthctit trace foi water satui ation s = 0 0
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TDR trace for s = 0 00 and T = 90 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 28. Synthetic trace for water saturation s = 0.0

TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 10 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 29. Synthetic trace for yyater saturation s = 0.15
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TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 23 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 30. Sviithetic and measured traces for yyater saturation s = 0.15

TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 38 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 31. Synthetic trace tor water saturation s = 0.15
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TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 50 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 32. Synthetic trace for water saturation s = 0.15

TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 65 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 33 Synthetic and measured trace tor yyater saturation s = 0.15
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TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 80 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 34. Synthetic and measured traces for yyater saturation s = 0.15

TDR trace for s = 0 15 and T = 90 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 35. Synthetic trace tor water saturation s = 0.15
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TDR trace for s = 0 30 and T = 23 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 36. Synthetic and measured tiates foi water satui ation s = 0.30
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FIGURE 37 Measured trace for yyater saturation s = 0.30
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TDR trace for s = 0 30 and T = 90 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 38. Synthetic and measured traces lor water saturation s = 0.30

TDR trace for s = 0 45 and T = 23 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 39. Synthetic and measured traces tor water saturation s = 0.45
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saturation = 0 45 & temperature = 50 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 40. Measured trace for yyater saturation s = 0.45
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FIGURE 41. Measured trace for yyater saturation s = 0.45
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saturation = 0 45 & temperature = 83 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 42. Measured trace for yyatei satui ation s = 0.45

saturation = 0 60 & temperature = 07 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 43 Measured trace for water saturation s = 0 60
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TDR trace for s = 0 60 and T = 23 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 44. Measured and synthetic trace for yyater saturation s = 0.60

saturation = 0 60 & temperature = 52 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 45. Measured trace for water saturation s = 0.60
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saturation = 0 60 & temperature = 62 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 46. Measured trace for water saturation s = 0.60
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3.2.4.1 Comparing Measured and Calculated TDR Traces

In figure 47 and figure 48 measured two-way travel times for bentonite are

compared to travel times obtained from numerical simulation, cf. figure 22

on page 91 through figure 46 on page 103.

Two-way travel time versus temperature in degree Celsius
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FIGURE 47. Two-way trayel times from TDR traces obtained from the FEBEX project

The curves are parameterized by water saturation, which varies from 5 = 00

to s = 06 in steps of As = 0 is. It is observed that the agreement is useful for

the curves given by water saturation s = 00 and s = 0 15, except from two

outliers at higher temperatures, the reason of which could not be cleared. At

the higher and highest water saturation levels the difference between mea¬

sured and simulated two-way travel times grows considerably larger. We

conclude that the simulation gives prove of the fact that the numerical anal¬

ysis is viable tool for the aquisition of calibration curves, especially at low

water saturation levels but needs considerable improvement at higher val¬

ues. The reasons for the difference is attributed to the uncertainty introduced
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into the simulation by the dielectric properties of bentonite. This amount

of uncertainty could probably be reduced by using a much more robust

algorithm to extract dielectric properties parameters from measured scat¬

tering coefficients. A first approach could be the usage of dielectric prop¬

erty parameter extraction code deimos described in the previous

chapter. Due to time constraints this approach could not yet be verified in

this thesis. It is however assumed that then the agreement between mea-

sured and simulated two-way travel times could be significantly

improved.

15

§10

Two-way trave! time versus temperature in degree Celsius

water saturation calculated s = 0.3 —-

water saturation measured s = 0.6

water saturation calculated s = 0.6

water saturation calculated s = 0.45

water saturation measured s = 0.45

water saturation measured s = 0.3 —

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Temperature in degree Celsius

.
j

80 90 100

FIGURE 48. Two-way tray el times from 1 DR traces obtained from the Fl BEX project for higher water

saturations values
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3.2.5 Calculated Granite TDR Traces

In this section we present the calculated TDR traces from the TDR probes

used in granite. The two-way travel times derived from figure 49 through

Trace for theta = 0 00 & temperature - 5 degree Celsius Trace for theta = 0 00 & temperature = 22 degree Celsius
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figure 51 are presented m section 3.2.5.1 on page 109.

FIGURE 49 Calculated TDR tiaces trom granite probes
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Trace for theta = 0 40 & temperature = 5 degree Celsius
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Trace for theta = 0 40 & temperature = 45 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 50. Calculated TDR traces horn granite probes
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Trace for theta = 0 80 & temperature - 5 degree Celsius
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FIGURE 51. Calculated TDR traces from granite probes
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3.2.5.1 Conclusion on Synthetic Granite TDR Traces

The travel times that have been extracted from the synthetically

obtained granite TDR traces are presented in table 9.

TABLE 9. Two-wa> tray el times from granite TDR traces, temperature in degree
°

T = 5 T = 22 r = 45

9 = 00 25 74! |ns] 25 741 [ns] 25 741 [ns]

0 = 02 25 741 [ns] 25 87<[nsl 25 873 [ns]

e=-04 2587 s | ml 25 871 |ns] 25 873 [ns]

6 = 06 25 8731ns] 26 190 |ns) 26 190 [ns]

e = 06 26 190 [ns] 26 190 [ns] 26 J90 Ins)

It is observed that the differences in the two-way travel times are almost

negligible and that therefore this type of TDR probe is of very limited use

in applications for the measurement of the water saturation in granite.

Consequently no measured TDR traces are available.

The main reason for this insensitivity is attributed to the fact that the elec¬

tric field is almost entirely concentrated inside the resin body of the probe
and does not extend to a significant amount into the granite material.

Consequentially, the differences in the dielectric properties as a function

of a variable water content do not play a role.

It is therefore suggested to consider the new type of TDR probe proposed
in section 4.3 on page 142. The sensitivity of this type of TDR probe is

strongly increased in comparison to standard two-wire probes. This is due

to the fact that the dominant mode of propagation is a transverse-mag¬

netic (TM) mode which reaches far into the surrounding medium. This is

not the case for a two-wire probe with its transverse-electric-magnetic

(TEM) mode of propagation.
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Nil mortalibus ardui est

Horatius, Odes, I, 3.

4.1 Spatially Resolved TDR

First, an approach for the reconstruction of permittivity and conduc¬

tivity profiles on the basis of a TDR trace is investigated. The

approach is based on the solution of the non-linear inverse TDR

problem. A global optimization methodology, namely genetic algo¬

rithms (GA), is used in conjunction with a parallelized forward

transmission line solver. Although the computational cost is huge, it

is now possible to reconstruct permittivity profiles. By using a more

sophisticated initialization of the GAs initial individuals a signifi¬
cant reduction in computation time appears feasible.

Second, a new type of TDR probe, which avoids certain drawbacks

related to two-conductor configurations, is introduced. The probe is

investigated both numerically and experimentally. It is based on the

usage of a Sommerteld-Goubau waveguide concept which only

requires one single conductor. The configuration has the advantage
that it almost eliminates the air gap problem, known from two-wire

probes, and more important, the region of influence around the

110
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probe is considerably larger when compared to conventional two-wire

probes. The reconstruction of permittivity profiles based on TDR traces

that originate from single-conductor probes has not yet been attempted

due the computational cost that is tied to one single forward solution. In

the case of the single rod probe Maxwell's equations in a cylindrical coor¬

dinate system of radial symmetry must be solved. Although this can be

reduced to a 2.5-dimensional problem, it requires a few tens of minutes.

However, increasing compute performance will soon eliminate this issue.

4.1.1 General Methodology

TDR is very sensitive to the electrical properties of a transmission line.

Therefore, if we can relate the dielectric properties to other physical

parameters of interest, e.g. volumetric water content e, we have a means

to measure this quantity by an indirect procedure in an almost non¬

destructive way, i.e. only an access hole must be drilled into the medium

which in many situations is an acceptable disturbance. When using TDR

methods for the determination of the volumetric water content the mag¬

netic properties of the media under investigation are neglected, i.e.

u. = l.o, the relative permeability of a vacuum. Although there is some evi¬

dence of magnetic phenomena in soil and rocks, we adopt this assump¬

tion.

4.1.2 Approach for Profile Extraction

The approach applied for the extraction of the dielectric and ohmic pro¬

files from TDR traces is based on the iterative solution of a non-linear

inverse electromagnetic scattering problem that is eventually ill-posed

[Tikhonov et al., 1977]. The category of inverse problems generally

receive their name from the fact that a system is known through the input

(by definition), the output (by measurement) and the system of (partial)

differential equations. What is in general not known is the distribution of

material parameters that appear as the coefficients of the (partial) differ¬

ential equation system. Using iterative procedure introduces the issue of

non-uniqueness and convergence of a parameter distribution. Such opti-
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mization problems can only be solved by using global optimization schemes

such as genetic algorithms (GA) or simulated annealing (SA).

assume initial parameter

distribution:

preselect or random

T
solve the

direct problem:

forward solver

Ï
calculate difference A

between measured

and calculated data

we want to keep the number of loops as low as

possible in order to reduce overall runtime!

adaptation of

parameter distribution:

optimizer's job

comergence achieved.

i.e. parameter extraction

performed with prescribed

accuracy

FIGURE 52. Non-linear optimization scheme for the reconstruction of permittivity and conductivity profiles

Gradient type non-linear least-squares optimization schemes are easily

caught in local maxima or minima depending on the direction of the gradi¬

ent. Once trapped, gradient based optimization algorithms never leave this

local optimum, even if there exists a considerably better global optimum

nearby. This is a direct consequence of the gradient based methodology.

Consequentially, the initial values of the parameters to be optimized are of

primary importance. Setting these parameters influences the type of opti¬

mum found by the optimizer. Therefore, such gradient based optimization
schemes are of little use in the TDR profile reconstruction problems. The
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approach used in this work is based on the integration of a forward solver

into an optimization scheme, based on genetic algorithms, that is capable

to find the global optimum of a parameter distribution, even in a 'compli¬

cated" error landscape. The forward solver solves for the primary quanti¬

ties of a transmission line, namely voltagesio,/) and currents ,(>.r).

Voltages and currents on a transmission line structure are dependent on

space and time, therefore partial differential equations are needed to

model such distributed systems.
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4.2 Analysis of TEM Probes

4.2.1 Introduction

In the vadose zone the water content is the state variable which controls

virtually all transport processes. Water, gas, heat and soluble matter trans¬

port depend sensitively on the spatial distribution of the liquid phase. The

spatial resolution of water content measurements must satisfy opposite

requirements for quantifying properties relevant to transport phenomena in

unsaturated soils, sediments and rock formations. First, the estimation of

water storage changes requires representative averaging volumes which are

larger than the heterogeneous structures. Second, when describing the flow

field in heterogeneous media it is crucial to know the spatial extent and

arrangement of the water and therefore of the conductive regions. Hence,

small averaging volumes or rather local water content measurements would

be more indicative than large volume averages.

When the sensors used for measuring a state variable are too small com¬

pared with the characteristic length of the dominant heterogeneities, the

measurements must be replicated in space. In soils, subsoils and geological

strata this is often technically difficult and economically infeasible. Nowa¬

days, water contents are often measured by means of time domain reflec¬

tometry. which makes use of the large differences in the dielectric properties

of water ( e,m s so ) of the soil or rock matrix ( 2<c, ,<20 ) and of the air

( c,,ast )•

In conventional TDR setups only two way travel times, equation. 62, of the

electronic signal over the whole length of the conductor system are mea¬

sured and therefore the dielectric properties are averaged over the length of

the TDR probes and so is the volumetric water content within the volume of

influence of the two conductors.

2l7v^
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Depending on both the length of and distance between the two conductors

the averaging volume varies between cm3 for laboratory column TDR

probes and in the order of dm3 for probe types used in the field. There¬

fore, in most applications each measuring location is equipped with a

TDR probe consisting of two or more rods. A few attempts have been

made to subdivide the probe in depth intervals, e.g. by the usage of diodes

for the separation of intervals, [Hook et al., 1992]. Marking the depth

intervals makes it possible to distinguish water contents averaged over

predetermined distances using a single pair of TDR rods.

It is the objective of this section to show that the information contained

in a TDR signal can be used to extract the dielectric properties as a func¬

tion of the location on the TDR probe without marking intervals on the

probe before the measurements are made. We will assume that the dielec¬

tric properties in the plane that is perpendicular to the direction of the

probe are constant. The analysis method described in this work is there¬

fore inherently one dimensional. Its result is a one dimensional profile of

relative permittivities which can then be converted into water content pro¬

files using predetermined calibration functions.

The experimental setup consists of three sequential layers of which the

first and third are kept completely dry during the whole experiment. The

water content of the middle layer has been varied from 0 = 0 to e = 0.1

in order to show that the method is very sensitive to both small changes

and small absolute values of the volumetric water content G(<) .
Conse¬

quently, if the method can be used for small values it is certainly usable at

higher values because the dielectric contrast increases significantly with

increasing volumetric water content. However, spatial resolution might

degrade due to the fact that thinner zones of variable volumetric water

content are masked by thicker zones. This effect will be demonstrated by

means of the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) walls that separate the middle

layer from the dry layers.
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4.2.2 Methods

4.2.2.1 Distributed Model of TEM Type TDR Probes

Time domain reflectometry is based on the theory of electronic transmis¬

sion lines. This theory is a special case of the more general description of

propagating electromagnetic fields contained in Maxwell's equations. The

specialization consists in the restriction of the type of propagating electro¬

magnetic waves. If we assume a purely transverse electric-magnetic (TEM)

mode of propagation, a transmission line structure is modeled with voltages

and currents. Ramo et al. [19841 give a comprehensive introduction to gen¬

eral electromagnetic field theory while [Collin, 1991] specializes in guided

electromagnetic waves. A TDR probe is a structure capable of guiding elec¬

tromagnetic waves and employs two or more conductors [Heimovaara,

19931. There is an insulating medium, called dielectric, between the con¬

ductors. The properties of electronic signals propagating on such a cable are

described by currents and voltages as functions both of time t and location x

on the line, respectively. The propagation of voltages and currents is deter¬

mined both by the geometrical configuration of the conductors and the

dielectric £r and magnetic pr properties of the medium around and between

the conductors.

A transmission line is modeled, in the TEM approximation, as a geometri¬

cally distributed object, i.e. as a cascaded connection of infinitely many

infinitesimally short two-ports of length Ar. Such an elementary two-port, is

shown in figure 53.

Ax

FIGURE 53. Elementary two-port as building block for electronic transmission line model
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It is characterized by series resistance R\ parallel conductance G\ paral¬

lel capacitance C and series inductance L'. All four parameter are speci¬
fied per unit length.

Modeling a section of uniform transmission lines leads to a system of

partial differential equations, cf. equations 63 and 64 below, for the volt¬

ages and currents as a function of time t and location x on the line.

dx V dt.
.63.

= ~\ G + C ^- iv
dx V dt.

.64.

The transmission line parameters R\ G\ C and L' depend on the geome¬

try of the conductors and the electric properties of the material between

the conductors in a characteristic manner. One of the simplest configura¬

tion is a two-wire transmission line structure with two wires of cylindrical

cross section with diameter D and distance d between their centers. This

is also the type of TDR probe that is used in the experimental configura¬

tion for the aquisition of TDR traces of non-uniform water content pro¬

files. The transmission line parameters of such a two-wire transmission

line are given as follows:

2R

nD
U<i/D/U(d/D)--l)) .65.

C =

KG

V
acoshl ^-

D ) !

Ttcùe

acosli

.66.

D )

C =

tie
.67.

acosli
/)

* - >*(|) .68.

Given the electric properties of the material around the conductors the

voltages and currents can be solved for on the basis of the transmission
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line equations using an appropriate numerical method. There is an abun¬

dance of numerical schemes for the solution of partial differential equations

(PDE's). In this work we chose the finite difference scheme in the time

domain (FDTD). The application of this scheme to the transmission line

equations is described in section 4.2.2.2.

4.2.2.2 Discretization of Transmission Line Equations

The transmission line equations, given in equations 63 and 64, are dis-

cretized, according to Taflove [ 1995], using central finite differences both in

space and time. Consider a Taylor's series expansion of \<(\,+ Ax, t„) about the

space point v, to the space point x, tA\. keeping time fixed at t„, up to 3rd

order while neglecting 4th order terms.

/ AM I ,
rfl

vu, + Av) =v\ +Ax—

{AxYd \

- dx1 6 dY

(Ax) d v

dx"
69.

The last term is the remainder or error term. Ç, is a point that is located

somewhere in the interval \xr i, + A\i. Similarly, we consider the Taylor's

series expansion of \(xt + Ax.t„) about the space point i,-Ai, again keeping

time fixed at /„ :

v(v,-A\)| = 0
d\

dx

{AxYd v (Ax) d \ (AxYdx
24

-, *
"*

d\

70

Y i,

2 dx2 6 dx'
\ t

In the remainder ç, is a point situated somewhere in the interval h,, \,-A\i.

The same procedure is applied to the current as a function of space and time

resulting in the following two expressions, for the interval [ v,, x, + Ax]

t , * m ~ i »
di

,

(A\)di\ (Ax) d i

i(\, + Ax)\ =i\ +Ax-—\ + - +i
/

h ' d\\
^

-^ -\ 6 -x
•

A t

and for the interval u,, \,-A\]

(A\) d i

dx24 i
4

<-i ',

71

/(\, - A0| =i\ -A\
di (AxYd'i

"- dY

(Y\) d i {Ax) à i

->4 -, 4
72

Based on these approximations we can derive, by rearranging expressions,
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the discretized version of the transmission line equations. The first deriv¬

ative of the voltage with respect to the spatial coordinate is obtained by

subtracting equation 70 from equation 69 as follows which leads us to the

following intermediate step.

»m / » m •> K
d\ (A\)\") V

dx ' dx

.73,

By neglecting the third order term in equation 73 and dividing by a factor

of 2 we finally obtain a second-order accurate, central-difference approx¬

imation for the first derivative of the voltage with respect to the spatial

coordinate v.

dx

i(\,+ \x)-i(\,-A\)

2A\
.74.

By using the same operational procedure we obtain a second-order accu¬

rate, central-difference approximation the first derivative of the current

with respect to the spatial coordinate \.

di

dx

/(x,+ \0-/(\,-A\)v
.

~

2Ax
lf JX

For convenience and brevity the notation of the above expressions is

switched to the following form:

(h 0 + i
~ V

J - 1 r-,S

d\ 2A\
\ i

and

"L -

*- '
.

'- '
77

dx 2Ax
\ Î

It is understood that \;< means a wave or field quantity situated and com¬

puted at the space location x = i\x and at the time point / = »A/. Using the

same arguments as before we calculate the second-order accurate, central

difference approximation to the first derivative of the voltage with respect

to time as follows.
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<>±
=
li^Z^ .78.

dt . 2Af

The second-order accurate central difference approximation to the first

derivative of the current with respect to time is as follows:

M ->- I II— [

lJL -

''
~

''
70

dt 2\t

Given the previous approximate expressions, we can formulate the dis-

cretized version of the first order partial differential equations 63 and 64 as

follows.

(v>> -x" -) H"+[~,'"~])
^Jj^ = .ffV-/,,^—-^ .80.

2Av
' 2A/

2Ai
' '

2Ar

The preceding two expressions represent the discretized version of the trans¬

mission line equations that must now be rearranged to obtain an algorithm

suitable for time domain integration in the form of a numerical computer

code.

4.2.2.3 Explicit Algorithm for Time-Domain Integration

Starting from the discretized version of the transmission line equations,

given in 80 and 81, we solve for the values of voltage x"
+ 1 and current ;"

+ 1
at

location \, at time point r„ + l
as presented below.

R 2A/\
, ,, | \r
i+i -—(i,"T, +i,"_,) -82.

L, ) A\L

G,2At\ ,. , , \t

The above expressions represent a fully explicit second-order accurate

expression for v"
+ l and z"41, i.e. the quantities on the left-hand side can be

computed from the quantities on the right-hand side stored in the computer's

memory. The above expressions are evaluated for all space points of inter¬

est. No simultaneous solution of a linear equation system is required. For
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convenience we note a couple of quantities that will be used in the

description of a parallel implementation of a numerical code of the above

time-stepping scheme.

R,2Al At
b, =

c, =

I j
,

LA \ jL-j
,

.84.
G,2At ,

At
d, =

C, AxC,

4.2.2.4 Discretization Issues

Up to this point nothing has been said about the sampling width in space

and time. It has been in shown in a number of investigations, [Taflove,

1995], [Kunz et al., 19931 that an explicit scheme for the solution of par¬

tial differential equations must obey certain restrictions for the sampling

width both in space and time. This width is in general considerably

smaller compared to an implicit solution scheme which, per definitionem,

requires the simultaneous solution of a system of linear equations.

As a rule of thumb, the spatial sampling width Ax must be selected as one

tenth of the minimum wavelength \min that is present in the system, i.e.

Ax<^ 85.

It is important to keep in mind that the minimum wavelength xm„, is deter¬

mined by the maximum frequency fmax and the maximum value of the rel¬

ative dielectric permittivity e»"n, under the assumption of non-magnetic

material, i.e. \i = u0 as follows.

.86.
f In max

Assessing the frequency content of a time domain signal can in principle

be achieved by Fourier transforming the signal and investigating the spec¬

trum. This is often quite complicated and not necessary if only the maxi¬

mum frequency present in the system is of interest as there is an old

popular wisdom, [Bächtold, 1994], saying that the rise time of a signal

and the 3 dB frequency of a signal are connected as follows:
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>„v, fw = 0 34 .87.

Using this approximate expression, which ultimately refers to a gaussian

time domain waveform, the maximum frequency content can reliably be

estimated. Consequently, the maximum discretization width can be calcu¬

lated.

The next quantity of interest is the time step At that is used in the explicit

time domain integration of the transmission line equations. This time step is

given by the well-known Courant limit as follows:

Af<— .88.

The above limit for the time step in an explicit integration scheme originates

from a classical approach that allows to test alternative time and space

derivative approximations in a systematical manner for stability and to work

out conditions for stability. The approach is generally based on the decom¬

position of the finite-difference algorithm into separate time and space

eigenvalue problems, [Taflove, 1995], [Taflove 1998J, [Kunzetal., 1993J.

4.2.2.5 Boundary Conditions

The discretization described in the preceding section is the basis for the

calculation of the voltages and currents inside the transmission line. There is

an issue with this update scheme at the beginning and at the end of the trans¬

mission line due to the central difference scheme. This scheme would

require access to values that are beyond the transmission line, i.e. at the

locations x = -Ax and x = l + Ax, where l is the total length of the transmis¬

sion line. Modeling the TDR configuration therefore requires special proce¬

dures at the boundaries of the computational domain, i.e. at the input x = o

and at the output v = i of the TDR probe. At these locations the transmis¬

sion line, a distributed device, is connected to devices that are lumped ele¬

ments, namely the resistive voltage source, vs and a\ ,
at the input to the

TDR probe and an ohmic resistor, r, ,
at the end of the TDR probe. Cou¬

pling a lumped element approach to a distributed modeling approach

requires special operational procedures. Such procedures are called bound¬

ary conditions of the FDTD scheme and can, in general, not be derived from
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the transmission line equations alone. They must be derived from the con¬

stitutive equations of the lumped elements, i.e. from the equations that

determine the behavior of the resistive voltage source and the terminating

ohmic resistor. In the case of transmission lines, described by voltage and

current, this is relatively simple because the constitutive equations of a

resistive voltage source and an ohmic resistor are given by voltage and

current as well. When it comes to combining FDTD schemes that directly

operate on electromagnetic fields and directly, things become more

involved.

4.2.2.6 Boundary Conditions at the End

First, the implementation of the terminating ohmic resistor r, at the end

of the TDR probe is given. The constitutive relation of an ohmic resistor

is simply as follows.

To model the transmission line we use the first order partial difference

equations for the voltage.

^-^-R.-dL 90
d\ dt

Remember that this 1st order PDE holds, in principle, for the whole

length of the transmission line. But, in the case of boundary conditions

we need this 1st order PDE only at the location x = l
,
i.e. we want to

truncate the FDTD scheme by combining the PDE and the constitutive

relation appropriately at the end of the transmission line. To this end, we

agree on a few relationships. They will help in clarifying our approach.

i(x = L, t) = IT ciment thiough teimmal îcsistoi

v(\=L.t) = V7 voltage ovet teumnal tcsistoi

1

RT R,

Based on the above conventions we can rewrite equation 90.
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Vi

dv n' r'di
dx dt

.92.

2JLV(X = /„ t) = - Rt(x =L,t)- L^ri(.x = L, t)
dl dt

The idea is to replace all current terms in the above first order PDE. This

will be done using the constitutive equations which is a legal operation

because the currents in the expressions, both constitutive and 1st order PDE

are identical. Additionally, the voltage over the resistor equals the voltage at

the very end of the transmission line, i.e. at the last location where the volt¬

age on the transmission line is sampled.

à(Lj) = -R')LlkÛ-Ld .93.
dx A; Rjdt

Accepting this, the only operation that must be done, is to choose an appro¬

priate discretization. This discretization of course is not allowed to require

values for the update process that are outside the computational domain.

This leads us finally to backward differencing in space and forward differ¬

encing in time (BSFT), namely:

, »ni r M i
3v

.94.

Rearranging the Taylor's series approximation from above we obtain a first

order expression for the first derivative of the voltage with respect to the

spatial coordinate.

d\> (\(\)-\(\,-A\))

dx Av
.95.

The first derivative of the voltage with respect to time is approximated using

forward differencing in time.

3s! 6(r„ + A/)-v(/„))
dt. At

.96.

With the usual notation the discretized version of the combined 1st order

PDE and the constitutive relation are finally obtained.
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v(L, n)- v(L-Axji)
_

'v(L, n) L f(v(L, » + t) - v(L, n)\
g~

At RT R,\X At

This discrete equation can now be solved for v(L, n + i) which gives us an

explicit instruction for the calculation of the voltage at the end, x = l
,
of

the TDR probe or transmission line respectively, namely for v(L,n +1).

Finally the update instruction at the end of the transmission line or TDR

probe, respectively, is as follows:

,n +1
ft'Af AtR-Y) AtR

]T

L LAx

+ ^v2_A, .98.
LAx

This update expression is implemented in the forward solver for the treat¬

ment of the ohmic termination at the end of the transmission line. The

current is then obtained from the constitutive relations by the insertion of

the value for the voltage at the right boundary.

It may be mentioned here that, for example, an open ended two-wire

transmission line, when more accuracy is required, should be modeled by

a capacitor in parallel to a resistor in order to reflect the physical reality,
i.e. the soil material that is in between the two conductor has both dielec¬

tric and ohmic properties. This is not done in this project but left for fur¬

ther considerations.

4.2.2.7 Boundary Conditions at the Input

The excitation of the transmission line is accomplished in a similar way

as the ohmic termination, i.e. by the connection of the resistive voltage

source, a lumped element, and the TDR probe, a distributed element.

The resistive voltage source is a standard voltage source consisting of a

series of ideal voltage source v, and a resistor ä\ whose constitutive equa¬

tion is given below.

/, = -2—i .99.
1

R,
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The current that flows through the resistive voltage source is denoted by /,

and the voltage at the terminals of the resistive voltage source, which is at

the same time, the voltage at the input of the TDR probe, is denoted by v,.

The distributed element, namely the TDR probe, is described using the same

1st order PDE as in the case of the left boundary condition, described in sec¬

tion 4.2.2.6 on page 123. This equation is repeated here for convenience.

^1
=
-R,-.r'-

dx di .100.

The coupling between the lumped element description of the resistive volt¬

age source and the distributed TDR probe is obtained by replacing all cur¬

rent terms in the 1st order PDE of equation 100 through the expression

given in 99. This leads to the following expression.

3V, n'fVt-V{\ T'dfVs-Vl
dx =-n-VJ-L&-VJ

If we remember the fact that the voltage v, is identical with the voltage

v(x = 0) we can rewrite equation 101 as follows.

Av(jc = o,o = -!L(vs-V(\ = oj))-^(v^V(x = o,t)) .102.
ax A\ R6at

From the above expression the update expression for the voltage at the left

boundary, i.e. at x = o, is obtained through the discretization of the respec¬

tive equations in a similar way as the update expression for the voltage at the

right boundary, i.e. x = L. We use a [orward-in-space forward-in-time

(FSFT) discretization. This leads to the following discretized version of

expression 102.

'i'+i-vi') RY
„ ,A

L'dx\
,
L'(v>rl~r'Y

/?/
' H)

Rdt +R\ At }
.103.

Aa

The expression 103 is now solved for vf+1 which leads us to the following

update expression for the voltage at the input of the TDR probe. This update

procedure is based on the combination of a lumped element model with a

distributed model.
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,,,, ,/. AtR' àtRYx AtRs A/7?'
„

.
dv,

The above expression has been implemented in the code for the treatment

of the boundary conditions.

4.2.2.8 Parallelization of FDTD Algorithm

Because the forward solver is plugged into an optimization procedure

using genetic algorithms (GA) the solution time must be minimized so as

to account for the huge number of forward solution runs. Typically, a few

ten thousand forward evaluations will be necessary until the optimization

converges. It can therefore not be sufficient only to rely on faster micro¬

processors for the acceleration of the forward problem's solution. Conse¬

quentially, an approach must be found that speeds up the forward

solution. The parallel implementation, i.e. parallelization, of the forward

solver is one such possibility.

In the case of FDTD this is straightforward thanks to the fact that the

FDTD algorithm, [Taflove, 1995], [Taflove, 1998], [Kunz et al., 1993], is

mainly based on update expressions that are nested within a loop over all

timesteps wherein three, two or just one, spatial loops, depending on the

dimensionality of the computational domain, are embedded. These spatial

loops go over all grid cells of the computational grid and update the com¬

ponents of the electromagnetic field. In the general three-dimensional

case these are six components. Therefore, the approach for parallelization

is obvious, namely: the work that is carried out in the loops is distributed

to the different microprocessors available in the parallel computer. This

distribution must be done in a way that the CPU's can process, indepen¬

dently on each other, their respective portion of the problem.

Parallelization on the level of loop redistribution is called fine-grained

parallelization and is normally implemented by the compiler through

pragmas. These are special instructions inserted by the programmer into

the source code at the appropriate place. These instructions have the com¬

piler generate parallel code, i.e. code that can run on and benefit from a

computer that has more than one single microprocessor (CPU). Parallel
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code is generated because the compiler inserts a section of additional code

which, when executed, originates a number of subordinate processes, so

called threads. These threads, or slave processes, are subordinate to the orig¬

inal, i.e. master process, and are in general not accessible for the rest of the

processes running on the machine. The number of newly generated threads

should equal the number of CPU's available to the program. Each thread is

then attributed a part of the original complete loop, called a chunk. The

thread carries out the work that is contained in the chunk and waits for the

other threads to complete. Once, all the threads are finished with their work,

they are terminated and one single process, namely the original master pro¬

cess keeps on running. This model of parallelization is called the fork-join

model of parallel processing. It is the simplest type of parallelization

because a code can be parallelized gradually, meaning that the software

developer first identifies the parts of the program where the computer

spends most of its time and then speeds up that part with priority.

Additionally, the fork-join model helps with debugging because the code

can be validated as a serial code and only when it works fine in the serial

mode it is gradually parallelized. This is particularly important because par¬

allelization can be a source of considerable problems. Given the fact that the

original loop is broken up in chunks there are terminal elements in these

loop chunks which are in general needed by their immediate neighbors. In

the case of FDTD this means that the neighboring chunks of CPU's need

these data due to the nature of the finite-difference stencil of the differential

expressions.

The problem of neighboring data is solved using private and shared declara¬

tion of the variables that are used inside a parallelized loop. Private then

means that the value of this variable is only known to the respective chunk

and its processing CPU. Typical candidates for private declarations are loop
index variables. Shared variables, on the other hand, are variables that must

be known to the neighboring chunks because they are needed in the mathe¬

matical operation carried out. A typical example are the values of the elec¬

tromagnetic field components at the terminals of the chunks. The

neighboring chunks need these values so that they can carry out their update
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equations. Therefore, the data operated on are usually declared as shared

variables.

For example, the TDR probe is discretized with 4000 grid points in the

longitudinal coordinate direction. Because the spatial update expression

can be executed independent on each other, the set of longitudinal grid

points is divided into a number of chunks. In general it makes sense to

have as many chunks as there are microprocessors (CPU's). In the case of

4 available CPU's the chunks would have equal size of 1000 grid points.

Every one of the four CPU's then executes the update expressions for its

chunk.

A section of explicitly parallelized code in the C programming language

is given below. The code section is taken from the core of the one-dimen¬

sional forward solver. It updates the sampled voltage and current values.

The variable gridpoint is used as loop counter and, respectively and is

declared as a private variable. If this was not the case then complete chaos

would result because different CPU's would access the same memory

location for updating the loop and index counter gridpoint. All other

variables are declared as shared.

#pragma MP taskloop

#pragma MP taskloop shared

#pragma MP taskloop shared

#pragma MP taskloop shared

#pragma MP taskloop shared

#pragma MP taskloop private

last_gp )

a, b, c,d )

tlVolt, tlVoltN, tlVoltNl )

tlCurrent,tlCurrentN, tlCurrentNl )

gridpoint )

for ( gridpoint = SECOND_GP; gridpoint < last_gp; gridpoint++){

tlCurrent[gridpoint]

tlVolt[gridpoint]

point+1]

( a[gridpoint] * tlCurrentN[gridpoint] )

+ tlCurrentNl[gridpoint]

- (b [gridpoint] * (tlVoltN[gridpoint.4-1]

- tlVoltN[gridpoint-1]) );

(c[gridpoint] * tlVoltN[gridpoint] )

+ tlVoltNl[gridpoint]

- (d[gridpoint] * (tlCurrentN[grid-

- tlCurrentN[gridpoint-l]) );
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At the time this code was developed and parallelized, no parallelizing com¬

piler for the C++ programming language was available. Therefore, the code

had to be written in C. Since then, there has been growing industry interest

to make parallelizing C++ compilers available. It should be mentioned that

all loops that are worth the effort have been parallelized in decoTDRpsh¬

mem.

There are also industry efforts to standardize on a common set of compiler

pragmas, so that the same code can be ported to another platform and ran in

parallel without changing the source code. This is realized through the

OpenMP standard. Since this standard is relatively new there is not much

material available except the website www. openmp. org. If this standard

established itself as the method of choice for the development of parallel

codes then this would be of considerable benefit just due to platform inde¬

pendence which then becomes possible.

4.2.2.9 Scalability and Speedup

After all, the user generally wants to know the profit that can be obtained

from parallelizing a numerical code. The potential profit is called scalability,

i.e. the ability of a code to take advantage of more than one central process¬

ing unit (CPU). The speedup s„ of a code through parallelization is defined

as the execution time of a code using one processor divided by the execution

time needed by the code using n processors, [Hennessy et ak, 1996].

t\ CPU

s„ = '" .105.
"

f ii CPUs
tu

If the world was ideal then s„ would be a linear function of the number of

central processing units (CPU) ». Unfortunately, this function is almost

never a linear graph but a power function with an exponent below t.

The performance gain that can be obtained through parallelization is limited

by Amdahl's Law, [Hennessy et ak. 1996]. Amdahl's Law states that the

performance gained through some faster mode of execution, in our case this

is the parallelization of the forward solver, is limited by the fraction of the

time the faster mode can be used. The qualitative consequence of Amdahl's

Law is given by the fact that it only makes sense to speed up portions of a
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code that represent a large percentage of the whole execution time. In the

case of our TDR profile reconstruction problem this means that it is of no

use to speed up the routines of the genetic algorithm optimization
because these mere bit shifting operations consume almost no time. But it

is of utmost importance to speed up the portion of the complete code that

solves the transmission line equations because this step eats up consider¬

able time. This is proved impressively by the fact that the reconstruction

of one single TDR trace requires one week using four central processing

units (CPU) on a SUN Microsystems Enterprise Server. Had we only one

microprocessor then the reconstruction would have lasted four weeks.

The reconstruction code therefore shows good scalability and speedup.
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4.2.2.10 Parameterization of Transmission Line Parameters

The basic electrical parameters namely the dielectric e(x) and ohmic o(x)

properties of the medium between and around the conductors in the longitu¬

dinal direction of the TDR probe, are parameterized with respect to the

requirements that are imposed by the optimization scheme and subject to the

limits that are imposed by the TDR instrument.

e&a

discretization width Ax of unknown permittivity e & conductivity a

discretization width Ax for

FDTD solver

Ax

Ax

- X

MB

FIGURE 54. Parameterization of the unknown permittivity e and conductivity profile o

The spatial sampling width in the longitudinal coordinate direction is deter¬

mined by the condition that it should be one tenth or less, [Taflove, 1995],

[Kunz et ak, 1993] of the minimum wavelength that is present in the system,

in order to have a stable explicit integration procedure, i.e.

Av<-
10

.106.

On the other hand the spatial sampling width of the unknown sought for

parameters, namely e(.o and g(x) in the longitudinal direction must not nec¬

essarily be the same. This is shown qualitatively in figure 54. It is even bet¬

ter if it is not because then the number of optimization parameter would
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immediately rise to a large number, i.e. a few thousands, which is clearly
not feasible with today's computing power. The lower limit for the sam¬

pling width of the unknown parameters is given by the resolution limit of

the used time domain reflectometer, given in equation 107.

For example the Tektronix 11801 TDR instrument has a rise time of 28

picoseconds. Therefore in air the spatial resolution limit of a TDR probe
is 2.1 millimeter. A good rule of thumb says that this value is merely the¬

oretical and should be multiplied with a factor of 2. This means that only

discontinuities with a distance of 4.2 mm or more between them can be

discriminated with the above TDR instrument. Consequently, it does not

make any sense to sample the electrical parameters, eO) and g(x), with a

resolution Avpfl, „„„
that is better than what can be discriminated by the

TDR instrument. Therefore the lower limit of the spatial parameter sam¬

pling width is given by equation 107. The upper limit is trivial, namely it

is given by the total length /, of the probe. The actual value of Axpai_„„„ is

between equation 107 and i, as stated by equation 108.

—-^<Aip„<L .108.

During code development it was convenient that the spatial parameter

sampling width could be changed within these limits for debugging pur¬

poses. Additionally, once the code has been validated to work correctly
this variability of the parameter sampling width can be used to accelerate

convergence. This is due to the fact that a coarser parameter sampling
width leads to a smaller number of parameters that must be optimized for.

Because we use globally optimizing genetic algorithms (GA) for parame¬

ter extraction, this is of considerable importance. It might well be the case

in practice that a relatively coarse resolution suffices for many applica¬
tions but a finer resolution is desired for particular cases.

In the reconstructed profiles shown in section 4.4.4 on page 174 a spatial

sampling width of 10 millimeter has been used. This leads to a number of
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200 parameters that must be optimized for if the length of the probe is 1000

mm. Namely, there are 100 parameter values for the real part of the relative

dielectric permittivity £r and 100 parameter values for the ohmic conductiv¬

ity a.

4.2.2.11 Global Optimization Schemes

As already discussed it is not possible to do one-dimensional profile recon¬

struction using a gradient based optimization scheme because such schemes

are trapped in local minima. Therefore, the globally optimizing library

PGAPack [Levine, 1995], based on genetic algorithms, has been used

throughout this work when optimization is involved.
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4.2.3 Implementational Overview of decoTDRpshmem

A functional overview of decoTDRpshmem is given in figure 55. The

overall structure consists of a forward solver nested into the optimization

loop. The forward solver integrates the coupled set of first order partial

differential equations that model the TDR probe transmission line, given

a permittivity and conductivity profile from the optimizer.

program start

read input files

forward problem (1D,2D)

or

deconvolution (1D,2D)?

N> —

c O

3s

3

re
n

©
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»Ti <
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a »nJ
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program end

FIGURE 55. Functional overview of decoTDRpshmem

4.2.3.1 Coupling Forward Solver and Optimization Scheme

Because genetic algorithms do not operate on the error that is related to

a parameter distribution but on its fitness, we have to convert the error

that belongs to an individual into a quantity that can be regarded as fit-
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ness, or as a quantity that is indirectly proportional to the error. Namely, the

smaller the error becomes, the better the parameter set, referred to as indi¬

vidual in terms of genetic algorithms, approaches the real distribution of

dielectric and ohmic properties. The functional dependence between the

error and the fitness is given by equation 109. It is obvious that even in the

case of zero error the fitness can not grow to infinity. This is taken care of by

inserting a residual error that can be freely chosen within reasonable limits.

The same holds for the weighting factor. The notion of reasonable limits

must not be considered as a sharp idea but it strongly depends on a specific

application's numerical error values.

ciment enoi + constant lesidual enoi

This fitness value is then handed over to the GA optimization library which

generates the population of individuals where each individual corresponds

to a parameter set, i.e. a dielectric e(\) and ohmic c(v) profile.

4.2.3.2 Parameter Regularization

In many situations with ill-posed inverse problems the number of data

points nd is smaller, sometimes even much smaller, than the number of

parameter np
that must be determined. In principle, this is an undesirable

condition which can not be avoided in many cases. This situation can be

mitigated through the usage of parameter regularization, i.e. an additional

error term is calculated on the basis of the sought parameter distribution

based on some sort of shape function that is applied to the parameter distri¬

bution that the optimizer delivers to the forward solver. The solution of

inverse ill-posed problems has been investigated extensively by [Tikhonov

et ak, 1977]. Ill-posed inverse problems are of particular interest in geo¬

physics and exploration seismic, [Sharma, 19971, [Telford et ak, 1996].

In the code decoTDRpshmem regularization has been implemented on the

basis of the norm of the second derivative with respect to the spatial coordi¬

nate of the parameter distribution. Given the one-dimensional dielectric pro¬

file, i.e. e(o ,
the l2 norm of the second derivative is defined as:
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Û(c"(\)) = ||f"|| = j^(e"(0)2 .110.

The reason for the selection of the second derivative with respect to the

spatial coordinate lies in the fact that constraining the second derivative is

equivalent with preventing the dielectric and ohmic profiles from exhibit¬

ing large oscillations.

The derivative of the dielectric profile is implemented as a finite differ¬

ence version approximated to second order with boundary values of the

differential operators based on [Stiefel, 1976]. The u norm of the ohmic

profile has been implemented in the same way, thus ensuring maximum

flexibility in the customization of the profile reconstruction process.

It is important to note that the total error calculated is composed of the

error caused by the mismatch between calculated and measured TDR

trace plus the error term generated by the regularization procedure, see

section 4.2.3.3. Through the usage of variable weights before the respec¬

tive error terms the influence of mismatch error and regularization errors

can be balanced. During the reconstruction runs it has been observed that

the influence of regularization was not that significant. Nevertheless, this

issues should be investigated further because this might offer consider¬

able potential for the acceleration of profile reconstruction from TDR

traces in the future.

4.2.3.3 Error Calculation

The error in the deconvolution scheme is calculated as the sum of sev¬

eral error terms. The first term is calculated on the basis of the sum of the

squared differences between the measured imuls(//A/) and the calculated

vLAlc(nAt) TDR traces. The weight could is often the total number of error

terms. The resulting error is then referred to as the mean least square

error.

error,ian - wetgth ]T [vmeas0iAO-»'ul1c(/*AOl2 -111.

n= i

It must be observed that the measured and the calculated TDR signal may
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not have the same sampling interval on the time axis. This is accounted for

with an interpolation scheme based on a linear interpolation of the calcu¬

lated TDR trace. This interpolation has been left out for the sake of simplic¬

ity in equation 111. The other terms in the complete error summation stem

from the application of a regularization procedure that is described in sec¬

tion 4.2.3.2 on page 136. Therefore, the total error term is formed as the sum

of the various errors as follows:

errorlotal = X\ err0'l,au+Xl t'"0'nvila,rat,ont + '^ e"0ri c^lamatwn a
A l2'

The weighting factors X,,X2A, can be used in order to balance the influence

of TDR trace mismatch versus large oscillations of the dielectric and ohmic

profile.
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4.2.3.4 Usage

The deconvolution code decoTDRpshmem is used via job files. These

files describe the deconvolution or forward solution job in detail. An

example for such a job file is given in figure 56 below.

PROJECTJSTAME

TDR_TRACE_AQUIRED_AT

TDR.TRACE_AQU1RED_BY

TDR_TRACE_AQU1RED_0N

TDRJNSTRUMENTJ1TPE

TDR_1NSTRUMENT_RISE_T1ME

TDR_1NSTRUMENT_S0URCE_1MPEDANCE

TDR_1NSTRUMENT_S0URCE_AMPLITUDE

MEASUREMENT_CABLE_LENGTH

MEASUREMENT_CABLE_1NDUCTANCE

MEASUREMENTJ2ABLE_j:APACITANCE

NUMBER„OF„AQUIRED„TDR„TOACE_SAMPLES

DELTA_TIME_BETWEEN_SAMPLES

MEASURED_TDR_TRACE_F1LE_NAME

CALCULATED_TDR_TRACE_F1LE. NAME

DIELECTRICJPR0FILE_F1LE_NAME

LOG_FILE_NAME

DISPLAY. 0N„ MACHINE

DISCRETIZATION_X

TIME_STEP_SECURITY

SIMULATED_TIME

POPULATION_SIZE

MAXIMUMJSTUMBERJNDIVIDUALS

PENALTY_WEIGHT

GAJTTNESSJWEIGHT

LAMBDA_PKRMITTIVTTY

LAMBDA_CONDUCTIVlTY

INVERSE_RESIDUAL_FITNESS

MINIMUM_SPATIAL_RESOLUTlON

ERROR_CALCULATION_START_TlME

ERROR CALCULATION STOP TIME

TDR PROBE

TWO_WIRE CONDUCTOR_CC

PROBEJJ3NGTH

CONDUCTOR_CENTl-R_DISTANCE

CONDUCTOR_DIAMETER

DeTDR Development # L-l

IFH ETHZ Laboratory # r-i

Benedikt Oswald # [-i

August 1996 01 # F-l

Tektronix] 1801 # r-i

28.0e-12 # [seconds |

50.0 # [Olunl

2.0 # [volt]

1.12e-l # [mclcr]

236.818e-9 # [Henry]

94.906e-l2 # [Farad]

2048 # H

ô.Oe-12 # [seconds]

./pgplot/theta_ 100_00.dat # [-1

./pgplot/calculatedjheta_000_00.dat # [-1

./pgplot/profile_theta_000_00.dat # l-l

./pgplot/thetaJXX)J30.log # [-1

nausikaa:0.0 # H

0.250e-3 # [meter]

0.90 # [-1

15.0c-9 # [seconds]

DECONVOLUTION # r-i

50 # [-]

60000 # [-]

LOelO # [-1

1.0c8 # f-l

1.0e-2 # [-1

1.0e4 # r-i

1.0e3 # r-i

0.01 # [meter]

0.5e-9 # 1 seconds]

12.0e-9 # [seconds]

'UCTlVITY_ABSOLUTE 1,0c7 # [-]

1.0000 # [meter |

0.0308 # [meter]

0.0100 # [meter]

NUMBER. OFJNTERVAT ,S [-1

FIGURE 56. Example job file for decoTDRpshmem

The second part of the job file is given in figure 57 on page 140. Almost
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all parameters that are relevant for the deconvolution or forward run can be

specified in the job file.

INTERVAL

INTERVAL_NUMBER 0 # M

PARAMETERS FIXED UNIFORM # M

INTERVAL_START 0.00 # [meter]

INTERVAL_STOP 0.03 # [meter]

PERMITTIVITY _RELATIVE 1.00 1.00 3.00 # H

PERMEABILITY^RELATIVE 1.00 1.00 1.00 # [-J

CONDUCTIVITY. ABSOLUTE 0.00 0 00 0.00 # [sicmcns/mcter]

INTERVAL [

INTERVAL.NUMBER

PARAMETERS

INTERVAL. START

INTERVALJSTOP

PERMITTIVITY_RELATIVE

PERMEABILITY_RELATIVE

CONDUCTIVITY ABSOLUTE

1 It I-]

VARIABLE CONSTRAINED # [-]

0.03 # | meter]

0.97 # [meter]

1.00 3.00 6.00 # l-l

1.00 1.00 1.00 # H

1.0c-9 0.5c-5 1.0e-5 # [siemens/meter]

INTERVAL

INTERVAL_NUMBF.R 2 # [-1

PARAMETERS FIXED UNIFORM # [-1

INTERVAL_START 0.97 # [meter]

INTERVAL_STOP 1.00 # [meter]

PERMITTIVITY.RELATIVE 1.00 1.00 1.00 # l-l

FERMEABILITY_RFLATIVE 1.00 1.00 1.00 # L-l

C0NDUCT1VITY_AB.S0LUTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 # [siemens/meter

TERMINALJMPEDANCE 140.0 [ohm]

FIGURE 57. Second part of job file for decoTDRpshmem

The second part of the job file, given in figure 57, in particular specifies the

longitudinal sectioning of the TDR probe. In this example there are in total

three sections. The first, from x=0.00 m to x=0.03m, and the third, from

x=0.97 m to 1.00 m, section, corresponding to intervals 0 and 2, represent

the parts of the TDR probe that are exposed to air and not embedded in the

sandbox, cf. figure 62 on page 159. These two section or intervals respec¬

tively do not require a reconstruction of permittivity and conductivity.

Therefore the specifications of interval 0 and 2 contain the keywords FIXED

UNIFORM. Of course, even these two intervals could be left open for opti-
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mization. There is complete flexibility in the code decoTDRpshmem.

The second section, corresponding to interval 1, from position x-0.03 m

to x=0.97 m, is completely embedded in the sandbox.

This section has a variable volumetric water content which shall be iden¬

tified and therefore the dielectric permittivity and ohmic conductivity are

set to be variable for the optimizer.

Therefore the interval is left open for optimization and the specification

of interval 1 contains the keywords VARIABLE CONSTRAINED.

There are lower and upper limits on the values of the relative permittivity

and the electrical conductivity in every interval that is specified. Of

course, in intervals that are not left open for optimization these limits are

not used while in intervals open for optimization these values are used

when the genetical algorithm (GA) optimization is initialized.
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4.3 Transverse-Electromagnetic Probes

4.3.1 Introduction

A new type of TDR probe, based on the concept of surface waveguides,

(SWG), is proposed. Such a probe has the potential to replace conventional

TDR probes. In contrast to the currently used probes, which are based on the

concept of transversal electromagnetic (TEM) waves, using at least two

electrical conductors, the new probe consists of one single rod only. For

probing the medium that surrounds the conductor, the probe relies on a

transverse-magnetic (TM) mode instead of a transverse-electric-magnetic

(TEM) or quasi-TEM mode. Given the fact that the electromagnetic field of

this mode extends quite far, i.e. a few wavelengths, into the surrounding

medium, the sensitivity of this probe type is expected to perform much bet¬

ter than that of conventional TEM probes. Conventional two-wire probes are

most sensitive between the two wires or inside the cylindrical rod onto

which the conductors are mounted. This region is, in general, of little inter¬

est to the measurements.

4.3.2 Methods

4.3.2.1 Distributed Model of TM Type TDR Probes

In general Maxwell's equations describe electromagnetic wave propaga¬

tion. In cylindrical coordinate systems these equations can be further simpli¬

fied if specific modes of propagation are exclusively considered. Here a

surface waveguide probe is investigated which employs the transverse-mag¬

netic (TM) mode as its dominant mode of propagation, i.e. a mode that only

has a magnetic field in a region that is transverse to the direction of propaga¬

tion. Maxwell's equations, given in cylindrical coordinates, can then be sim¬

plified considerably which alleviates the computational cost when the

equations are solved numerically.

4.3.2.2 Probe Configuration

The surface waveguide TDR probe is conceptually simple. It consists of a

single cylindrical rod with diameter n which can have a dielectric coating of
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thickness t. If there is a coating it is called a Goubau waveguide [Goubau,

1950]. If there is none but just the metallic core, then it is called Sommer-

feld's wire [Sommerleld, 1899], after the well known German physicist

Arnold Sommerfeld who first analyzed the propagation of electromag¬

netic waves on a wire of circular cross section both theoretically and

experimentally.

FIGURE 58 Configuration of Sommerfeld-Goubau waveguide

4.3.2.3 Frequency Domain Analysis of Goubau Probe

A frequency domain analysis of a Sommerfeld-Goubau type surface

waveguide has been performed in order to demonstrate the nature of the

propagating transverse-magnetic (TM) modes. For the analysis, the com¬

mercially available finite element (FF) electromagnetic solver HFSS by

Hewlett-Packard has been used in its version 5.3. The results of this anal¬

ysis are shown in figure 59 on page 144.

In this analysis a section of a Sommerfeld-Goubau type surface

waveguide has been modeled without a mode conversion structure. The

diameter of the copper waveguide, the innermost cylinder, is 10 mm and
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the length of the section is 150 mm. The outer cylinder represents the termi¬

nation of the computational domain. This termination is modeled through

the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) facility built into HFSS. The pre¬

cise diameter of the outer cylinder is not very important.

FIGURE 59. Frequency domain analysis of Sommerfeld-Goubau waveguide at 15 GHz

There is a rule of thumb that says that an ABC should be placed at least one

quarter of a wavelength away from the structure. The analysis has been run

at a frequency of 15 GHz which corresponds to a wavelength of x = 20mm.

Therefore, this rule of thumb condition is more than satisfied.

4.3.2.4 Benefit from a Frequency Domain Analysis

Frequency domain analysis results can not directly be used in the recon¬

struction of permittivity and conductivity profiles from TDR signals. Never¬

theless, they offer valuable insight into the mechanisms of electromagnetic

wave propagation on single conductor surface waveguide TDR probes,

especially through the visualization of the electric and magnetic field, as
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shown in figure 59 on page 144. The shape of the dominant transverse-

magnetic (TM) mode is represented by the plot of the magnitude of the

electric fields in the yz- and xz-planes. The characteristic behavior, typi¬

cal for the Sommerfeld-Goubau mode is the electric field that extends in

an oblique manner away from the waveguide and then goes back to the

waveguide at a specific distance. The Sommerfeld mode can only exist if

the waveguide's core has a finite conductivity. The Goubau mode, which

assumes that the metal cylindrical core is coated with a dielectric mate¬

rial, can exist even under the assumption of a perfect electrically conduct¬

ing (PEC) core. The electric field reaches out into the surrounding space

to a distance of a few wavelengths. After this distance it decays exponen¬

tially. A frequency domain analysis can also be used for the analysis and

development of improved mode conversion structures, that are required to

transform the TEM mode of the coaxial cable to the TM waveguide

mode.
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4.3.3 Time Domain Analysis of TM TDR Probes

In this section the numerical analysis of the TM surface waveguide tdh

probe system, as implemented in decoTDRpshmem, is presented. The

solver, given a one dimensional profile, solves for the resulting electric and

magnetic fields. This solver is referred to as a forward solver because it will

be used in the iterative solution of the inverse scattering problem related to

the application of time domain reflectometry for the measurement of water

content profiles. One central problem in the usage of TM type probes is the

difference of the modes that are used for the propagation of the electronic

signals. While the coaxial cable from the TDR instrument to the xdr probe

is based on TEM mode propagation, the surface waveguide probe employs

the transverse-magnetic (TM) mode. This requires a mode conversion from

TEM to TM and vice versa. The conversion in the current setup is achieved

by using a widening coaxial horn, [Goubau, 1952]. Although this mode con¬

version technique shows room for improvement, it serves well for field

usage in order to verify the approach. The mode converter is modeled in the

FDTD approach used in this project, i.e. the complete configuration consist¬

ing of a section of coaxial cable, the mode converter and the Goubau probe
is modeled in a cylindrical FDTD code. Therefore this is a rigorous analysis.

It can easily be extend in future work to a fully three dimensional cylindrical

FDTD code which might be of use in the assessment of errors induced for

example by stones in the vicinity of the probe.

4.3.3.1 Discretization of Maxwell's Equations

Due to the geometrical configuration of the surface waveguide probe the

adoption of a cylindrical coordinate system appears natural. We start from

Maxwell's equations in coordinate independent form. The notation will

employ the Nabla operator v for simplicity. The curl of a vectorial quantity

ti is referred to by the vector product of the Nabla operator and the vectorial

quantity, namely Vxtj. The divergence of a vectorial quantity is given by the

dot product of the Nabla operator and the vectorial quantity, namely v. <?.

Maxwell's equations in coordinate independent form are therefore given as

follows. First, the equations themselves are given and second the constitu-
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tive relations that relate all six quantities. In the end, there are enough

relationships for a unique solution.

m

Vxtf = ; + D,

VxÈ = -B,

V.7) = ptl

V • È = 0

The constitutive relations relate the six unknown vectorial quantities to

each other. They are so called material laws. These are Ohm's law which

relates the electric field to current density, the dielectric displacement flux

is related to the electric field via dielectric permittivity which takes the

polarization of a material through an electric field into account. Finally,

the magnetic flux density, induced through a magnetic field, is modeled

by the magnetic permeability of a material.

T) = c t H4

è = n È

If we want to solve Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates, i.e. in

a coordinate system with the unit vectors in radial ^, tangential P(p and

axial èz direction, the vectorial operators that appear in the coordinate-

independent formulation must be formulated for cylindrical coordinates.

For the discretization of Maxwell's equations using the FDTD approach
the two curl-equations are sufficient. Consequently, it suffices to reformu¬

late the curl-operators in cylindrical coordinates, LRamo et ak, 1984].

Vxt = V:

/

e(idlYdFA
'Wcp d: 1

(dF, dr^

([d i r s. >a/M

115

Based on the above derivation of the curl operator in cylindrical coordi¬

nates the two curl equations from the set of Maxwell's equations are now

rewritten for further investigation. Based on this notation the equations
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will be discretized using Taylor's series approximation with second order

accuracy and an explicit scheme for the time domain integration will be

derived.

The first of Maxwell's curl equations in cylindrical coordinates is formu¬

lated subsequently.

[dIL 9/7 _\ dE,
,
-

<sE, +£-=-- .116.
r3cp 3: /

'
dt

dH, dTl.\ dEé
Wz'^T^+^

-117-

i|.(^o)_i!iM=:0E.
+
3 .118.

rdr '' r3(p ) - dt

The second of Maxwell's curl equations, Faraday's law, is formulated in

cylindrical coordinates using component form as follows.

1^-^
=
-^ .119.

rd(p dz J dt

*3 J3)
=

^
i2o

d: dr ) H3r

1 c) ldL,\ dH.
-Tr-(rEn)---— = -u-=-

"

.121.
rdr

(p rd(p J '

dt

It is known, [Sommerfeld, 1899], that the fundamental dominant mode of

electromagnetic mode propagation on a surface wave guide is transverse-

magnetic (TM) in nature and has circular symmetry. Consequently, the

above system of first order coupled partial differential equations (1st order

PDE's) can be simplified under the following assumptions: first, the axial

magnetic component of the propagation mode h. is identically zero, and

second, the electromagnetic field does not depend on the angular coordinate

cp at all, therefore we can eliminate all derivatives of the electromagnetic

field components with respect to the angular coordinate
c<f,

i.e.

~= 0 .122.
d(p

where x is any of the six components of the three dimensional electromag-
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netic field. This leads us to a set of three remaining equations, that relate

the following components of the electromagnetic field, namely e, ,
e. and

h
.
The remaining system of first order coupled partial differential equa¬

tions is given below.

c, —=~

'
= gE,+£^~- A25.

dz
' dt

e. -ff{rIL.) = gE. + £~z .124.
rdr (? ' dt

dE, dE. dHs?
'«P -Tz +Jr =^

-125-

By rearranging these three equations we obtain the form that is most

suited for discretization based on the finite difference time domain

(FDTD) scheme.

,,
f=-°E,-lp .126.

' 3r e
' ed;

.127.

.128.

This set of three equations will now be discretized using a finite differ¬

ence scheme with central finite differences of second order accuracy in

circular symmetric coordinates. In [Kunz et al., 1993] a discretization is

given of the TM mode under the assumption of zero ohmic conductivity.

However, their derivation appears to contain typographic errors.

dE.

di
--E. + —

^-
(rHY

£
~

erdr
v

3//(1) 1 dE, 1 dE.

e<p 37 |i3c fi3/-
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4.3.3.2 Cylindrical Coordinate System

The electric and magnetic field components are not sampled at the same

spatial location but at different ones. The time domain integration scheme

FIGURE 60. Cylindrical coordinate system with one discretized block

will be explicit but the electric field components will not be calculated at the

same time as the single magnetic field components. Such a scheme is called

a staggered-grid leap-frog scheme, [Taflove, 1995]. The exact sampling
location of the three field components is shown in figure 61 on page 151.
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4.3.3.3 Explicit Algorithm for Time-Domain Integration
The analysis of the dominant TM or Sommerfeld/Goubau mode requires
an ohmic conductivity of the circular waveguide that is not infinity, i.e.

the metallic core can not be implemented as a perfect electrical conductor

(PEC).

FIGURE 61. Electromagnetic lield components discretized in staggered cylindrical coordinates

The implementation of a non-infinite ohmic conductivity a requires spe¬
cial measures, [Taflove. 1995], namely the adoption of a semi-implicit
approach for the calculation of the current density /. The approach is
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called semi-implicit because the value of the electric field at time /„ + 1
is

used in order to evaluate the value of the current density at time t„ M ,.
As

we will see during the discretization process this still leads to 'à fully explicit

time stepping scheme for the time domain integration of Maxwell's equa¬

tions in circularly symmetric coordinates. Because the current density is

evaluated at time step tll + l/2
and the electrical field components are evalu¬

ated at time steps tn and tll + l,
we implement the instruction for the calcula¬

tion of the current density in complete generality / as follows.

n + I 2 1, ri + I />. i on
/ = t(/ + ; ) -129.

The current density at time points t„ and tll + ]
can be calculated easily using

Ohm's law. The current density at any spatial location and at any time point

f„ + l/2
can be calculated using equation .129.,

/ = -G(E + E ) .130.

For convenience, we repeat here the first order partial differential equation

126 that contains the derivative of the radial electric field component e, with

respect to time

^, 1- tfHy
- = --/, -

~=r
-131.

dt £
'

£dz

where we have inserted the ohmic current density directly. Using central

finite differences the following difference equation results.

g,(t,/-i/2,»-H)-g;'(/,/-iZ2,»)
_ i32

At

jHyji, t,n+ \)-H„(t, j~ Y ii+ 1) Am

e Az 2 e

~E,{i. I- 1/2, n+]) + E,(i, j-1/2, n)

Based on this discretization we can solve for the value of the electric field at

time tn + l
to obtain the explicit update expression for time domain integra¬

tion of the original first order PDE respectively.
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E"+t
W-2

= E"-

i _ ®s2l) At

This is the update equation for the radial component of the electric field

resulting from the discretization of Maxwell's equations in circular cylin¬

drical coordinates with circular symmetry. Next, wc discretize the first

order PDE that contains the derivative with respect to time of the axial

electric field e. .

(E?+lr/+l/2.jl-£?l/+l/2./l)
e— : —-= .134.

Ar

~(E»+i[/+1/2, ;|+ /;»[i'+ 1/2./]) +

Q+l)ArH» + "hi+ lJ]-(iAr)H»v+">li, /']

v(/+ l/2)Ar)\ Ar

Then we derive the update equation forfully explicit time domain integra¬

tion of the axial component of the electric field.

(-f)
£?+1p' + 1/2, j] =£»[/+ 1/2, /|— + .135.

At

c 1 /(/ + l)Ar//»+ i'l[i + 1, j] - iArH»+ >/2[/, j]

(i+[/2)-Arf aA,\\ Ar

2c

Finally, we discretize the 1st order PDE that contains the first derivative

with respect to time of the tangential magnetic field h^ resulting in a

finite difference equation.

Az

—(/?;[/. /+ l/21-£f[/. /- l/2])~^-(£»L/ + 1/2, />£•»[/- 1/2, j])

This finite difference equation is then solved for the value of the tangen¬

tial magnetic field //» + ' 2<<- ^ at time step t„n/2.
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H<<^/2li,j\ = H"v-l/2U,j] .136.

--^-(£,»|/, /'+ l/2]-£,"[/, /- l/2\)-^-(E?[i+ 1/2, /]-£?[/- 1/2. /I) /> 1

Therefore, we finally have a set of three expressions that solve Maxwell's

equations in cylindrical coordinates with circular symmetry. The three

expressions have been implemented in a numerical code, the core of which

consists of two spatial loops, over the axial and radial direction, nested

inside one loop over time. The spatial loops can easily be parallelized in a

shared memory multiprocessing environment while the temporal loop can

not.

4.3.3.4 Discretization Issues

What has been said about discretization issues and requirements of explicit

time domain integration of the one dimensional transmission line equations

is valid for the explicit time domain solution of Maxwell's equations in

cylindrical coordinates with circular symmetry as well. The minimum sam¬

pling width, Ax and Ar, is determined by the minimum wavelength xmin

present in the system under study. The minimum wavelength is determined

by the maximum frequency and the maximum relative dielectric permittiv¬

ity and conductivity, [Bächtold, 1995], present in the system under study.
The maximum time step for the integration of Maxwell's equations using

FDTD in cylindrical coordinates is given as follows:

Ar<-, j_-^=-- .137.

^V? , , .,2 C,

,
+

,

Ar) \Az

Using a quasi two dimensional FDTD approach is possible if Maxwell's

equations in cylindrical coordinates are discretized under the assumption of

negligible azimuthal dependency of the field quantities, i.e.

~X = 0 .138.
d(p

x being any field quantity in radial coordinates. This methodology avoids

discretization in the tangential <\, direction and offers a huge computational

advantage because the sampling width would have been determined by the
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length of the infinitesimal arc length As = > A<p. In order to guarantee

proper sampling width with ever increasing radii a very fine angular reso¬

lution A(p would have been necessary in the outer regions. In the inner

regions this would result into a considerable oversampling overhead.

Additional problems appear, when using a truly three-dimensional cylin¬

drical coordinate system, through the singularity at the axis of the cylin¬

drical coordinate system, [Kunz et ak, 1993].

Clearly, as will be discussed later, three dimensional modeling is a neces¬

sity in order to assess the influence of spatial inhomogeneities of the soil,

e.g. small stones, on the form of the measured TDR traces. This type of

analysis will allow much more reliable investigations of TDR perfor¬

mance and sources of error than ever before. Mainly, because the material

parameters can be changed very quickly and the effect of the changes

observed shortly after the numerical simulation has been carried out on

the computer. Doing this experimentally is no alternative. Of course,

experimental verification of a few selected configurations will be neces¬

sary for validation purposes.

4.3.3.5 Boundary Conditions

In the present version of the 2.5 dimensional implementation of the

FDTD solver in cylindrical coordinates no special boundary treatment

has been implemented but the electromagnetic field quantities arc set

equal to zero at the value of the maximum radius. Such treatment corre¬

sponds to a short-cut of the arriving electromagnetic wave, resulting into

a reflection coefficient of-1, given a TEM wave. This is by no means per¬

fect but acceptable in the present state of code development. In a future

version of the code, especially if an extension to three dimensions is

made, boundary conditions must of course be implemented, preferably on

the basis of the perfectly matched layer (PML) type, [Taflove, 1995],

[Taflove, 1998]. At the moment it can be shown that the dominant (Som-

merfeld's) mode is excited by using a coaxial to surface waveguide transi¬

tion. This leads to the conclusion that a cylindrical FDTD modeling of the

Sommerfeld-Goubau single-conductor TDR probe is the right way to go.
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Naturally, the short-circuit in the vicinity of the waveguide introduces

reflected signals that are in general not that large if either boundary condi¬

tions have been implemented or the short circuit is further away from the

end of the waveguide. It is expected that by extending the 2.5D solver to

include proper boundary treatment, based on a PML type boundary, a pow¬

erful tool is available to model the application of TDR.

4.3.3.6 Parallelization of FDTD Algorithm

In the preceding section 3.5.3.3 on page 41 the basic algorithm for the cal¬

culation of the electric and magnetic fields on a surface wave guide of circu¬

lar cross section is given. Due to the fact that this algorithm is

computationally intensive the acceleration of the respective code is of con¬

siderable interest and of significance for practical use of the whole measure¬

ment method. Parallelization is one way to achieve shorter execution times

of the same problem size or same execution time of a larger problem. Fur¬

thermore, the FDTD approach is very attractive for parallelization efforts,

[Taflove, 1995], [Taflove, 1998]. The numerical implementation of the two-

dimensional FDTD code has been achieved based on the same principles as

in the implementation of the parallel one-dimensional forward solver, see

section 4.2.2.8 on page 127, on the basis of shared-memory fork-join

explicit parallelization. Pragmas have been inserted into the code in order to

direct the compiler to parallelize the specific section. All sections of the

code containing loops that appear worth the effort and resulting benefit,

have been parallelized.

4.3.3.7 Excitation of Coaxial Mode

The TEM mode that propagates within the coaxial section of transmission

line has been excited by inserting a resistive voltage source into the coaxial

cable section.

4.3.3.8 Parameterization of Transmission Line Parameters

The basic electrical parameters that influence the propagation of signals on

the transmission line, namely the dielectric and ohmic properties of the

medium between the conductors are parameterized with respect to the
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requirements imposed by finite difference time domain (FDTD) scheme.

4.3.3.9 Global Optimization Schemes

The same type of global optimization procedure that has been used for

the deconvolution of TDR traces using a one-dimensional FDTD code

can in principle be used for the deconvolution of signals that have been

recorded with TM type, i.e. Sommerfeld/Goubau, TDR probes. Currently

the optimization is not yet implemented due to the fact that the computa¬

tional cost is too high if genetic algorithms are used in conjunction with a

two-dimensional FDTD solver, even if it is parallelized. The one-dimen¬

sional forward solver takes a few seconds for the solution of the forward

problem, which must be compared to the 15 minutes or so that are needed

for the forward solution of a realistically sized Sommerfeld/Goubau con¬

figuration. If the calculation time for the solution of the forward problem

is reduced to below 1 minute then it will be in principle feasible to couple
the 2D FDTD forward solver to the optimizer. If, simultaneously the

number of individuals evaluated can be reduced substantially, for exam¬

ple by using an educated guess for the initialization of the population
when the reconstruction is started, then the usage of genetic algorithms is

a viable way to achieve the reconstruction of one-dimensional profiles
from TDR traces that originate from Sommerfeld-Goubau type probes.
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4.4 Results from Two-Wire TDR Probe

In the following sections the results of profile reconstruction are shown.

The experimental setup is explained in section 4.4.1. The traces that have

been obtained from this setup, through laboratory measurements, are shown

in section 4.4.2 on page 160 in figure 63 through figure 66. On the basis of

these traces the results of profile reconstructions using a simplified transmis¬

sion line model are given in section 4.4.3. The results of profile reconstruc¬

tion based on full-wave inverse modeling are shown in section 4.4.4, again

on the basis of the traces presented in section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Laboratory Experimental Setup

We use quartz sand with grain sizes from o i -0 7»?/». The porosity of the

quartz sand was determined as r\ = o 39 based on the real density of quartz,

pq = 2.72gcnrY The experimental setup, shown in figure 62 on page 159, is

designed as follows: a sand box divided in three separated sections with a

square cross section, square length is ISO/»/», forms the basis of the whole

setup. The first and the third sections, which both have a length of 403/»»;,

are permanently filled with dry sand. The middle section, having a length of

iooww, is filled with sand of different values of volumetric water content.

The sections are separated by polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) sheets with a thick¬

ness of 10 mm. These PVC barriers show up clearly in the TDR traces. The

two wire transmission line, installed in the center of the sand box cross sec¬

tion and traversing all three sections, consists of two copper rods of length

looo;»//!, of diameter d = \0mm and a distance between the copper rod centers

of d = 30.89»//», cf. equations 65 through 68. A coaxial cable with a charac¬

teristic impedance of 50Ci connects the probe to the TDR instrument. This

cable is additionally enclosed by a filter consisting of high loss ferrite mate¬

rial. Such a filter is necessary for the elimination of electromagnetic fields

propagating on the outside of the coaxial cable. These fields, called mantle

waves, arise at the transition between the coaxial transmission line and the

two-wire TDR probe. A mantle wave or in microwave engineering terms the

even mode, traveling on the outside of the coaxial cable, significantly deteri-
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orates the quality of the measurement if it is not eliminated. A

Tektronix 11801 digital sampling scope is used as the TDR instrument. It

has a rise time of 2Sps corresponding to a theoretical resolution of 2Amm.

However the type of TDR probe used in our experiment, a simple two-

wire transmission line probe, is certainly not capable to guide such 'fast'

signals and therefore a reduced resolution is expected. The experimental

procedure is as follows: the first and the third layer are kept air dry,

e = o.o, during all measurements. For each of the 19 measurements the

second layer was filled with prewetted and well mixed quartz sand of var¬

ious volumetric water. The volumetric water content of this sand has been

produced by a gravimetric-ally controlled mixing procedure.

Tektronix 11801 TDR

T

1 = 430mm

7

eround

poor transition between transmission lines

1= 100mm 1 = 430mm

dry
variably

wet section
dry

groundmatched

termination

(ohmic resistor)

PVC barriers separating the sections

with thickness = 10 mm

two-wire transmission line TDR probe

FIGURE 62. Experimental setup used for the aquisition of spatially inhomogeneous TDR traces
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4.4.2 TDR Signais from Experimental Setup
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4.4.3 Approximate Profile Reconstruction

In this section we will present examples for the reconstruction of dielectric

profiles based on an approximate transmission line model applied to the

TDR traces, figure 63 on page 160 lirough figure 66, that have been aquired

using a conventional TEM type two-wire probe.

4.4.3.1 Spatial Resolution from Transmission Tine Model

This section describes a conceptually simple, yet effective way to extract

approximate information on the spatial distribution of dielectric properties

£(x) in the longitudinal direction of the TDR probe. This quantitative analy¬

sis of the TDR traces is accomplished using the model of three cascaded

sections of transmission lines, zk1yzh2:z^. The basic building block of the

model consists of two sections of a transmission line characterized by their

differing characteristic impedance, cf. figure 67 on page 164.

Pn,(n+1)

section n

-w,n

section (n+1)

-w,(n+1)

P(n+1),n -=h

forward

reflected wave

backward

transmitted wave

transmitted wave

reflected wave

FIGURE 67. Reflection and transmission at characteristic impedance discontinuity

Considering the multiplicity of reflections and the fact that the amplitude of
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the wave that propagates on the next section of the transmission line is the

superposition of the amplitudes of the incoming and reflected waves, the

expressions given in equation 139 result for the voltages, v,,v,,v3, as a

function of the original incident step v0.

y
i
= vQd + Pl)

V2 = V, + V0(l +Pl)p2(l-p,) .139

V, = V2 + V()(l + p1)(l+p2)p,(l-p2)(l-p1)

These expressions are identical with those used by [Yanuka et al., 1988].

They can be obtained by means of a ray diagram, cf. figure 69 on

page 166, which represents transmission and reflection at interlaces

graphically. We do not need any further amplitude values because we are

only interested in the first three sections corresponding to the first three

reflections. Unfortunately, we can not observe the values for pi,p2.pi

directly from the TDR trace.
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FIGURE 68. Definitions of Ap0l .Àp|,.Ap;,

Although discontinuities in the characteristic impedance of the transmis¬

sion line cause clearly observable discontinuities in the observed trace
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they are not identical to the reflection coefficients between the transmission

line sections representing different layers.

coaxial cable 50fi dry section: 0.43m wet section: 0.10m dry section: 0.43m

'first order waves second and higher order waves

FIGURE 69. Ray diagram for the \isuafi/ation of multiple reflection and transmission

But these must be extracted via the observation of Ap0,.Ap12.Ap„. See figure

figure 68 on page 165 for the definition of these values. From the equations

in 139 we can express the observations Ap01,Ap,,.Ap21 via the voltages v,.v2,Vi

as follows.

Apni = (T[-V0) = p,

Ap,, = O'2-v,) = rn(i +p,)p2(i-p|)

Ap:, = (V, -2) = V'0(l +Pl)(l +p2)p,(l -p2)(l- Pl)

.140.

.141.

.142.

From the above expressions we can derive the formulae for the calculation

of the reflection coefficients between the three sections of transmission lines

corresponding to the three layers differing in terms of volumetric water con¬

tent.
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Pi = Apni .143.

APl2

Vod-Pr)
.144.

p = _—Y2 _ .145.
Vn(l-p?)(l-pi)

Once the reflection coefficients have been calculated, the characteristic

impedances can be obtained.

z->'50n\rAs}> -14*-

Z„ = 4:^ .147.

Finally, the relative permittivities can be calculated from the characteris¬

tic impedances by comparison with the value zM of a two-wire transmis¬

sion line in air using equation 149.

mi (him
m

1
-

-7=

The specific expressions for our application are given as

.149.

and:

e, =
f 'an

^ vu diuin

Y i

Y 2 -fej
r7. ,Y

e,, =

fe)

.150.

.151.

.152.

153.

Tt should be noted that the above procedure is strictly serial and can not be

parallelized as far as the calculation of the reflection coefficients and

characteristic impedances is concerned. Only, if the latter are known, we
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can complete the remaining part of the computations simultaneously. This is

a limitation of time domain calculations and could be avoided by doing

these calculations in the frequency domain.

We give the first part of the final results, namely the relative permittivities

e,. „
of the three transmission line sections, obtained from the measured Ap, ;

in table 10.

TABLE 10. Relative permittivities and volumetric water contents of layers

Trace 6, e,l 9: e,2 0i £,»

1 0.0 2.776 0.0000 2.776 0.0 2.776

2 0.0 2.761 0.0025 2.806 0.0 2.761

3 0.0 2.747 0.0050 2.813 0.0 2.768

4 0.0 2.748 0.0075 2.851 0.0 2.787

5 0.0 2.790 0.0100 2.893 0.0 2.849

6 0.0 2.748 0.0125 2.885 0.0 2.810

7 0.0 2.748 0.0150 2.899 0.0 2.825

8 0.0 2.748 0.0175 2.934 0.0 2.820

9 0.0 2.812 0.0200 2.989 0.0 2.913

10 0.0 2.748 0.0250 2.972 0.0 2.830

11 0.0 2812 0.0300 3.150 0.0 2.919

0.0 2.748 0.0350 3.236 0.0 2.876

13 0.0 2.812 0 0400 3.300 0.0 2.923

14 0.0 2.826 0.0500 3.573 0.0 2.955

15 0.0 2812 0.0600 3.813 0.0 2.948

16 0.0 2.812 0.0700 4.037 0.0 2.954

17 0.0 2.848 0.0800 4.264 0.0 2.917

18 0.0 2.849 0 0900 4.440 0.0 2.925

19 0.0 2 862 0.1000 5.088 0.0 3.109

The effective relative permittivities t\., and c, 2
in the first and third layers

are not constant as they should be. They should not vary because the water

content does not change. This inconsistency is attributed to the rather sim¬

plistic three-section-model which does not consider losses in the corre¬

sponding sections. Furthermore the assumption of frequency independent
relative permittivity of sand water mixtures can only be regarded as a zero

order approximation. In general, such composite materials show consider¬

able frequency dependent dielectric behavior.
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4.4.3.2 Profile Reconstruction through Simple Model

The calculation of relative permittivities of the various sections is only

the beginning. In order to reconstruct a water content profile, we also

need position information. The information on the length of the sections,

and their respective start and stop position, is calculated from the travel

times within the sections and the corresponding speed of the electromag¬

netic wave, given by

i

Ve,CoH,Mr

.154.

where tiw is the two-way travel time extracted directly from the TDR

trace. The corresponding results are given in the following plots.
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FIGURE 70. Relative dielectric permittivities in sections 1.2 and 3

Because the volumetric water content is not varied in section 1 and sec¬

tion 3 but only in section 2 it makes sense that the relative dielectric per¬

mittivity of section 1 and 3 remain the same for all values of 0 in section
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2. This is approximately true, as visualized in figure 70 on page 169. The

travel times and the corresponding section lengths are shown in

Two-way travel time in nanoseconds
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It appears reasonable that the travel time of the second section, where vol¬

umetric water content 6 varies, increase with increasing volumetric water

content. Additionally it appears reasonable that the length of the second

section remains constant throughout the increasing water content.

The average lengths of the sections 1 and 3 are 0.425 meter compared to

their exact lengths of 0.45 meter. The difference, based on the exact value

is 5.5%.

The average length of the second section is 0.1 meter, compared to the

exact length of 0.09 meter. The difference is 11%.
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4.4.3.3 Permittivity versus Volumetric Water Content

The relationship between the actual volumetric water content in the middle

layer (second section) and the relative permittivity calculated from the TDR

traces has been expressed with a polynomial fit. The coefficients of this

expression have been calculated with Matlab based on a least square

approach The expression, plotted in figure, is given in equation 155.

e,„(8) = 27765 + 900790+ 107 29048" +2^7 05 ne* 155

The above expression is similar to the calibration curve obtained by |Topp,

19801 which is given in equation 156.

er,rit(Q) = UY + t)Yd+\4M: + 7bl{Y .156.

The difference between the two curves is mainly caused by a constant offset

Ae = 02 at the volumetric water content e = oo.

Relative Permittivity versus Volumetric Water Content

FIGURE 72. Composite relative dielectric permittivity versus volumetric water content: blue is Topp's
model, green are the values calculated from the measured TDR traces and red is a polynomial fit through
these points.

4.4.3.4 Conclusions

We have shown the feasibility of the determination of the spatial distribution

of the volumetric water content with the TDR approach on the basis of a
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simple model. It has been verified in a laboratory experiment that the

water content of a variably wetted layer between two air dry layers can

clearly be detected even at very low values of volumetric water content

with a resolution of ao = o 005 using an advanced TDR instruments (Tek¬

tronix 11801). The functional relationship between the effective relative

permittivity of the sand-water mixture and the volumetric water content

has been given by a polynomial fit which is consistent but not identical

with the calibration curve given by Topp et al. [1980]. It is important to

keep in mind that our curve has not been obtained from separate measure¬

ments of bulk relative permittivity as a function of volumetric water con¬

tent but it has directly been derived from TDR traces recorded from a

profile with varying e. This clearly demonstrates that even simple time

domain interpretations of TDR traces permit the determination of a spa¬

tially varying water content. However, as this approach for the calculation

of the relative permittivities is based on the assumption of lossless trans¬

mission lines, in order to keep the analysis as simple as possible, a more

detailed analysis considering these effects must therefore be the next step.
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4.4.4 Profile Reconstruction using Inverse Modeling

In the sections 4.4.4.1 on page 175 through 4.4.4.3 on page 179 the results

stemming from the reconstruction of the dielectric and ohmic profiles arc

shown. These profiles have been reconstructed using the inverse solver

decoTDRpshmem using 4 microprocessors (CPU's). The TDR traces that

have been used originate from the sandbox experiment, i.e. the same that

have been analyzed in the preceding section using a simple model. Due to

the huge computational cost only three TDR traces have been run through

the inverse solver. Every inverse solution run took about a week computa¬

tional time. The TDR traces for 9 = 0 and 0 = 0.1 are shown at a stage where

convergence has been reached while the trace for 0 = 0.05 is shown at an

intermediate stage where convergence has not yet been achieved. The recon¬

structed TDR traces are shown, superimposed with the measured ones.

There is a very good agreement with respect to the fact that we compare real

world traces with simulated traces. The reconstructed dielectric profile

shows good agreement with the expected water contents, cf. table 10 on

page 168.

The dielectric and ohmic profiles haven been parameterized with a spatial

resolution of 10 mm. Given a length of the probe that needs reconstruction,

of 1000 mm, there are 100 parameter values each for the dielectric and

ohmic conductivity values, totalling to 200 parameters. This number of

parameter leads to an optimization problem which is considered a large-

scale optimization problem. It is remarkable to see, that the reconstruction

nevertheless converges, starting from an arbitrary, random parameter distri¬

bution.

It is not practically feasible to solve this reconstruction problem using some

flavour of non-linear least-square due to the fact that a least-squares

approach is with certainty trapped in a local solution. There is a huge num¬

ber of local optima in this problem.
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4.4.4.1 Reconstruction with no Water at all

The following plots show the reconstructed ohmic and dielectiic profiles

and a comparison between measuied and calculated TDR tiaces from the

two-wne probe for a configui ation that does not contain any water at all.

FIGURE 73 Calculated versus measured 1 DR tracts with no water at all
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4.4.4.2 Volumetrie Water Content 0.05 in the Middle Section

The following plots show the reconstructed ohmic and dielectric profiles

and a comparison between measured and calculated TDR traces from the

two-wire probe for a configuration with 0 = 0.05 in the middle layer.

FIGURE 75. Calculated versus measured TDR traces with 0 = 0.05 in the middle laver
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FIGURE 76 Reconstructed profiles: ohmic conductivity & îclative dielectiic permittivity with 0 = 0 05 in the

middle laver
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4.4.4.3 Volumetrie Water Content 0.1 in the Middle Section

The following plots show the reconstructed ohmic and dielectric profiles

and a comparison between measured and calculated TDR traces from the

two-wire probe for a configuration with 0 = 0.1 in the middle layer.

x

jueioij^Boo uojpeyaj

FIGURE 77. Calculated versus measured FDR traces for 0 = 0.1 in the middle laver
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0.1 in the
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4.4.4.4 Conclusions on Profile Reconstruction

Based on the reconstructed dielectric and, to a lesser extent, ohmic pro¬

files and additionally by the comparison between calculated and mea¬

sured TDR traces, given in figure 73 on page 175 through figure 78 on

page 180, it can be stated that dielectric profile reconstruction is, in prin¬

ciple, feasible. While remembering the original three section sandbox

experiment, we conclude that:

l.The reconstructed profile, shown in figure 74 on page 176, does not

exhibit significant changes in the dielectric properties and therefore the

volumetric water content does not change as well. The average value of

the relative dielectric permittivity is 2.8 which corresponds well to the

respective value of dry sand, based on the calibration function given in

figure 72 on page 172.

2. The reconstructed profile, shown in figure 76 on page 178, in fact

exhibits variable dielectric and ohmic properties in the longitudinal

direction of the TDR signal or probe, respectively. However, due to the

fact that the inverse reconstruction has not yet achieved convergence,

results must be analyzed with caution. Nevertheless, compared to the

previous situation with an average value of the relative dielectric per¬

mittivity of 2.8 there is a significant increase in the middle portion of

the profile. The maximum value there is 4.46 which, based on the cali¬

bration function in figure 72 on page 172, corresponds to a volumetric

water content 0=0.085. This value for the water content is clearly to

high. If, based on the not yet converged dielectric profile, we assume an

average value of et=3.3, we obtain a water content of 0=0.04. This is

clearly a more reasonable assumption and supports the conclusion that,

at the state of convergence, the 'true' value of 0=0.05 will be reached.

The position of the maximum is, with respect to the sandbox experi¬

ment, at 0.528 meter. This is still well within the middle section which

has a volumetric water content of 0.5.

3. The reconstructed profile, shown in figure 78 on page 180, in fact

exhibits variable dielectric and ohmic properties in the longitudinal
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direction of the TDR signal or probe respectively. Compared to the initial

situation with an average value of the relative dielectric permittivity of 2.8

there is a significant increase in the middle portion of the profile. The

maximum value there is 4.8. This corresponds, based on the calibration

function in figure 72 on page 172, to a volumetric water content of

0=0.095. The true value for this case is 0=0.1. The full-width-half-maxi¬

mum (FWHM) position of the maximum is, with respect to the sandbox

experiment, between 0.448 and 0.528 meter, well within the middle sec¬

tion which has a volumetric water content of 0.1 in this situation.

Therefore, profile reconstruction is feasible with good accuracy but needs

further acceleration and improvement with respect to the detection of sharp

discontinuities that are present in the second (0=0.05) and third (0=0.1)

case.

Additionally, we conclude that there is consistency between the volumetric

water content obtained manually, as carried out in section 4.4.3.1 on page

164 and the more involved inverse reconstruction approach demonstrated in

this section.
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4.5 Results from Single Rod TDR Probe

In this section experimental and numerical results that have been

obtained from the single conductor surface waveguide Sommerfeld/

Goubau TDR probe are presented. The experimental setup that has been

used for the acquisition of the TDR traces using a Sommerfeld-Goubau

waveguide is shown in figure 79.

FIGURE 79. Experimental setup for the acquisition of TDR traces from Sommerfeld-Goubau

waveguides

The experimental setup is based on a sandbox of 'infinite' extent into
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which the Sommerfeld-Goubau probe is inserted. The sand in this box is

then wetted, i.e. a gravimetrically controlled volumetric water content is set.

No local difference in water content is intended nor has it been observed.

4.5.1 Validation of the TM Forward Solver

The electromagnetic solver based on the FDTD method in cylindrical

coordinates is run with the following input file given in figure 80 and in

figure 81 on page 185.

PROJECT_NAME

TDR_TRACE_ AQUIRED_AT

TDR_TRACE_AQUIRED_BY

TDR_TRACE_AQUlRED_ON

TDRJNSTRUMENT "TYPE

TDR_INSTRUMENT_RISE_TIME

TDR_INSTRUMENT_SOURCE_IMPHDANCE

TDR_INSTRUMENT_SOURCE_AMPLITUDE

MEASUREMENT_CABLE_LENGTI1

MEASUREMENT_CABLE_INDUCTANCE

MEASUREMENTj:ABLE_CAPACITANCE

NUMBER_OF_AQUIRED_TDR_TRACK_SAMPLES

DELTA_TIME_BETWEEN_SAMPLES

MEASURED_TDR_TRACE_FILE_NAMK

CALCULATED_TDR_TRACE_F1LE_NAME

DIELECTR1C_PR0FILE_FILE_NAME

LOG_FILEJSTAME

DISPLAY ON MACHINE

Sample Project # r-i

Rafzer Feld # i-i

Benedikt Oswald # i-i

August # r-i

Tektronixll801 # [-]

28.0e-12 # | seconds]

25.0 # [Ohm]

2.0 # Ivolt]

1.12c-l # | meter]

236.8 l8c-9 # [Henry!

94.906c-12 # | Farad]

2048 # l-l

6.0e-12 # [seconds!

./pgplot/thcta_100._00.dat # I-]

./avs/calculatedJhcta_000_.00.dat # [-1

./avs/profilc_theta_„000_00.dat # [-]

./avs/goubauForwardEMdata.l og # [-]

uli\es:0.0 # f-l

FIGURE 80. First part of input hie for Sommerfeld-Goubau FDTD electromagnetic solver

The format of the input file is the same as for the specification of a one-

dimensional profile reconstruction, except from the fact that another probe

type is specified. Currently, there are a few constants hard wired into the

code itself but these can easily be changed by the user. At the current devel¬

opment stage a potential user will have to dive into the numerical core of the
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code anyway in order to enhance functionality.
DISCRETIZATIONJZ

DISCRETIZATIONS

TIME..STEP_SECUR1TY

SIMULATED_TIME

SOLUTION_TYPE

POPUIATTON_SIZE

MAXIMUM_NUMBER_INDIVlDUALS

PENALTY_WEIGHT

GA_F1TNESS_WEIGHT

LAMBDAJ^ERMITTIVITY

LAMBDA_CONDUCTlVITY

INVERSE_RESIDUAL_FITNESS

MINIMUM_SPATIAL_RESOLUTION

ERROR_CALCULATION_START_TlME

ERROR_CALCULATION_STOP_TIME

TDR_PROBE {

GOUBAU CONDUCTOR_CONDUCTIVlTY_ABSOLUTE

GOUBAU C0ATING_RELATIVE_PERMITTIV1TY

GOUBAU COATING_ABSOLUTE_CONDUCTIVITY

PROBE_LENGTH

CONDUCTOR_DIAMETER

GOUBAU COATING THICKNESS

0.250e-3

0.250e-3

0.90

lO.OOOe-9

FORWARDJ5ROBLEM

50

60000

1.0c 10

1.0e8

1.0e-2

1,0e4

1 0e3

0.0 i

0.5e-9

12.0e-9

[meter]

[meter]

t-1

[seconds!

l-l

[-1

[-]

L-J

[-1

[-1

[-1

L-l

[-1

[seconds!

[seconds]

1.0e7 #

4.0 #

0.0 #

0.150 #

0.010 #

0.002 #

[siemens/meter]

I-]

[siemens/meter]

[meter]

[meter]

[melcrl

NUMBER_OF_INTERVALS

INTERVAL {

INTERVALJNUMBER 0 # [-]

PARAMETERS FIXED UNIFORM # I-]

INTERVAL_START 0 000 # [meter]

INTERVAL_STOP 0.200 # [melcjr]

PERMITTIVITY_RELAT1VI- 1.00 3.00 9.00 # L-J

PERMEABIL1TY_RELATIVE 1.00 1.00 1.00 # [-!

CONDUCTIVITY_ABSOLmE 1.0e-6 0.00 l.0e-3 # [siemens/meter"

FIGURE 81. Second part of input file for Sommerfeld-Goubau FDTD electromagnetic solver
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4.5.2 Cylindrical FDTD Solver's Results

The following plots show part of the time domain electromagnetic analysis

of signal propagation on Sommerfeld-Goubau surface waveguides. These

plots originate from the solver fwdSolver2Dpshmem run with the input

file shown in figure 80 on page 184 and figure 81 on page 185.

timestep ttmestep

FIGURE 82. lime domain evolution of electromagnetic fields on Sommerfeld-Goubau waveguide
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timestep 40 timestep 45

timestep 50

timestep 60

timestep 70

timestep 55

timestep 65

timestep 75

FIGURE 83. Time domain evohition of electromagnetic fields on Sommerfeld-Goubau waveguide

The FDTD time step in the simulation is 0.6 picoseconds.
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4.5.2.1 Conclusions on 2.5D FDTD Electromagnetic Analysis

Based on the sequence of plots, shown in figure 82 on page 186 and

figure 83 on page 187, we conclude, qualitatively at the moment, that the

analysis of the Sommerfeld-Goubau type TDR probe based on computa¬

tional electrodynamics is the most appropriate approach to provide further

insight into the physics of a surface waveguide when it is used as a novel

TDR probe. The electromagnetic analysis is based on the solution of Max¬

well's equations in the time domain using an explicit integration (FDTD)

scheme in a cylindrical coordinate system.

Although no special absorbing boundary conditions have been implemented

into the 2.5-dimensional FDTD solver it is seen that the dominant surface

waveguide mode, i.e. the Goubau-mode, can be observed. Because the elec¬

tromagnetic field is set to zero at the boundary, this corresponds to a short¬

cut at the end of the 2.5-dimensional computational domain. Additionally, it

is observed that the dominant mode partially radiates away from the end of

the TDR probe. Radiation losses must therefore be considered for a more

rigorous analysis of the single-conductor surface waveguide TDR probe.

It is proposed that the existing 2.5-dimensional FDTD analysis is extended

to a fully 3-dimensional FDTD analysis of the single conductor surface

waveguide probe in order to have complete flexibility in the analysis. Addi¬

tionally, it would certainly increase modeling reality when absorbing bound¬

ary conditions are implemented in the code.
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4.5.3 Goubau TDR Signals from Experimental Setup

TDR traces that have been recorded in the experimental setup, described

in section 4.5.1 on page 181, are presented in this section. Sommerfeld-

Goubau probes with three different lengths were used. The lengths of the

probes were 150, 200 and 300 mm respectively. A number of eight differ¬

ent values for the volumetric water content 9 has been selected. These dif¬

ferent values were 8=0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.37

respectively. The resulting traces are shown in figure 87 on page 193

through figure 89 on page 194. In table 11 the two-way travel times of the

TDR traces on the Sommerfeld-Goubau probe versus the volumetric

water content are presented.

TABLE 11. Travel times for Sommerfeld-Goubau probes depending on water content

travel time [ns] for travel time [ns] for travel time [ns] for

Water Content probe length =: ISO mm probe length == 200 mm probe length := 300 mm

0 00 1 =571 2 095 3 124

0 05 1 743 2 371 3 562

0 10 2 076 2 848 4171

0 15 2 276 3 018 4 600

0 20 2 352 3219 5 143

0 25 2 686 3 686 6 019

0 30 2 790 3 848 6 77]

ov 4 90S 6 600 9 638

The data from table table 11 is visualized in figure 84 on page 190. The

travel times are then correlated with the relative dielectric permittivity of

the medium. According to Sommerfeld [1899] the propagation speed of

the dominant mode on the single conductor surface waveguide is approx¬

imately the same as that of a TEM mode if the waveguide is 'not too

thin'. This restriction with respect to thickness is related to skin depth at

the relevant frequency. With a diameter of 10 mm we are well within this

range of validity. Therefore we can extract, on the basis of this first-order

approximation, the relative dielectric permittivity. Given the length /of

the Sommerfeld-Goubau waveguide, the two-way travel time t,, the rela¬

tive dielectric permittivity c, of the non-air medium and the speed of light
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in vacuum c0, the relationship of equation 157 holds.

Relative permittivity versus travel time

25 r probe length = 200mm

probe length = 150mm

^20
>

CD

Q-15
_o

o

CD

CD

.>

iÜ
CD

probe length = 300mm

2 4 6 8

two-way travel time in nanoseconds

10

FIGURE 84. Relative dielectric permittivity versus two-way travel times for Sommerfeld-Goubau probes
with varying lengths

/ =

t, Oi
.157.

From this we can calculate the relative dielectric permittivity e, as given in

equation 158.

e, =

i, cx

2 I
.158.

It must be emphasized that this procedure for the extraction of the relative

dielectric permittivity from two-way travel times is only a first-order

approximation. In particular, this type of analysis does neither take into con¬

sideration (radiation) losses nor dispersion which certainly influence the

propagation of wide band signals on this waveguide. It will be the subject of

future work to investigate this issue further.
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Based on the expression given in equation 158 table 12 has been com¬

puted and visualized in figure 85.

TABLE 12. Relative permittivity calculated from probe length and travel time

Volumetric

Water Content Y *or length = 150mm e, for length = 200mm t, lor length = 300mm

0 00 2 47 2 17 2 44

0 05 3 04 3 16 3 17

0 10 4 3| 4 56 4 35

0 15 5 18 5 19 529

0 20 5 53 5 83 6 61

0 25 7 21 7 64 9 06

0 30 7 79 8 33 11 46

0 37 24 06 24 50 23 22

25

^20
>

Q.15
o

o
0)

CD

=5 10

CD

.>

CD

CC 5

Relative dielectric permittivity

0
0

probe length = 300mm

probe length = 200mm

probe length = 150mm

0.1 0.2 0.3

Volumetric water content

0.4

FIGURE 85. Volumetric water content versus relative dielectric permittivity lor three different probe
lengths
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Finally, we visualize the relationship between the two-way travel time and

the corresponding volumetric water content in figure 86. This graph serves

as the starting point for a more extensive experimental investigation of the

Sommerfeld-Goubau TDR probe, because it allows for direct conversion of

two-way travel times into volumetric water contents, at least for quartz sand.

10

~o

§ 8
o

CD
CO

o

CO
c

7

6

E 5

9> 4

CO

>, 3
cd

i 2
o

0
0

Two-way travel time versus Volumetric water content

probe length = 300mm

probe length = 200mm

probe length = 150mm

0.1 0.2 0.3

Volumetric water content

0.4 0.5

FIGURE 86. Direct conversion of two-way travel times into volumetric water content for three different

Sommerfeld-Goubau probe lengths, namely length = 150 mm, 200 mm and 300 mm.
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TDR trace obtained from Sommerfeld probe [length=0.15 m]
0.3i 1 -7

-0.05

-0.1

volumetric water content = 0

volumetric water content = 0.0

37

80 85 90

two-way travel time in nanoseconds

95

FIGURE 87. TDR traces measured from Sommerfeld-Goubau probe with a length of 150 mm

TDR trace obtained from Sommerfeld probe [length=0.2 m]
0.3r

volumetiic water content = 0

'\olumetnc watei content = 00

.37

-0.1
80 85 90 95

two-way travel time in nanoseconds

FIGURE 88. TDR traces measured from with a length of 200 mm Sommerfeld-Goubau probe
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0.3

0.25

0.2
4-»

C

CD

£ 0.15
H|—

CD
O
ü 0.1
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| 0.05

CD

-0.05

TDR trace obtained from Goubau probe [length=0.3 m]

-0.1
80

volumetric water

volumetric water content = 0.37

content-0.0-

85 90

two-way travel time in nanoseconds

95

FIGURE 89. TDR traces measured from with Sommerfeld-Goubau probe with a length of 300 mm
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4.6 Conclusions and Future Work

The reconstruction of one-dimensional profiles of both dielectric and, to

a lesser degree, ohmic properties on the basis of conventional two-wire

TDR probes is feasible and the obtained results are in reasonable agree¬

ment with the profile obtained on the basis of an alternative method. The

computation time needed for the reconstruction of a profile with a length

of 100 cm and spatial resolution of 1 cm is about 7 days using a 4 proces¬

sor parallel computer1, which is still by far too much for the routine appli¬

cation of this methodology. Therefore, ways have to be sought that make

it possible to substantially reduce the time needed for profile reconstruc¬

tion. This could be, for example, the implementation of an educated guess

for the initialization of the population. However, it is noteworthy that on

the basis of a global optimizer in conjunction with a fast forward solver

the reconstruction problem can be solved without having to initialize the

inverse reconstruction code with a priori knowledge. This is of consider¬

able importance with respect to the uniqueness of the solution. Although

the population of the genetic algorithm has been initialized randomly, the

solution always converged at the same profile. This is proof of the robust¬

ness of the implemented reconstruction scheme.

Furthermore, the experimental verification of the usability of a single

conductor surface waveguide for water content measurements has been

demonstrated. Additionally, the numerical analysis showed that the domi¬

nant mode of a single conductor surface waveguide with circular cross

section can be analyzed using a 2D FDTD approach in cylindrical coordi¬

nates. As well as in the case of the conventional two-wire TDR probe,
considerable work has to be done in order to reduce the calculation time

for the forward problem and at the same time for the implementation of

an educated guess for the initialization of the population of the genetic

algorithm part of the reconstruction.

1. A SUN Microsystems high performance computing server E3500 with 4 microprocessors

clocked at 336 MHz and 4 GBvtes ot memoiv has been used.
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Est modus in rebus, sunt certi denique fines

Flora/, Satires T, T, 106

5.1 Overview

In this chapter some directions of future work are proposed. These

are of potential interest when the concepts that have been proven to

work in this thesis shall be further developed for efficient and conve¬

nient field usage.

First, compact implementation of mode converters is of importance

when using Sommerfeld-Goubau type TDR probes. Currently, the

conversion from the TEM mode of the coaxial cable into the TM

mode of the surface waveguide is currently realized using a standard

configuration as proposed in the literature [Goubau, 1952]. In sec¬

tions 5.2 on page 198 mode converter structures are proposed that

seem to be promising candidates for more compact coupler struc¬

tures.

Second, the reconstruction of dielectric profiles for subsequent con¬

version into water content profiles has been based on the assumption

of non-dispersive dielectric properties of the soil material. This

196
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assumption has been shown to be a crude approximation in chapter 3 on

page 78. A considerable amount of additional information could therefore

be extracted from recorded TDR traces if a flexible model for dispersive

dielectric materials is integrated into the deconvolution process.

Third, microwave process tomography is proposed as a new tool foi-

applications in process engineering and the hydrological sciences. This

technique will allow for the investigation of the three dimensional interior

of process vessels. Such "interior' knowledge is of considerable impor¬

tance in laboratory scale process analysis, design and especially optimi¬

zation. Furthermore, microwave process tomography could be used as a

sophisticated sensor technology in control engineering purposes in large

process plants. The principle of microwave tomography is similar to con¬

ventional X-ray and NMR tomography in that a ,/V-dimensional parameter

distribution is reconstructed from N-/-dimensional projections.
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5.2 Advanced Coupler Structures

The coupler structures that have been used for the analysis and investiga¬

tion of the surface waveguide, Goubau TDR probe are quite large and some¬

what uncomfortable to use. Having smaller and more compact coupler

structures is therefore a necessity for field applications of surface waveguide

TDR probes. The basic problem that must be solved, is the mode conversion

from the coaxial transverse-electromagnetic (TEM) mode to the transverse-

magnetic (TM) mode of the circular single conductor surface waveguide.

There is a number of concepts that have been proposed a few years ago but

these have never gained much attention due to the fact that the Goubau

transmission line structure has not found widespread application after the

invention of the optical fiber.

A promising approach is based on the concept of a perturbation of the fun¬

damental coaxial TEM mode by applying slots in the outer conductor of the

coaxial cable. The TEM mode then leaks out of these slots which are electri¬

cally small, i.e. smaller than one tenth of the minimum wavelength present

in the system. The distance between the annular rings could be periodic or

have another type of distance law. Both, periodic and aperiodic distance

laws could be of interest, [Dewar et al., 1970], [Wenger, 1964].

Another mode converter architecture could is derived from the concept of a

coaxial cable that has a wire mesh as an outer conductor. Again, the conver¬

sion is achieved by the TEM mode that gradually leaks out of the coaxial

cable when it encounters the perturbation represented by the meshed outer

conductor, [Kunz, 1972].

We therefore propose to investigate this mode converter architecture on the

basis of numerical analysis using a thee dimensional electromagnetic solver

and experimental characterization. Based on the experiences gained with

FIFSS it is reasonable to assume that efficient mode converter structures can

be realized using numerical simulation, backed by experimental validation.
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5.3 Dispersive Dielectric Profiles

In this thesis a technique for the measurement of the dispersive dielec¬

tric properties of a natural medium exhibiting high dielectric and ohmic

losses has been presented. However, the deconvolution techniques pre¬

sented herein have, until now, been implemented for the reconstruction of

non-dispersive dielectric profiles only. It would therefore be natural to

extend the existing deconvolution code to include dispersive dielectric

properties and the parameters describing such media. This can be done on

the basis of decoTDRpshmem by extending the forward solvers

fwdSolverlDpshmem and fwdSolver2Dpshmem. The extension

of the two-dimensional FDTD solver can be accomplished by changing

the update equations for the electric field components such that the con¬

volutional relationship between the electric field and the dielectric dis¬

placement is considered. The extension of the one-dimensional, voltage

and current based code is more complicated because frequency depen¬

dence enters the transmission line equations through the transmission line

parameter C, i.e. the capacitance per unit length. There is no easy trick

that can be exploited as in FDTD. There, the exponential model can be

used as a building block for the dielectric behavior of materials. The one-

dimensional case, due to the expression containing the relative permittiv¬

ity for the capacitance, becomes rather difficult. Therefore switching to a

pure electromagnetic implementation should be considered for the one-

dimensional case as well.
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5.4 Extended Analysis of TDR Traces

5.4.1 Three-Dimensional Analysis

The two dimensional analysis of TDR signal propagation on surface

waveguide probes has revealed important information on the probe's func¬

tionality. It can even be used for profile reconstruction. However, three

dimensional FDTD modeling of a TDR probe is a necessity in order to

assess the influence of spatial inhomogeneities of the soil, e.g. stones, on the

form of the measured TDR traces. It is quite easy then to model stones or

other objects causing dielectric and ohmic contrast with respect to the soil

material. This type of analysis allows much more accurate investigations on

TDR performance in inhomogeneous soils and sources of error than ever

before, mainly because the material parameters can be changed quickly and

making the effect of the change immediately evident. We do not suggest to

use three dimensional modeling for profile reconstruction at present. This is

computationally too costly. For error and performance analysis of TDR

probes this appears as a very promising and powerful methodology.

5.4.2 Reconstruction for TM Type TDR Probes

We strongly propose to research techniques that make fast reconstruction of

dielectric and ohmic profiles from Sommerfeld-Goubau type TDR probes a

reality based on a computational electrodynamics approach.
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5.5 Process Tomography

The following sections describe the basis of the numerical implementa¬

tion of what is required for microwave process tomography. While

Semenov et al. [1998] use an approximate formulation of the problem

and Rekanos et al. [1999] use a finite-element technique in conjunction

with a non-linear gradient type optimization algorithm we propose to use

a reconstruction technique based on the FDTD methodology and genetic

algorithms (GA) for the optimization stage. Microwave process tomogra¬

phy is a measurement technique to be used primarily in process engineer¬

ing applications, i.e. the interior life of process vessels could be imaged in

a non-invasive way using microwaves as the sensor effect. The idea is

based on inverse electromagnetic scattering as follows: a process vessel

with circular cross section is illuminated with a plane wave and the trans¬

mitted and reflected signals are recorded. These signals, together with the

known input signal, are then compared with a set of signals that have

been obtained through numerical simulation of the configuration, assum¬

ing an initial distribution of electrical parameters (relative dielectric per¬

mittivity, ohmic conductivity).

column setup /column wall

13
o

Ml

'<3
^5

column interior

^.-"dry sand region

-" Esand ~ 2-8

cross section

water saturated

sand reeion

diameter typically 0.3 m

-rmxtuic>2i

FIGURE 90. Configuration typical tor a column experiment in soil physics

The error, calculated as a function of the difference between simulated

and measured signals, is then used as input to an optimization algorithm
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that determines a new parameter distribution. The system response is then

again simulated based on the new parameter distribution and consequently

the error evaluated. This process is repeated until the error is smaller than a

predefined limit which we call the convergence criterion. The configuration

of a typical column experiment in soil physics is shown in Figure 90 on

page 201. The electromagnetic abstraction of the column experiment setup

is shown in figure 91.

FIGURE 91. Electromagnetic abstraction of microwave process tomography

The frequency content of the incoming probe signal depends on the electri¬

cal material properties of the material that fill the process vessel. The higher
the losses are the lower should be the probing frequency range. Typical fre¬

quency ranges are from 2 GHz up to 30 GHz. On the other side, the higher
the frequency the smaller is the wavelength which increases the spatial reso¬

lution that can be achieved.

If the wavelength of the incoming signal is commensurate with the charac¬

teristic length scale of the structure inside the process vessel the model of

the scattering process must consider diffraction. This modeling approach
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leads to what is commonly known diffraction tomography which is fun¬

damentally different from the well known x-ray and NMR tomography.

The principal difference consists of the fact that the reconstruction of the

parameter distribution becomes a non-linear optimization problem

whereas in x-ray and NMR tomography the reconstruction problem is lin¬

ear and the Radon, [Radon. 1917], transform can be used.

assume initial parameter

distribution:

preselect or random

I
solve the

direct problem:

forward solver

T
calculate difference A

between measured

and calculated data

we want to keep the number of loops as low as

possible in order to reduce overall runtime!

adaptation of

parameter distribution:

optimizer's job

convergence achieved,

i.e. parameter extraction

performed with prescribed

accuracy

Due to the non-linearity of the reconstruction problem a globally optimiz¬

ing procedure must be used such as simulated annealing or genetic algo¬
rithms (GA). These optimization strategies in turn require a great number

of solutions of the forward problem with slightly varied parameter distri¬

butions. Because the generation of a new parameter distribution con¬

sumes almost no time, speed improvement can only be achieved by
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speeding up the forward solver, i.e. the part of the reconstruction that calcu¬

lates the system response, given a parameter distribution. Speed improve¬

ment can be obtained by cither using faster processors and/or parallelization

of the forward solver. We have chosen the second possibility, i.e. the for¬

ward solver based on the FDTD method has been parallelized in a shared

memory environment.

Economy and flexibility of the parameterization of the electrical material

are extremely important for the reconstruction process because it is practi¬

cally infeasible to accept the electric parameters at all grid cell locations as

optimization parameters. Doing this would result in as many parameters as

there are grid cells which leads to a severely ill-posed problem. Therefore, a

means of describing a spatial distribution of electric properties, namely

dielectric e, ohmic g and magnetic parameters p, with as few parameters as

possible is a central requirement. Such a parameterization is presented in the

following section. It has the advantage that almost every three-dimensional

geometry can be formed. Additionally, an ill-posed problem in the sense of

Hadamard can be avoided.

5.5.1 Flexible Parameterization of Input

The input of a FDTD solver consists of the dielectric 8, magnetic p and

ohmic G properties of the computational domain under consideration. This

means that, at every grid point of the computational domain discretized

according to the FDTD approach, we have to specify values for e, G and p.

The value of these parameters are directly linked to the response of the inte¬

rior of the simulated process vessel in terms of scattered electromagnetic

energy. Because they are the quantities on which the optimizer does its work

they must be changeable. If these values were changed directly this would

result into an optimization problem with a number of optimization parame¬

ters in the order of three times the number of grid points. If we assume a

very small discretization of 50 points per spatial directions then we would

have 125'000 optimization parameters which is clearly infeasible today.
Therefore we select a parameterization of the three dimensional distribution

of electrical parameters based on superquadrics, [Barr, 1981]. A superquad-
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rie is a flexible, smooth parametric object that describes a two-dimen¬

sional surface in three dimensional space, controlled by only five

parameters, namely three radii ava2,a^ and two shape parameters e1,e2. The

equation defining the superquadric is given below.

"J +, + - =1 .159.

The concept of parameterization is based on the discrimination between

the space that is inside the superquadric surface and the space that is out¬

side the superquadric. Depending on this criterion the dielectric, ohmic

and magnetic properties are set. If the grid point is outside the superquad¬

ric then it is attributed 'background'' properties, if it is inside the super¬

quadric it is attributed the properties of the scattering body whose

scattering response shall be calculated.

For example, if there is a three-dimensional region containing moisture
,

shown in Figure 90 on page 201, the dielectric properties of the moisture

regions will be different from the properties of the region that only con¬

tains dry sand. In this example, the dry sand region is called background.

The moisture region will then function as a body of dielectric contrast

with respect to the dry region. Consequently when irradiated by electro¬

magnetic radiation with a wavelength commensurate to its dimensions

scattering of the incoming wave will occur. This scattering is computed in

the FDTD electromagnetic solver that has been implemented.
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e7 = 0.25, 82 = 0.25 8, = 0.25,8o = 7.50

87 = 1.50, 82 = 0.25 8; = 3.00, 82 = 3.00

FIGURE 92. Superquadrics with different shape parameters

The discrimination between a superquadric's inside and outside can be

achieved by the evaluation of the function that defines the superquadric. We

define the discrimination function i(x.x,z).

/(x.-v.O =

-V,

±X+ 2-
a, I \cu

.160.

A space point (x,x.z) is inside the superquadric if the following relation

holds:
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f{\.x,z))<\ .161.

A space point (x, v, z) is outside the superquadric if the following relation

holds:

f{x,\,z))>l .162.

A space point {x, y, z) is on the surface of the superquadric if the following

relation holds:

f{x,x,z))=l .163.

There is enormous flexibility with respect to shapes that can be modeled

using this surface parameterization. A C++ code, pandora, has been

written that, based on a command file, generates the input for the 3D elec¬

tromagnetic FDTD solver. A number of different shapes of the super¬

quadric is shown in Figure 92 on page 206. These four different shapes

are obtained by simply varying the parameters e1 and 82. The parameter

8j[ is called the squareness parameter in the north-south direction while e2

is called the squareness parameter in the east-west direction. The princi¬

pal axes are all equally normalized.

5.5.2 Input Visualization

Given the fact that the sheer size of input to an FDTD solver is quite

large, e.g. 8 mega voxels for a cubic grid of 200' points, it is not practi¬

cally feasible to check the input in a non-visual way, for example by look¬

ing at the numeric values of the dielectric, magnetic and ohmic properties
of every of the 8 million grid cells. Checking the input data in a reliable

way requires the usage of advanced visualization methods. In this work,

AVS/Express was used not only to check the input (dielectric, magnetic
and ohmic properties at the grid cell locations) but to visualize the time

dependent results (electric and magnetic field components) as well. It

must, however, be said already here, that only a small fraction of all avail¬

able computed data (time dependent electromagnetic field components)
has been saved for later visual inspection. There was simply not enough

hard disk space available; therefore, only slices of the computational

domain could be saved. Using a visualization software, e.g. AVS/express,
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it becomes possible to look and to zoom into the quite large amounts of

three dimensional data from different perspectives and directions. This has

been a quite effective means of visually checking the input file generated by

pandora for correctness.

5.5.3 Forward Solver

The forward solver for the electromagnetic process tomography setup is

based on the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) approach for the cal¬

culation of the electromagnetic field components. Because we are interested

in the scattering process it is natural to choose a scattered-field-only discret¬

ization of Maxwell's equations. The excitation or illumination of the scatter¬

ing object is accomplished by the specification of a plane wave with the

time domain waveform that has the desired frequency content.

The derivation of the scattered-field-only discretization of Maxwell's equa¬

tions is given here for convenience based upon the derivation by Kunz and

Luebbers 11993]. We start by examining the differential form of the Max¬

well equations in four-dimensional space (ê\. ê\, e.).t, i.e. three spatial and the

time dimension.

VxÊ = ) + D, 164.

Vx£ = -ß, .165.

V.73 = pcl .166.

V.e = 0 .167.

augmented by the constitutive (material) equations:

/ = ö È .168.

fi = c t .169.

È = u È .170.

We select a cartesian coordinate system for the discretization of the first

order partial differential equations, that govern electrodynamics, and specify
them in component form, suitable for explicit finite difference discretiza-
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lion.

As a first step, it suffices to discretize the two curl equations because the

divergence equations are contained therein, [Kunz et al, 1993], [Taflove,

1995].

A# = -i(VxÊ) .171.
dt U

^-t = --È + -(Vx#) 172.
dt £ £

The vector valued unknowns in equations 171 and 172 denote total elec¬

tric and magnetic field quantities. However, the scattered field formula¬

tion is based on the decomposition of these values into incident and

scattered fields. While the incident field is assumed to be known, typi¬

cally this is a plane electromagnetic wave, the scattered field is calculated

as the reaction field due to the incident field. The sum of both field com¬

ponents equals the total field. The scattered field arises in the region that

exhibit contrast to the electrical parameters to vacuum. While this avoids

a few numerical problems with respect to the absorption of scattered

fields at the boundary of the computational domain, more insight into the

scattering process is gained. This is of considerable interest if the recon¬

struction of the shape and the values of the electric parameters of an

unknown object is ultimately desired. Therefore, the scattered-field-only

form of Maxwell's equation is needed. This is obtained by first assuming

that the incident field is described by propagation in vacuum only, i.e. the

ohmic conductivity a equals zero, and the dielectric c and magnetic p

properties are those of vacuum.

We derive the form of Maxwell's equations that allows us to calculate the

scattered field components. We start from Maxwell's equations that

describe total fields, based on the following assumption of total, incident

and scattered fields:

l' = El + rA 173.

//' = H' + H" .174.
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The significance of the indices is as follows: t for total fields, i for incident

fields and s for scattered fields. The total field form of Maxwell's equations

is given below as follows:

VxE1 =
-dJl' .175.

dt

VxTf = o£l + 4-E' .176.
dt

The incident fields obey free-space conditions, i.e. e = e0, p = p0 and a = o.

The equations are then the Maxwell equations with free-space parameters

inserted.

VxE' =
-yJ-H' All.

'dt

Vx/7' =
enl-E1 .178.

'dt

Now we can rewrite the total field form of the Maxwell equations using the

decomposition from equations 173 and 174.

Vx(£' + 7?) = -n|-( H1 + ET ) .179.
dt

Vx(tf' + HY = e^-(£' + E") + g(E' + k") A 80.
dt

From the equations describing the total fields we subtract the equations that

contain the incident fields only, namely equation 177 from 179 and equation

178 from 180. The resulting set of equations allows the calculation of the

scattered fields only, based on an a priori known incident field which must

be Maxwellian as well.

Vxr) = - (u -
un)i-H'

- u|-r? .181.
dt

'

dt

XxH' = (c -
e0)4-£' + oE' + t^-t + Ghs A82.
u

at dt

An interesting property of equation 181 and 182 lies in the appearance of

the dielectric and magnetic material parameters, i.e. that they appear as

dielectric and magnetic contrast terms, namely (e-e0) and (p ~u0). Conse¬

quently the incident electric and magnetic fields do not represent 'sourcing'
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terms in free space or, the other way round: if there is neither dielectric

nor magnetic contrast and zero ohmic conductivity then no scattered

fields will be generated. However, if there is dielectric or magnetic con¬

trast, then scattered fields will be generated in these domains and propa¬

gate within them and in free space as well. For subsequent discretization

we rearrange equations 181 and 182 so that the time derivatives of the

electric and magnetic field vectors are expressed as a function of the

remaining terms. This will make the derivation of the set of finite differ¬

ence equations easier and more intuitive.

*H< = JIJ^Ih'-UvxE^ .183.
dt u dt p

j>E> = -(£"£°\9-£'-g£' +
l Vxff'U^ .184.

dt £ dt £ £ C

The equations, 183 and 184, are formulated in component form, for the

update procedure for the magnetic field

.185.
dn\
_

(u-|in)9//'t
u dt pUv

3/;;
~3:

dHl (]X-\i0)dH[
\i\dz

dE:

37 p dt ~dl.

dHs (p u0)3ffl 1/3/7, dE;
dt p dt Pv3v dx

.186.

.187.

And for the update equations of the electric fields

3
=

(e-e»)3Zi; g \jdIl'_dH\\ q s

dt £ dt £
x +£ \d\ d: I c

x

dE\
_ {£-£(1)^K_GLi

+
t\^\_^'\ GEs J89

dt £ dt £
x

£\dz dx \ £

*?._ «-'..w-o^iW^Uz
A9(l

dt £ dt £
"

£\dx dx £

The above set of vectorial equations, 185 - 190, is now discretized using
second-order accurate central finite differences in the spatial coordinates,
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(t,y,r), and second-order accurate forward finite differences for the indepen¬

dent time variable t according to the Yee scheme, [Taflove, 1995]. In this

approach the electric and magnetic field components are sampled on a stag¬

gered grid, i.e. the electric and magnetic field components are not sampled

at identical locations. From this discretization process the following update

expressions result1. First the discretized expressions for the time domain

integration of the magnetic fields are given

>,»>- >.«-h Af(ji - |i0)d , ,, +
i

77, 2~-H, - )= -— -21-f-Hx 2 .191.
1 '

; u dt
'

AtfEY'Y, j + 1, A) - E* »(/, /. A) El "(z, /. A + 1 ) - E» "(/. /, k)

(.1V Ax Ac

LL 2-W 2
= ~ — ^W 2 .192.

^ '

; n dt '

AtfE\-n(i,i.k+ !)-£;"(»./.A.) £"(; + !. /, A)- £> "(/./ A)

Lt V Az Ax

' *>"+' * >>-\ Af(U " Ur>) r) i >> + {
H. 2^H. 2) = ~ -£//. : .193.

; u dt

AtfEYA'+Uhk) EY'(',],k) FYY(i,]+Lk)-EY(i,J,k)

Li v A\ Ax

Second, the discretized equations for the electric field are given

(EY-EY^ + ^EY = .194.

_oAt (e-en)A/[a
£

l
e [dt

x

AtlftY" 1/2(/. ],k)-HY'-ir-0* /- LA) //*"" l 2(j. j.k)-HY'~l/20< /. k - 1 )

e A^ Ar

1. They are given here for completeness and clarity due to the unfortunate fact that there seem to

be a few typographic errors in the book b\ Kun/ and Luebbeis [1993] with respect to the deri¬

vation of the update equations
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(£?,'"-£,s-»-l) + oAf£,s-n .195.

gAt (e-en)An g

. Fi fi
__

__2i__ J "
put

^F1

A? f/ff1-1/2(4 ./', A) - H{-n~ l/2(i. j. k-l) HI "- |/2(ï. /, A) - W7 »-l/2(i- \,j, k)
+

e Ac Ax

(£?-n-£_s-n-1 ) + —£?•» =

e .

.196.

aAt . (£-e„)Ai h ,

e
J*~

e I 3r
'"

At\m*-l/2(i,j,k)-Hl*-l/Hi- 1, /.A) //;"- 1/2(/, y, Ar> --Ä*.»-I/2(/, y- 1, fc)
+ —

e At Ay

Based on the finite difference equations, equations 191 - 196, we obtain

the final desired update expressions by rearranging the terms and solving

for the latest respective values of the electric and magnetic fields.

î, «+- s. n-- At (ii — Lin) r) i.n + -

u 3/

AtfEl-Hi, J + L k) - EY(J, j. k) E^(/. j. k+l)- £,'»(/. j, k)

Ax i\"

.197.

7/v 2
= IL ~ —^r-tf, 2

A//£{-"(/, J- A+ !)-£} "(/./. A) £;'(/ + 1.,/'. A) - £/•"(/,,/, A)
_ —

^ Ac Ax

.198.

S. H + - i.H-r Af(lt— U,i) f) I.II + -

H. 2
= H. 2 h-±iYH. 2

u dt ~

AtLEY'U + 1, ./ A) - £;»(/ /. A) £; "(/. j + 1, A) - £;»(/../, k)

Lil A\ Ar

.199.

/

£:•" =

1 +
gAi

rsn-l
"Af (C-Fq)A^ 9

n

V
fc" r

.200.

+ —
At\H^-]/-(i,j,k)-H'.-n-1 \i.j-i.k) HY"~l 2(i, j.k)-HY'~w2(j, j, k~ YÏ)

Av
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AtJHln- l/2(;. /, A)-//;» '~(z,/,A~l) H>n~l 2(i, j.k)-H!n >'-(? - 1,/, A)"P
+

_|
__^ _ . _ .

^

Ajffl,''"-1/2(i,j.t)-g;'"' -(/-l./.A.) //;"-'/2(;./.A)-//;» '^(,, / - 1, A)f
e [ Aa A\ j

These equations are now cast into the form of a Fortran90 program. It

becomes clear from the inspection of the update expressions that a total of

three spatial loops and one temporal loop is necessary. While the activity

within the spatial loops, going over the indices of (x,x>,z), can be carried out

simultaneously, the work that is performed within the temporal loop can

only be carried out sequentially. In other words, the temporal loop advances

the electro-magnetic fields in time and the spatial loops update the electro¬

magnetic fields in the spatial computational dimensions for every timestep.

As a consequence, we conclude that the spatial update procedures can be

parallelized by distributing the activity within the spatial loops to more than

one CPU, i.e. by decomposing the whole computational job into smaller

chunks. The methodology that is selected for this decomposition determines

the type of parallelization scheme being used: fine grained or coarse grained

parallelization. In this thesis, only shared-memory parallelization is used

due to the huge advantages against distributed-memory parallelization. One

of the most significant advantages of shared-memory parallelization is the

fact that a numerical code can be parallelized gradually step by step: by par¬

allelizing one loop after the other. This way, the effects of parallelization can

be analyzed in depth which is a crucial advantage. This is especially true for

computational electrodynamics in conjunction with debugging issues.

5.5.4 Specification of the Excitation

The excitation is accomplished by assuming a plane electromagnetic, i.e.
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TEM, wave whose direction of incidence can be specified arbitrarily, i.e.

the azimuthal direction and elevation can be specified. The time domain

waveform is a Gaussian pulse with a specified width and amplitude.

5.5.5 Command File Usage

The forward solver's behavior is completely governed by an input file

containing all data that is necessary to run fwdSolver3Dpshmem.

5.5.6 Implementation of Boundary Conditions

The application of the FDTD scheme leads to a formalism that solves

for the electromagnetic field quantities on a discrete orthogonal cartesian

grid inside the computational domain. However, this discretization must

be truncated somewhere for obvious reasons: it is not possible to dis¬

cretize the space of infinite extent which is simply due to computer mem¬

ory restrictions. However, due to the fact that the FDTD scheme uses

central differences for the approximation of the partial derivatives that

appear in Maxwell's equations, there is a problem when it comes to

updating the values of the electromagnetic field at the boundary of the

computational domain. We obviously need special instructions for these

locations. Such instructions cannot be derived directly from Maxwell's

equations. Major research efforts have been invested into such truncation

schemes, [Taflove, 1995], [Taflove, 19981 and [Kunz et ak, 19931. In this

solver Mur's scheme, [Mur, 19811, has been selected for implementation.
Such schemes are generally called absorbing boundary conditions or

ABC's.

Mur's scheme is based on the first and second order accuracy approxima¬
tions of so called one-way wave equations, which are partial differential

operators that allow the propagation of waves in one direction only.

ABC's on the basis of one-way wave equations exploit the fact that the

wave-equation can be split into two factors. Theses factors are partial dif¬

ferential operators with special properties: one factor allows only left-

traveling wave, the other factor allows only right-traveling waves. If the
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factor or partial differential operator that describes a left-travelling wave is

applied at the boundary of the computational domain with x = o and dis¬

cretized, this leads to the absorption of a left traveling wave at the boundary

or, which is the same, to the suppression of a reflected wave. The suppres¬

sion of a reflected wave is only accomplished to a certain degree due to the

discretization of the boundary operator using first or second order accuracy.

Mur's ABC's are most appealing due to their simplicity. They do not repre¬

sent the state of the art in absorbing boundary technology but have been

replaced by the perfectly matched layer (PML) concept by Berenger, [Taf¬

love, 1995], [Taflove, 1998]. Nevertheless Mur's boundary scheme works

fine for the investigation of the feasibility of microwave based process

tomography. An absorbing boundary condition based on PML shows con¬

siderably increased suppression of reflection, up to -140 dB, but at the price

of much higher implementational burden and computational cost due to the

increased numerical complexity.

The partial differential operators describing wave propagation in one direc¬

tion only are obtained by factoring the wave equation for the field compo¬

nent u

d2u d'u d'U 1 d\l
_

om
—- + —- +

—T
-

-—,,-
= 0 .203.

dx' d\~ dz~ c'dt

with the partial differential operator i given in equation 204.

L=-4 + _4 + -4--' .204.
d\~ dx~ dz" dt"

This operator can be split formally into two factors l" and e+ that describe

either exclusively left

D, i

E = £>,-—Vi- S" .205.

E U = 0 .206.

or exclusively right travelling electromagnetic waves.

D, i
,

/ = D, + -Vl-S" .207.
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L¥U = 0 208.

These definitions hold for the short-hand notation of the partial operators:

D, =

\
dx

Dx =

d

dx

D =

d

dz

D,=
d

dt

'( D" 1V
D >

\{d/c) 0,/C;

.209.

5 =

We will now validate this expression algebraically because this is gener¬

ally left out in text books on computational electromagnetics. This will

further help in deriving the partial differential operators that are used for

grid truncation. We postulate that the one-way wave operators, given by

equations 205 and 207, when multiplied with each other result in the par¬

tial differential operator that describes (electromagnetic) waves.

LÜ = L 210.

This derivation is given in equation 211 and is based on a rather heuristic

argument with respect to the fact that partial differential operators are

treated like factors in a algebraic product evaluation. Nevertheless, this

procedure results in a correct result, i.e. in the reproduction of the partial
differential operator for the wave equation.

d,~--V1^Ye\ + --V'i~,s2J = ^-(7) t1-5-)

DY-\^ 1 -

v

/), V l D Y

D/c) \DY(

= dy- - +o: + d-

- (D.\2

\\

211

= I
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The one-way wave operator l absorbs waves at the left boundary, i.e. at

x = o, by admitting only left-travelling waves and the one-way wave opera¬

tor e+ absorbs waves travelling towards the right boundary, i.e. at x = e( , by

admitting only right-travelling waves. This means that, if an electromag¬

netic waves travels from the right to the left side arriving at the location of

the mesh truncation, no reflected wave is generated because the one-way

operators do not model electromagnetic waves going into the other direc¬

tion, because right-traveling waves are not contained in the solution set of

these partial differential operators.

The presence of the square root in the partial differential operators of equa¬

tions 205 and 207 classifies them as pseudo-differential operators that are

non-local both in the space and time variables. This is according to [Taflove,

1995] an unfortunate property in that it prohibits the direct numerical imple¬

mentation of the operators as ABC's. These operators must therefore be

approximated by expanding them into Taylor's series approximations that

lead to regular partial differential equations. These are discretized and

implemented numerically.

The operator, given by 205, is approximated to first order accuracy by a Tay¬

lor's series with one term as:

Jt-S^l S «l .212.

A very small value of s means that the derivative of the wave function with

respect to y is much smaller than the derivative with respect to time scaled

by the speed of the propagating wave c. Consequently, the first order Mur

absorbing boundary condition, using the above derived expressions, is for¬

mulated as

D,
L «/),—'t>ir = 0 .213.

which, when formulated as a standard partial differential equation, results in

^*-4r = 0 .214.
31 (dt

This first order partial differential equation is discretized about an auxiliary
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point \ = 1/2 A\.v = (/+1/2) Ax. (A+1/2) Ac.

The operator, given by 205, is approximated to second-order accuracy by

a Taylor's series with two terms as:

yT-52= t - ^5" '51 « 1 .215.

If inserted into the respective equation the following approximation to the

one-way wave operator results

D<{ i >'

L'-D-YV-Y

-".-7'H(^(£-,jn
d. cd! cir

E SJ5 -—' + —-! + —-i
1

c 2D, 2Dt

If this is inserted into the one-way wave equation 206 then we obtain the

following expression

( D. cD[ cD^
LU = ZX-—r +—- + —;

^ *
c 2D, 2D

(7 = 0 .217.

Equation 217 is now multiplied by nt and the differential operators are

replaced by their respective partial derivatives, which finally leads to the

desired second-order accurate absorbing boundary condition at location

x = 0

2 2 2 i

dU Id U cd U c d"
A A 010

+ _ + _—_ = o \ = 0 .218.

dxdt c3r 29r 29.-

This expression must now be discretized using finite differences for the

derivatives with respect to the spatial coordinates and time.

A similar procedure is applied for the truncation of the FDTD grid at

location x = /; by using and approximating the operator ü .
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+ D,( t -

4
^

D, cd\ cd:
1 =

°'+c:~W^2Dt

From the preceding equation the following partial differential equation mul¬

tiplied with n, appears providing absorption at v = /?.

2 2
r

2
2

dU 13 U cd U c D'
.

, 0^A
_—+ _—_—_

- o x = h, .220.

dxdt cdr 2clv- 2d:-

The absorbing boundary conditions for the other grid boundaries are derived

in an analogous manner, using the appropriately varied versions of the one¬

way wave operators l" and e+
.

2 2 2-1

3 U 13 U cd U c d"
A A r,~i

=r—=r +-—,-+ r—;
= 0 v = 0 .22 L.

dydt cdr 2fo- 2d:-

d\j \d'U cd'U c d1
A

. 000
^^

+ ——-t =0 v = /;. .222.

dvdt cdr 2gt- 2dr

2 2 2 i

3 U 13 U cd U c 3"
A A 00-,

dzdt cdr 29a- 2^-

2 2 2 t

3 U
,

13 E cd U c 3"
„ , 00,

dzdt cdr 29r 25v-

Based on the differential operators given in 218 we show how the update

expression for the electric field is obtained at the left boundary based on a

discretization using finite differences. For convenience, we repeat the

expression, given in 218, that is the starting point for discretization.

2 2 2 -,

3 U Yd V cd U c d"
n ,. ~~r

+ + = o x = 0 .225.

dxdt cfo- 2^~ 2fl:-

The components of the above expression are discretized around the auxil¬

iary point (1/2./.A) at time » by using appropriate averages of the dis¬

cretized differential forms.
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3 U

dxdt

dJJ
dY

dJJ
dy2

3J7
3c2
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These discretized components are now inserted into the original expres¬

sion of 225 or 218 respectively and solved for the value of the component

at the grid point (o, /, A) at time (» + i). If the spatial sampling width is the

same, namely a in all directions of the three coordinate axes, then the

resulting expression is as follows.
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The derivation is given here in full detail because it is only sketched in

[Taflove, 1995] and given with a few typographic errors in [Kunz et al.,

1993]. Although absorbing boundary conditions based on Berenger's per¬

fectly matched layer (PML) approach perform much better than those

given earlier by Mur, his scheme is very useful, especially when prototyp¬

ing an electromagnetic solver: undesired reflections are suppressed good

enough in order to validate the code. In a subsequent phase better mesh

truncation schemes can be implemented in order to improve boundary

treatment in the code.

5.5.7 Output Visualization

The visualization of the output is of considerable importance both with
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respect to the validation of the forward solver by the visual inspection of the

fields and the extraction of the data that are used for the reconstruction pro¬

cess. Due to the fact that the resulting data, electric and magnetic field val¬

ues, is a function of space and time, a visualization technique for dynamic

data must be found. The method of choice is therefore the usage of com¬

puter animation, i.e. the values of the electric and magnetic fields, sampled

in space and time, are displayed on a computer screen fast enough so that

the impression of a movie is brought to the observer. The realization of this

process is further complicated by the sheer size of the data that shall be pre¬

sented. If the speed at which the data are presented is too slow, then it is

very difficult to visually detect e.g. scattering of a plane wave from an object

forming dielectric contrast in the computational domain. Another important

aspect of visualization is hardware independence. In times of rapidly emerg¬

ing and vanishing hardware configurations it is vital for the economic engi¬

neer and scientist to implement and apply software that seemlessly adapts to

new environments. Although this appears trivial, too often this principle is

hurt.
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The legend bar at the bottom of the plot shows the range of dielectric values

that are assumed in the rectangular computational domain. Air or vacuum is

atributed a value of 1.0 for the relative dielectric permittivity while the scat¬

tering object has a value of 4.0

FIGURE 94. 3 dimensional view of dielectric scatterer object

The parameters that have been used for the generation of this superquadric

object are as follows: £[ = 1.0, e2 = 1.0, radii of the principal axes are rx =

0.005, ry = 0.005, rz = 0.020 meters. The relative dielectric permittivity of

the scatterer 8 is set to 4.0 and its ohmic conductivity g is 0.0. The relative

dielectric permittivity and relative magnetic permeability of the surrounding

space have been set to the vacuum value of 1.0 while zero ohmic conductiv¬

ity has been observed for free space conditions. The computational domain
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is a cube of dimension 50 mm. The cube is sampled with 50 grid points in

every coordinate direction which results in 125000 volume elements or

voxels. This is considered to be a rather small problem for FDTD calcula¬

tions. However, the code has been run with problem sizes up to 8 million

voxels, corresponding to 8 MVoxels. With such problem sizes paralleliza¬

tion is of great benefit. The discretization of the computational domain is

then set accordingly to 1 mm in every coordinate direction.

It is important to keep in mind that by changing the shape parameters e1

and £2 of the scatterer superquadric element almost any shape can be gen¬

erated.
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5.5.1.2 Input File

The following input file has been used for the simulation as is. This is pos¬

sible because the 3D FDTD solver is written in Fortran 90 whose input-out¬

put specification allows the code developer to include comments in the input

file. The Fortran 90 code reads the input file line by line, given a list of data

values that it should read. Therefore, once the predefined data is read in, the

remainder of the line is neglected.

50 50 50 gridtotx gridtoty gridtotz t-]

0.001 0.001 0.001 delx dely delz [m]

2.0e-9 simulated time [s]

18 number of azimuthal sampling locations [-3

0 azimuthal start angle [deg]

10 number of axial sampling locations [-]

0.005 axial start position [m]

0.045 axial stop position Cm]

0.022 radial sampling distance [m]

180.0 azimuth angle of incident plane wave [degree]

45.0 elevation angle of incident plance wave [degree]

1.0 polarization of the electric field in theta direction [-]

0.0 polarization of the electric field in phi direction [-]

0.020 reference distance from column center for plane wave [m]

10 beta, width of gaussian time domain waveform for source [-]

1000 amplitude of incicent plane wave illumination [Volt/m]

1 25 1 lowerXlowerY lowerZ[-]

50 26 50 higherX higherY higherZ [-]

1./avs/smalllnput.dat' file name of file containing input material parameters [-]

"./smallProblem.log' file name of file containing program runtime log[-]

1./avs/smallCylinder.dat' file name of file containing sampled field information!-]

'./avs/smallCube.dat' file name of file containing subcube field information!-]

5 save electromagnetic data every rhythm'th time step[-]

The units of the various input parameters are specified at the end of the input

line in square brackets. Of special interest in this file are the values that

specify the grid resolution, the direction and pulse width of the incident

plane wave and the specification of the subblock of the computational

domain that is written to a disk file for subsequent postprocessing. The

width of the incident pulse is chose so as not to violate stability constraints.
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5.5.1.3 Visualization of the Time Domain Seattered Fields

The following plots show the results of a time domain electromagnetic

scattering analysis using the FDTD solver £wdSolver3Dpshmem. It is

observed that the incoming plane arrives at an angle of 45 degrees with

respect to the vertical axis and is scattered at the dielectric body. The

numerical scattering experiment is visualized using AVS by showing

every 5th frame. Red signifies the maximum positive electric field while

blue signifies the maximum negative field. The scatterer is shown in blue.

There is a problem with the boundary condition as seen in the last visual¬

ized timestep. This is attributed to the closeness of the scatterer to the

absorbing boundary conditon at the end of the computational domain.

FIGURE 95. Z component of the electric field, at timesteps 1,5,10,15
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step = 20 step = 2 S

step = a0 step = ^

step = 40
step = 10

FIGURE 96 Z component ot the electric held, at timesteps 20.25,30,35,40,45
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step = 50
step -55

step = 60 step = 65

step = 70
step = 75

FIGURE 97 Z component of the electric field, at timesteps 50, 55, 60,65, 70, 75
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5.6 Epilogue

This thesis has presented a few problems and proposed corresponding

solutions. Additionally, it presented novel problems that emerged from the

work related with these solutions. This is of scientific importance and rele¬

vant for the associated project. Dielectric and ohmic profile reconstruction

has been brought from a dream to reality. What is even more important, the

subject of this thesis forced the author to deeply dive into computational

electromagnetics, both from a user's and a code developer's point of view.

This happened at a time when full-wave computational electromagnetics

still was more of academic than industry interest. This has changed dramati¬

cally since then. Due to the ever increasing clock speeds of modern comput¬

ers and increasing operating frequency bands of personal communication

systems (PCS) more electrical design engineers than ever before are forced

to analyze their work in terms of electrodynamics. It is the ultimate desire to

design such systems from scratch using a first principles approach based

solely on Maxwell's equations. Anticipating clock speeds of future micro¬

processors of 10 GHz and more, it is clear that those systems can only be

designed on the basis of analysis tools based on first principles. So, James

Clerk Maxwell will lead the electronic world right into the twenty-first cen¬

tury. What a triumph for a scientist that died even before the beginning of

the twentieth century!

There is yet another gain when using computational electromagnetic solv¬

ers. When we look at passive planar microstrip radio frequency developed

over the last two or three decade, we see that these devices in general con¬

sume a lot of board space, especially at lower microwave frequencies. This

space consumption is caused by the fact that structure sized was generally

believed to be related to the relevant wavelength present in the system. It has

not been realistically possible until today to analyze non-standard geometri¬

cal arrangements. Such configuration could only be investigated empiri¬

cally. Due to the 'difficult' behavior of electromagnetic fields, it was a

matter of luck to find a promising geometrical configuration. This has cer¬

tainly changed for ever. Today, it is possible to analyze radiating structures
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that, ten years ago, could not even be analyzed by using the highest per¬

forming supercomputer. In fact, it can be shown that structure size is not

monotonically related to the relevant wavelength.

Nevertheless, although today's electromagnetic solvers offer improved

solver performance, they still require, from the user, a solid background

in electromagnetic theory if they shall be used efficiently. Electromag¬

netic number crunching without a background in theory will never lead to

first-time-right designs. There is a line separating successful companies

from less successful ones. While there are of course economical issues

that must be observed to survive in the market place, technological exper¬

tise is a key issue. Being able to master the complexity of computational

electromagnetics is, in my opinion, one such capability.
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